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Insight

Putting brands back in their place
The events of recent months
have shown that there is no
such thing as independent
intangible value. Instead, it
always depends on context
With stock markets in a state of
frenzied uncertainty, the
financial services and banking
industries under pressure in a
way not seen for decades and a
number of economies in or on
the brink of recession, it is

difficult to argue that 2008 has
not been a challenging year for
most companies operating in
most parts of the world.
As if to underline the point,
in the middle of September
Brand Finance, the brand
valuation company, felt it
necessary to bring out a revised
version of its global 500 survey
of the world’s valuable brands,
originally published just six
months previously (see IAM 29,

pages 31 to 40). The Brand
Finance 500 mark II reveals that,
like most stock markets, brand
values have been tumbling.
Among the highlights are
the following:
• Between January and
September 2008, the
enterprise value of the 100
most valuable globally
branded businesses
decreased by 13.3%, a drop
of US$1.6 trillion.

•

•

Between January and
September 2008, the brand
value of the 100 most
valuable global brands
decreased by 4.2%, a drop of
US$67 billion.
Wal-Mart has overtaken
Coca-Cola to become the
most valuable global brand.
The value of the brand has
increased 9% since
December 2007, to
US$42.56 billion, helping to

The world’s 20 most valuable brands (all figures in US$ million)

Rank
2008

Rank
2007

Brand

Sector

Domicile

Brand
value

Enterprise Brand
Change
value Aug value/
in brand
2008*
enterprise value
value (%)

Brand
value
2007

Enterprise Brand
value
value/
2007
enterprise
value 2007
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6

4
1
2
5
3
6

Wal-Mart
Coca-Cola
Microsoft
IBM
Google
GE

US
US
US
US
US
US

42,567
41,853
39,358
37,508
37,504
33,965

279,075
124,313
211,260
179,406
126,997
777,396

15%
34%
19%
21%
30%
4%

9%
-8%
-12%
-1%
-13%
-6%

39,001
45,441
44,501
37,949
43,085
36,123

225,976
147,277
311,036
172,954
200,698
825,379

17%
31%
14%
22%
21%
4%

7
8

7
8

UK
US

33,742
32,427

186,056
105,484

18%
31%

-5%
-5%

35,456
34,109

188,466
130,072

19%
26%

9

11

HSBC
HewlettPackard
Vodafone

Retail
Beverages
Software
Computers
Internet
Miscellaneous
manufacturing
Banks
Computers

UK

26,688

185,419

14%

0%

26,594

185,183

14%

10

9

Nokia

FI

26,564

73,891

36%

-20%

33,116

137,362

24%

11

16

US

25,004

150,301

17%

-2%

25,417

144,179

18%

12
13
14

21
17
12

Bank of
America
Marlboro
Pepsi
Gillette

Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Banks

US
US
US

24,571
24,233
24,075

45,468
111,948
246,942

54%
22%
10%

4%
-2%
-9%

23,705
24,813
26,388

163,068
125,758
258,388

15%
20%
10%

15

10

US

24,058

106,784

23%

-14%

27,817

147,041

19%

16
17

22
15

US
US

23,968
23,879

76,536
106,200

31%
22%

10%
-6%

21,812
25,527

69,176
143,064

32%
18%

18

19

US

23,607

264,146

9%

-4%

24,601

313,749

8%

19

20

US

23,210

172,804

13%

-5%

24,388

185,744

13%

20

13

JP

22,941

249,788

9%

-12%

26,056

317,352

8%

Tobacco
Beverages
Cosmetics/
personal care
Citi
Diversified
financial
services
McDonald’s Retail
Intel
Semiconductors
AT&T
Telecommunications
Verizon
Telecommunications
Toyota
Auto
manufacturers

* Enterprise value stated as at 31st August 2008 * Financial and insurance enterprise value figures are market cap
Source: Brand Finance (www.brandfinance.com)
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•

•

•

drive a 23.5% increase in
Wal-Mart’s enterprise value
over the same period. WalMart has achieved this
growth by leveraging its
reputation for low prices.
CITI tumbled out of the top
10 to 15th place with a brand
value of US$24.06 billion (a
14% decrease), reflecting its
poor performance in the
current sub-prime crisis.
This has allowed Vodafone
to enter the top 10 in ninth
place as the leading
telecommunications brand
(with a brand value of
US$26.69 billion), closely
followed by Nokia (with a
brand value of US$26.56
billion).
The financial services sector
has decreased in brand value
across the board. Financial
service institutions need to
refocus attention on the key
value drivers of their brands
and develop longer-term
strategies.
As the price of oil remains
at or over US$100 a barrel,
petrochemical brands are

•

•

•

reaping the benefit. Four of
the top five brands that
recorded an increased brand
value are in the oil and gas
sector: ExxonMobil (up
19.4%); BP (up 18.3%);
Chevron (up 17.9%); and
Shell (up 12.8%).
Healthcare is another sector
that has seen brand values
rise, suggesting that despite
a decrease in spending,
consumers are prioritising
health and wellbeing.
Johnson & Johnson has
outperformed its
competitors by jumping an
impressive 16 places to sit at
84th in the table, illustrating
the trend across the sector.
The retail sector’s total
enterprise value has risen by
9.1%. During the current
recession, low-priced
retailers are leveraging their
position by providing
customers with value-formoney goods.
Everyday consumer brands
have benefited as consumers
trade down and rediscover
good-value products. For

example, McDonald’s brand
value has increased by 9%
to US$23.97 billion. On the
other hand, brands such as
Starbucks are struggling to
gain a share of (shrinking)
wallets, as consumers cut
unnecessary spending
habits and turn to more
essential goods.
But while surveys such as
the Brand Finance 500 are
always fascinating, brands in
and of themselves are worth
very little. Instead, their equity
derives from two key factors.
First, brand values are
heavily dependent on the skills
and judgements of the people
who are ultimately managing
them; and that means the boards
of directors of the companies in
whose portfolios they sit.
Second, perceptions of the
sector in which a brand is
operating are also absolutely
crucial. If the sector is seen as
toxic, for whatever reason, it
will not matter how well a
company is managed – the
brand will still struggle.

In February 2008, Brand
Finance published a study of
brand values in the banking
sector. In this, the value of the
Lehman Brothers brand was
estimated at just over US$4
billion. But how much is it worth
now? The name’s the same, but
those who controlled it have
been found out and the financial
services sector generally is
viewed with great suspicion. And
if it can happen to a brand that
has been around for 150 years, it
can happen to anyone.
What the events of the last
few months have demonstrated
all too clearly is that brand
value, like all intangible value,
is heavily reliant on context.
As with brands, a patent, a trade
secret or a copyright depends
on those who control it to
maximise its worth. But even
a well-managed intangible is
worth very little if there is no
appetite for involvement in the
sector in which it sits. In short,
intangible value is, well,
intangible. It is useful to be
reminded of this fact every once
in a while.

China’s Olympic triumph raises questions about its IP priorities
Few would argue that the Beijing
Olympics were anything other
than a huge success for the city
and for China as a whole.
The country’s athletes
topped the medal table; while the
Chinese people won friends
across the world as a
consequence of their enthusiasm
and the warm welcome they
extended to foreign visitors.
There were some problems with
press accreditations and the way
in which demonstrations about
Tibet were handled at the outset,
but sponsoring multinationals
will have been delighted that
their brands – which could have
been associated with an event
seen as a showcase for an
oppressive, totalitarian regime –
emerged unscathed from a
fortnight in which the only major
controversies took place on the
sports field.
www.iam-magazine.com

What the world saw from
China in August was a country
that was opening up to foreign
influences; as well as one that,
while not yet relaxed enough to
give its people a free choice over
what they can see, hear, say and
do, has delivered substantial
improvements in lifestyles and
opportunities to a population
that just a generation ago was
overwhelmingly povertystricken and tied to the land.
The world also saw that when
China puts its mind to solving
problems, it can usually find
solutions. Take the Olympic
sailing events, held in the waters
off the city of Qingdao. There
were worries that the regatta may
have been ruined by a creeping
green algae that made it
impossible for yachts to sail; so
thousands of people were drafted
in to clear away the mess. In

Beijing, air quality was an issue;
the solution was to close down
factories and introduce stringent
traffic restrictions – one huge
steelworks was even relocated
away from the city to improve air
quality. There were concerns,
too, that dilapidated warrens of
streets in the Chinese capital
would hinder spectators trying to
get to events, as well as affect the
ambience of the games, so these
were torn down to be replaced by
new buildings and a different
road grid – at a cost of many
billions of dollars.
So, the Chinese showed all
observers that where there is a
will there is a way. When China’s
government decides to make
something a priority, success
surely follows. All of which
means that this very same
government is going to find it a
whole lot harder in future to say

that it is doing all it can to win
the fight against counterfeiting
and piracy. In fact, China has
probably gone a long way to
proving that a lot of what its IP
critics have always said is true.
The accusation that is
consistently levelled at the
Chinese is that with IP it is just a
matter of priorities and that,
despite constant protestations to
the contrary, when it really comes
down to it, dealing with IP abuse
is not at the top of the “to do”
list in Beijing.
In a country where people
can be mobilised to clear acres
of algae from the sea, where
factories can be closed down at
a moment’s notice and where
whole districts of a city can
bulldozed and built anew within
the space of two or three years,
can anyone seriously argue
against such claims anymore?
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Patentability standards for business methods
and software in Australia

Insight

Australia is closer to the US
than Europe for business
method patents

Australian report is a warning
to patent owners everywhere
The Australian government is
considering an overhaul of
patent law following the release
of a report that identifies the
ease of getting protection as a
barrier to innovation.
According to the panel that
put together Venturous Australia
– Building Strength in Innovation,
a report commissioned by Kim
Carr, the Minister for Innovation,
Industry, Science and Research,
and published on 9th September,
the country’s courts have
“overturned important
‘gatekeeping’ principles of the
patent system that existed until
the early 1980s”. In particular,
panellists identify software and
business methods as an issue,
and state that large companies are
using the patent system to build
thickets that effectively keep
competitors out of markets. As a
result, the panel makes the
following recommendation:
“Patent law should be reviewed to
ensure that the inventive steps
required to qualify for patents are
considerable, and that the
resulting patents are well defined,
so as to minimise litigation and
maximise the scope for
subsequent innovators.”
The report then goes on to
say that a weakness of the IP
system in Australia is that IP has
been seen as a legal issue in the
country – and one that should
be left to rights owners and the
legal profession. This approach
is flawed, the panel concludes. IP
is primarily an economic issue,
the panellists explain, and it
needs be viewed as such by the
government. “We need the
expertise of lawyers in this as in
many other areas of policy, but it
is imperative that IP policy make
the transition that competition
policy made over a decade ago
now, from a specialist policy
area dominated by lawyers to an
important front of microeconomic reform.”
It is arguable that changes to
the US system following recent

Supreme Court decisions in
cases such as KSR v Teleflex
mean that Australia now has the
most liberal patenting regime in
the developed world; and that
this makes the country an
exception. However, IP owners
would be unwise to see things
in that way. Instead, they should
be worried by the messages that
the Venturous Australia report
contains, even if they have no
interests in the country
specifically.
While the panellists, under
the chairmanship of Terry Cutler,
director of the world-renowned
Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organisation
(CSIRO), may well be correct in
their conclusions – though
plenty of Australian patent
practitioners have argued
subsequent to the report’s
publication that they are
seriously flawed – the way they
get to them is troubling. It seems
that the panel has accepted
claims that the patent system as
it currently stands in Australia is
an impediment to innovation in
the country without looking at
the other side of the story. And
in doing this, they are following a
trend that is becoming prevalent
in many parts of the world; one
in which arguments about the
damaging nature of patenting are
not scrutinised to the extent that
many inside the IP community
feel that they should be.
If one reads the sections in
Venturous Australia that deal with
intellectual property, what is
striking is that almost all the
footnote references source
research undertaken by authors
who can broadly be described as
patent-sceptic. There are few, if
any, references to authors or
research whose findings can be
described as broadly pro-patent
in outlook. This indicates that the
panellists did not consider such
works. The question is: why?
It has been a frequent theme
in IAM magazine over the years
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Business methods are patentable
in Australia on the same criteria
as any other “manner of
manufacture”. However, there
must be some form of ‘physical
effect’ that results from the
claimed business method.
Although this issue has gone on
appeal to the full court of the
Australian Federal Court (in Grant
v Commissioner of Patents),
there is no detailed definition of
this term. From the cases, one
can expect that such physical
effects include the transformation
of data, application of a
computer program, the operation
of the method in a physical
device or the change in state or
information in a machine.
Clearly, then, software
inventions in themselves consist
of patentable subject matter.
However, a pure business
method – without any form of
concrete, tangible, physical or
observable effect – is not
patentable. For example,
a business method will not be
patentable if it is a mere
scheme, abstract idea or simply

that if the patent community
does not start to fight its corner
by investing meaningful
amounts of time and money in
commissioning research aimed
at testing the credibility of
claims that the patent system is
fundamentally flawed and needs
a radical overhaul, then at some
stage it is going to start paying a
price. What is now happening in
Australia bears out these claims.
Books such as Bessen and
Meurer’s Patent Failure (which is
the basis of this issue’s cover
story and is cited approvingly by
the Venturous Australia panel)
may provoke howls of outrage;
but if the patent community
does not explain why they are
wrong and back its claims up
with real facts and real figures,
then it is going to find itself
losing out. As mentioned above,
since the Venturous Australia
report was published, it has
been heavily criticised by many
patent practitioners in the
country. But how many of them

intellectual information.
But Australia’s stance on
business method patents is far
from settled. There is still plenty
of scope for future litigants to
define the scope of the term
‘physical effect’ further. In
addition, the recent government
review of innovation in Australia
considered judicial activity in
this area as “worrying”, and that
the ease with which patents are
granted is “very likely hampering
innovation”. A key
recommendation of the report is
that the government review
existing Australian patent law to
ensure that “the inventive step
required to qualify for patents is
considerable”. While the review
itself may have been thoroughly
prepared, the intellectual
property issues are
inappropriately glossed over.
Australia’s Advisory Council
on Intellectual Property is also
conducting a review of patentable
subject matter which will have a
significant impact on business
method and software patents.
By Ben Lehman and Duncan
Bucknell. The authors are both
IP Strategists with Duncan
Bucknell Company

engaged with the panel before
the report was written? What
evidence did Australian patent
owners present?
Venturous Australia is a very
thorough piece of work that has
had a positive response from the
Australian government. The
report looks in great detail at why
Australia is not as innovative as
it could be and makes
recommendations as to how the
situation can be changed. It has
identified the patent system as
an area of concern – without, it
seems, looking too carefully at
arguments that contradict
advocates of reform – and there
is every possibility now that
Australia’s patent system could
be changed as a consequence.
The report may be specific to one
country, but there is a lot in it
that decision makers in other
parts of the world could find
attractive and persuasive. All
patent owners should think
through the implications of that
very carefully.
www.iam-magazine.com
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Industry insight
Written by
Alexander Butler

Defining your IP vision
The Balanced Scorecard technique can
help IP managers align with the broader
business function, writes Alexander
Butler of Thomson Reuters
Ask many IP counsel about their IP strategy
and answers routinely include: “increase
portfolio size”; “reduce costs”; “improve
patent quality”; “increase the number of
invention filings”; or “avoid infringement.”
Each of those propositions merits the simple
question: “why?”
The Balanced Scorecard approach to
management and implementation of strategic
change initiatives helps get you to the answer.
Pioneered by Robert Kaplan and David Norton
in their 1992 Harvard Business Review article
“The Balanced Scorecard – Measures that
Drive Success,” it was later cited by the same
publication as one of the most significant
business developments in 75 years.
The approach addresses a shortcoming in
traditional management systems – namely,
that they were based upon the lagging
indicator of financial statements and did not
address many of the causes of growth and
performance, such as how well firms develop
and protect their intangible assets.
As IP counsel know, intellectual assets
are a predominant source of corporate value.
However, despite ongoing efforts, no clear
and consistent valuation approach is
incorporated into the daily development of
these assets, much less into routine
portfolio management.
Thus, a challenging mandate is provided.
Manage a business’s most critical assets,
without a structured strategy or
standardised measurement system – hoping
that you can lead the company through the
legal and competitive environment, as well
as the internal, results-oriented/ROI-driven
organisation.
This is a recipe for which few IP counsel
are trained. A common result is that IP visions
are poorly defined (if at all beyond tactical
objectives) and IP plans poorly executed.
Law departments chartered with
defining and executing IP strategy often face
critical barriers, mirroring those identified
by the Balanced Scorecard Collaborative:
• Vision barrier – few understand the IP
strategy.
www.iam-magazine.com

•

•

•

People barrier – few IP department
members have objectives linked to the
strategy.
Resource barrier – money and resources
are not allocated according to strategy;
for example, budgets are not linked to
strategy, wasting resources as filings
occur haphazardly, and management
finds (years later) that a perceived
position of IP strength is substantially
less than thought
Management barrier – management
spends too little time on strategy and too
much time on short-term tactical
decision-making. How often do cost
cutting, infringement or acquisitions
impose upon counsel’s precious time
and disrupt the development of strategy?

A new focus is required to help IP
counsel identify their IP vision and critical
supporting strategies, initiatives and
metrics. The Balanced Scorecard framework
is one method to capture and communicate
the cause and effect relationships of
initiatives supporting strategies, and strong,
integrated performance measurements,
targets and goals. Tying these historically
disparate elements together will separate the
winners from losers in the IP game.
How to proceed
At a high level, answer the why question
first. Work across the corporation; include
the firm’s licensing/IAM function (if one
exists), executive team and brand/product
managers in this first step. The trick is to
blend commercial objectives with
possibilities embedded in intellectual assets.
Achieving the IP vision requires
moving beyond tactics. Larger portfolios,
reduced expenditures and increased transfer
of ideas from R&D are insufficient. The IP
strategy should draw upon larger ideals and
visions of what IP means for the business –
be that partnering, commercial freedom,
revenue, innovation leadership, etc. The
following four hierarchical perspectives from
the Balanced Scorecard provide an approach
to defining the business processes and
supporting systems:
• Financial – how does our organization
define financial success?

•
•
•

Customer – how should we appear to
our customers?
Business process – what processes must
we excel at?
Learning and growth – how will we
sustain our ability to change and
improve?

These initiatives are where IP
departments excel. This area is also where
firms often misperceive their tactical wizardry
as a replacement for advanced strategy.
Remaining steps include creating
performance measurements and targets to
forecast and record progress within each
perspective. A strong management platform is
also a necessary investment given needs for
collaboration between firms and departments,
risk management and real-time reporting of
portfolio demographics and performance.
The availability of sophisticated,
browser-based IP management systems and
implementation services make this
capability possible. Systems drawing upon
workflow and automation open new
possibilities to work differently and increase
productivity. An important component of
any management system is strong
integration with sophisticated rules engines
to assure compliance with global rules for IP
filings, prosecution and maintenance.
Complimenting increased productivity
and collaboration is the ability to use the
management system to measure
performance and show meaningful
indicators and metrics. Top IP departments
utilise a targeted web of leading (forecasting)
indicators of success and confirming
(lagging) measurement of results. Leadership
in IP includes an understanding of where the
portfolio stands today and creating a
common understanding of next steps.
IP counsel should embrace a systematic
approach to IP strategy and portfolio
management. This will enable them to break
the death-grip that tactical ways of doing
business often hold over truly effective IP
management.
Alexander Butler is Vice President of
Sales, Thomson IP Management Services,
a Thomson Reuters business
alex.butler@thomsonreuters.com
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Microsoft/Yahoo!

Opportunity missed

Microsoft’s failed bid for Yahoo! is
now all about what could have
been. Nowhere is this more so than
with regard to intellectual property
By D K Ram
Does Microsoft + Yahoo = Google? This was
probably the question foremost in the
minds of millions of techies across the
globe for a good part of the first half of
2008. The events that began to unfold in
February 2008 with an unsolicited offer by
Microsoft for the acquisition of Yahoo!
ended formally in May 2008 with Yahoo!
walking away from the negotiations.
What does this mean for the players
involved in this intriguing episode? Has
Microsoft’s weakness been exposed? Why
did it so desperately want Yahoo!? Are
Yahoo!’s shareholders the worst affected?
Did the bid for Yahoo! make sense for
Microsoft in the first place and is it better
off now with the bid falling through? Amid
all the focus on these two companies, has
Google ultimately emerged stronger? These
are but a few of the questions that have been
debated in the blogosphere and the
traditional media for many months now.
But while the focus has been on the
straight business and technological
perspectives, the intellectual property angle
has been given a miss completely.
Microsoft’s bid for Yahoo!
Microsoft Inc made an unsolicited offer to
acquire Yahoo! Inc for US$44.6 billion (US$31
per share) in February 2008. The offer, which
represented a 62% premium on the closing
price of Yahoo! as on 31st January 2008, was
subsequently rejected by Yahoo!’s board on
grounds of undervaluing the company.
www.iam-magazine.com

Yahoo! prides itself on its brand name,
its wide consumer reach (approximately 500
million users in the US alone) and its
leadership in terms of the time spent on its
site, an important metric for marketers. The
average time spent per visitor on Yahoo!
sites was an estimated two hours 10
minutes and 35 seconds (Microsoft: one
hour 21 minutes and 14 seconds; Google: 56
minutes and 49 seconds).
Informal discussions between Microsoft
and Yahoo! began as early as May 2007 at
Yahoo!’s then quoted price of US$40 per
share, valuing the company at approximately
US$50 billion. Following Yahoo!’s rejection
in 2008, Microsoft persisted with the bid,
reiterating that the deal was fair, while
Yahoo! refused to concede. Meanwhile,
Yahoo! announced its plans to explore other
strategic alternatives. Microsoft, keen and
optimistic on closing the acquisition by the
middle of 2008, extended its offer and
contemplated a proxy fight if it faced further
opposition. The culmination of the saga was
Yahoo!’s announcement of a deal with
Google for its ad search engine and
Microsoft’s move to bid for a hybrid
acquisition rather than its original intention
to acquire the complete company.
The rationale behind the failed bid
The primary motive behind Microsoft’s
move was the belief that Yahoo! was a
strategic fit as both companies focus on
creativity, technology and engineering for
developing breakthrough services in the
online space. Microsoft also believed that it
was possible to achieve a cultural balance by
merging certain parts of the two companies
while maintaining others independently for
the near term. Microsoft’s online services
business offers personal communication
services (including email, instant messaging
and online information offerings, such as
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MSN Live search and MSN portal content)
and a range of online services (including
MSN Internet access, MSN premium web
services and OneCare). The revenue model
comprising primarily online advertising
fees, subscriptions and online paid services
was seen to fit well with Yahoo!’s revenue
model.
Furthermore, Microsoft expected the
combined business of Microsoft and Yahoo!
to stay competitive at fixed-cost
expenditures. Yahoo!’s undeniable strengths,
which spurred Microsoft’s interest in the
company, included its strong focus on
increasing user engagement and experience
for its most popular categories as opposed
to adding new categories. The most visible
example is Yahoo!’s video offering strategy.
Instead of launching a separate video
offering such as YouTube, Yahoo! chose to
add related videos on each of its category
pages. This simple addition not only
enhanced the engagement of users within
the site, but also enhanced the chances of
promoting video content without having to
secure traffic to a separate site. Moreover,
Yahoo! had made important investments in
strengthening its core computing
infrastructure, which was expected to
provide greater scalability and increase the
iteration rate on core technologies for
Microsoft-Yahoo!, when combined with
Microsoft’s software capabilities.
Hence, according to Microsoft, the
merger would have paved the way for the
creation of a more efficient company with
synergies in the following areas:
• Scale economics – including synergies
across search and non-search related
advertising that would have
strengthened the value proposition of
Microsoft-Yahoo! for advertisers as well
as publishers. Additionally, the
combination would have consolidated
the capital spending of both companies
and eliminated redundant focus areas.
• Engineering talent – the combined
talent of engineering resources would
have possibly been deployed to focus on
the R&D priorities that both Microsoft
and Yahoo! are unable to handle
independently; for example,
development of a single search index
and a single advertising platform.
• Operational efficiencies – these would
have led to the elimination of redundant
infrastructure and duplicate operating
costs, which impede the
competitiveness of individual
companies, to improve the financial
performance of the combined entity.
• Emerging user experiences – this would

Microsoft bids for Yahoo! – timeline of events
Date

Event

31st January 2008

Microsoft makes the first move; an unsolicited bid for Yahoo!
@ US$31 per share or US$44.6 billion in deal value. On 1st February
2008, the deal is made public.
Yahoo!’s board rejects Microsoft’s offer, stating that the deal
undervalues the company and its brand.
Bill Gates, Microsoft’s chairman, rejects the possibility of raising the
bid price. Simultaneously, Yahoo! details a severance plan that would
come into effect after the acquisition, so making the deal more
expensive for Microsoft.
Reports indicate the possibility of Yahoo! initiating talks with other
companies, including Google, AOL and MySpace.
Yahoo!’s senior executives meet near its Sunnyvale headquarters.
Yahoo! provides details of its forecasts for the next two years aimed
at justifying its rejection of the bid.
Microsoft retaliates, giving Yahoo! three weeks to agree to the deal
and threatening to initiate a hostile takeover at a lower price.
Yahoo! counters by indicating its preference of using Google’s
search ad engine in a limited way. Microsoft starts exploring
alternatives, including possible deals with NewsCorp.
Sources indicate that executives from Yahoo! and Microsoft have
met to discuss various issues such as different company cultures
and valuations.
Yahoo! reports solid earnings and reiterates its belief that the bid
undervalues the company.
Deadline for the Microsoft offer expires.
Microsoft’s board meets. Yahoo! and Microsoft teams meet in the Bay
Area. Jerry Yang, CEO of Yahoo!, indicates a price of US$38 per share.
Steve Ballmer, CEO of Microsoft, indicates to his employees his
unwillingness to raise the offer beyond what he thinks Yahoo! is
worth and reveals that he would “walk away” from the deal.
Microsoft raises its bid to US$33 per share. Yahoo! refuses the bid and
indicates US$37 per share as acceptable. Microsoft withdraws its offer.
Carl Icahn acquires almost 50 million shares of Yahoo!, raising the
possibility of a proxy war.
Carl Icahn announces decision to wage a proxy war in a bid to
remove Yahoo!’s board of directors for refusing Microsoft’s bid.
Yahoo!’s independent board members and management team meet
Microsoft. Microsoft reveals its lack of interest in a full acquisition.
Microsoft submits a proposal for a “hybrid” acquisition.
Microsoft makes its interest in a “hybrid” acquisition known publicly.
Yahoo! rejects this move as it would have left the company without any
search assets and tied up in a 10-year exclusive search partnership with
Microsoft. Yahoo! enters into a commercial agreement with Google.
Carl Icahn agrees to join Yahoo!’s board, ending the proxy war. Two
other nominees will join Icahn as part of an expanded board.

11th February 2008
19th February 2008

5th March 2008
10th March 2008
18th March 2008
5th April 2008
9th April 2008

15th April 2008

22nd April 2008
26th April 2008
30th April 2008
1st May 2008

3rd May 2008
13th May 2008
15th May 2008
17th May 2008
29th May 2008
12th June 2008

21st July 2008

have meant focusing engineering
resources on driving innovation in
emerging areas such as video and mobile
to pose stronger competition to Google
than what could have been accomplished
by the individual companies.

Sources: www.newsvine.com,
www.seattletimes.com, www.cnbc.com,

These components were expected to
translate into annual synergies of US$1
billion for Microsoft-Yahoo! subsequent to
the acquisition.
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The big three: patenting frequency analysis
4000
Yahoo Inc.
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Google
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Total number of patent families
(1998-2007): 13,967
Year

Google

Microsoft

Yahoo
Inc

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007

1
14
13
6
38
63
100
104
73

654
690
782
668
835
1369
2379
3560
1962
112

18
26
27
43
32
38
77
127
128
28

IPC Analysis across the three companies
Total number of IPCs

145
Microsoft (96%)

139
Google (22%)

32

Yahoo Inc. (17%)
24
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Looking back at Microsoft’s history, the
company has a track record of successfully
countering rivals in all areas of its business.
In Google, however, the software giant has
found an indomitable rival despite the size
differences: Microsoft is worth something
like US$100 billion more than Google in
terms of market capitalisation. With a track
record of successful acquisitions in the
online space (including Multima in
December 2007; aQuantive, a digital
advertising service provider, in August
2007; and Tellme Networks, a mobile voicebased content services provider in May
2007), Microsoft was possibly justified in
looking at Yahoo! as a springboard for
competitiveness at a time when Google is
struggling with internal woes such as poor
advertising performance and rising costs.
In addition, Microsoft in 2007 launched
a number of new online initiatives,
including Windows Live Search and
Live.com in 54 international markets; Live
Local Search in the United States and
United Kingdom; MSN Soapbox (an
expansion of the MSN Video service);
Virtual Earth 3D; and Windows Live
Hotmail. With the acquisition of Yahoo!,
Microsoft expected to gain an edge over its
smaller rivals AOL and Earthlink, and
bolster its competitiveness to challenge
Google as the largest player in the online
services market.
But what makes this deal even more
interesting is when we evaluate the ultimate
objective of this entire exercise: the
technology behind these companies and
their patenting activities.
Microsoft and Yahoo! lead the pack
When the overall patenting activities of
Microsoft, Yahoo! and Google are analysed,

Microsoft obviously leads the way with a
whopping 93% of the filings done during
the 10-year period from 1998 to 2008.
While the filing activity of Microsoft seems
to have peaked in 2005, Yahoo!’s and
Google’s patenting activity hit a high in
2006. A combination of Microsoft and
Yahoo! in terms of absolute numbers would
have definitely outnumbered Google.
While the large number of filings
associated with Microsoft can be associated
with its wider technology focus, an analysis
of the company’s filing spread across
technology categories throws up an
interesting perspective. The filing activities
of these three companies were spread across
nearly 145 international patent
classifications (IPCs). While Microsoft once
again led the pack by having a presence
across 96% of the IPCs, Google upstaged
Yahoo! with a share of 22% versus the
latter’s 17%.
A drill-down of these IPCs indicates
that Microsoft had a unique presence in 106
of them. On the other hand, Google and
Yahoo! had only four and two unique IPCs
respectively. Hence, a Yahoo! acquisition by
Microsoft would have enabled the company
to have a presence in these two categories as
well. However, this would still not have
helped bridge the gap that the combination
would have with respect to Google’s
portfolio; ie, with respect to Google’s
unique IPCs.
Drilling deep
An IPC analysis for Yahoo! for the period
1998-2007 indicates the presence of about
six leading IPCs. IPC G06F (electric
digital…) saw 361 filings, followed at a
distance by IPCs G06Q (data processing
systems…) and H04L (transmission of
digital …) with 72 and 53 filings,
respectively. The leading 6 IPCs (with 514
filings) contributed to almost 95% of the
total number of patent applications taken
for analysis.
An analysis of IPC segments across the
years 1998 to 2007 reveals that IPC G06F
witnessed major activity in the year 2006
with about 92 patent families. In the threeyear period from 2004 to 2006, IPC G06F
recorded a whopping 63% of the total
patent families taken for analysis. The other
predominant IPCs, which recorded a
remarkable improvement in the last few
years are: H04L (21 patents in 2005); A63F
(eight-patents in 2006); and H04Q (six
patents in 2005).
An IPC analysis for Microsoft for the
period 1998 to 2007 revealed six leading
IPCs. As with Yahoo!, G06F stamped its
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Major IPs for Yahoo! across the years
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

IPC

G06F

1998

G06F 15
G06Q
H04L 2
A63F
H04N
H04Q
Other 1
IPC

IPC

G06Q

H04L

A63F

H04N

H04Q

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Grand
Total

21
2
3

18
2
3

27
6
6
1
1

20
4
2

18
10
5
1
1

55
13
6

81
12
21

92
14
3
8

14
9
2

1
2

1
6
6

361
72
53
10
9
9
30

2
0

2

2

3
3

3

1
10

1
1
1

Definitions

G06F Electric digital data processing.
G06Q Data processing systems or methods, specially adapted for administrative, commercial,
financial, managerial, supervisory or forecasting purposes; systems or methods
specially adapted for administrative, commercial, financial, managerial, supervisory or
forecasting purposes, not otherwise provided for.
H04L Transmission of digital information; eg, telegraphic communication.
A63F Card, board or roulette games; indoor games using small moving playing bodies;
games not otherwise provided for.
H04N Pictorial communication; eg, television.
H04Q Selecting.

dominance with 7,829 filings, followed at a
distance by H04L with 956 filings. The
leading six IPC technologies (with 10,473
filings) shared 80% of the total number of
patent applications taken for analysis.
Hence, based on this analysis, we can
conclude that at an overall level, IPC G06F
is dominant among all three companies
taken for analysis. While IPC A63F (card,
board or roulette…) features among the top
IPCs for Yahoo!, it does not feature among
the leading IPCs for Microsoft and Google.
Similarly, IPC 1404 (screen displays…),
which was among the leading IPCs for
Google, is not present among the leading
IPCs of Microsoft and Yahoo!.
Of the IPCs, 16 are common to all three

companies. A closer look at the leading four
for the period 2004 to 2007 – namely
G06F, G06Q, H04L and H04N (pictorial
communication) – provides certain
interesting findings.
A comparative analysis of citations
among themselves for Yahoo!, Google and
Microsoft Corp (excluding self-citations),
identified Microsoft Corp to have cited the
patent families of Google and Yahoo! 68
times. Yahoo! cited 37 patent families of
Microsoft Corp and Google, whereas Google
referred 33 patent families of the other two
companies taken for analysis.
Further analysis revealed that 18 patent
families of Yahoo! were cited 72 times by
Microsoft Corp (50 times) and Google (22
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Major IPCs for Microsoft across the years
2007
2006
2005
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998

G06F

H04L

H04N

G06T

G06K

G06Q

IPC

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Grand
Total

G06F
H04L
H04N
G06T
G06K
G06Q
Other
IPC

433
41
32
56
4
14
74

402
48
31
68
13
22
106

490
49
31
44
34
23
111

401
77
29
31
17
12
101

488
89
26
31
32
21
148

826
103
56
37
50
28
269

1530
141
94
67
62
46
439

2067
278
143
68
113
101
790

1136
123
66
35
57
72
473

56
7
10
3
4
5
27

7829
956
518
440
386
344
2538

IPC

Definitions

G06F
H04L
H04N
G06T
G06Q

Electric digital data processing.
Transmission of digital information; eg, telegraphic communication.
Pictorial communication; eg, television.
Image data processing or generation, in general.
Data processing systems or methods, specially adapted for administrative, commercial,
financial, managerial, supervisory or forecasting purposes; systems or methods
specially adapted for administrative, commercial, financial, managerial, supervisory or
forecasting purposes, not otherwise provided for.
G06K Recognition of data; presentation of data; record carriers; handling record carriers.

times) combined, establishing Yahoo! as the
leading innovator among these companies.
Closely following Yahoo! was Google whose
19 patent families were referred to 37 times
by Yahoo! (19 times) and Microsoft Corp (18
times) combined. Microsoft was a laggard
with only 24 of its patent families being
cited a combined 29 times by the other two.
An exhaustive study of the patents filed
by Yahoo! reveals that 242 patent families
were filed under IPC G06F. Of these patent
families, 12 patent families were cited by
Microsoft Corp, while Google cited five. The
publications US20080046826A1 (dynamic
page generator) and US20050223000A1
(system and method for influencing a
position on a search result list generated by
www.iam-magazine.com

a computer network search engine), along
with their family members, were cited the
most times. While US20080046826A1
(along with family members) was cited 17
times by Microsoft Corp and three times by
Google, US20050223000A1 (along with
family members) was cited 14 times by
Microsoft Corp and 12 times by Google.
In fact, a closer look at these documents
– especially the one pertaining to dynamic
page generator – indicates wide
ramifications for the likes of Google. The
US20080046826A1 patent publication and
its related family members (US5983227A)
discuss user customisable web pages akin to
Google’s personalised home pages,
Pageflakes, Netvibes and so on.
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The lost opportunity
Undoubtedly, Microsoft is threatened by
Google’s continued dominance in the internet
search space. Although a 31.5% MicrosoftYahoo! market share is not that close to
Google’s, the benefits to both companies of a
merger would have been significant. For
Yahoo!, it could have been a platform for
success that could have eventually minimised
its past failures in management and strategy.
In a market that is expected to reach US$80
billion by 2010, Microsoft would have
emerged stronger, backed by Yahoo!’s brand
recognition and the US$1 billion synergies
expected from scale economies.
In addition to revitalising its AdCentre
business, benefits to Microsoft would have
included gaining hitherto inaccessible
technology and efficiencies from data
integration. Together, the two companies
would have possibly been able to roll out
technology-driven, software-on-demand
services. In this context, especially in terms
of the strengths of Microsoft-Yahoo!’s
engineering talent, the merger would have
provided scope for combining the respective
engineering bases of both companies in
order to refocus their R&D priorities.
From an IP perspective, Microsoft would
have definitely gained from the strong IP
that Yahoo! has, despite a few shortcomings.

G06Q

Yahoo!’s patent families versus Microsoft & Google

G06F

Similarly, the US20050223000A1 patent
publication and its related family members
(US6269361) discuss a “system for enabling
an advertising website promoter using a
computer network to update information
relating to a search listing within a searchresult list generated by an internet search
engine”. In fact, Overture, the then assignee
of this patent and now Yahoo!’s subsidiary,
had filed an infringement lawsuit against
Google in 2002. This lawsuit was eventually
settled in 2004 when Google offered Yahoo!
2.7 million shares of its stock as settlement
(valued at US$260 million to US$290
million) and also agreed to license several
related patents (including the US6269361)
from Overture.
Similarly, Yahoo! had 48 patent families
filed under IPC G06Q, of which two patent
families were cited by Microsoft Corp and
one patent/application by Google.
US20060026071A1 (targeted
advertisements using time-dependent key
search terms), along with its family
members, was cited by Google four times.
If the deal had gone through, Microsoft
would have gained access to such leading
technologies and, given its aggressive
nature, could possibly have used this as a
barrier to stymie Google’s growth.

US20060026071A1
WO2005013080A2
WO2004095214A2
US20050223000A1
US20080046826A1
US20060195521A1
US20060053379A1
WO2005086660A2
US20060265652A1
WO2006014562A1
US20060277308A1
US20060230021A1
WO2006047729A2
WO2006020847A1
WO2004097569A2
US7143118B2
US20050234883A1
US20050108033A1

4
1
1
14
17

12
3

4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Microsoft

1

Google

Microsoft Google

In summary, although not sufficient to
overtake Google immediately, MicrosoftYahoo! would have been an entity with
enough IP strength to leverage and emerge as
a strong contender on the patent scene in
the medium term. With the failure of this
deal to go through, Microsoft has certainly
lost a valuable opportunity to emerge
victorious in the search space. Meanwhile,
Yahoo!’s shareholders have seen its stock
plunge to almost its lowest level since the
beginning of this year (@US$19.09 on 25th
August 2008); a far cry from the US$38 per
share value that Yang demanded.
Certain industry stakeholders view this
failed bid from a different perspective. The
online marketing environment,can be broadly
divided into the search and non-search
categories. Google's primary strength is in
creating search leads which can then be
monetised. Some believe that this is a
business that can be cloned; albeit only with
substantial investments and extensive
marketing. Also, there is a feeling that user
curiosity levels cannot continue to grow in a
sustainable manner. Eventually, non-search
activities, especially user relevant content,
will change the dynamics of the game. It is
here that a Microsoft-Yahoo! combination
could have totally dwarfed Google.
Thus, this failed bid leaves both Microsoft
and Yahoo! as losers. Google, on the other
hand, continues to be victorious.
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D K Ram is head of the intellectual property
division at Scope eKnowledge Center
(www.scopeknowledge.com), a part of the
Quatrro group (www.quatrro.com), one of
India’s largest BPO companies
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Over to you
All IP-related questions are fair game
as a new columnist joins the roster of
IAM regulars
Welcome to the first in a series of columns
I will be writing for IAM magazine. I’m
truly excited by the prospect of creating a
forum for sharing ideas, experiences and
best practice around IP assets and their
commercialisation. I want to pick topics
that will inspire the same measure of
excitement at the reading as they do in the
writing. This would be no mean feat, of
course. But after a fair amount of time
sorting through the topics churning in my
head, the way forward revealed itself to me.
The best choice I can make is not to
choose at all. Rather, there’s no better way
to find topics of interest than to ask. I’ve
found I get the best feedback on talks
when I poll the audience in advance to find
out what their issues and questions are.
So let’s make this column as interactive as
possible in the hope of making it as
responsive and useful as possible.
Generally speaking, any topic is fair
game. There is no shortage of purely legal
and technical reviews out there. Our focus
should be more on the integrated business
of IP – techniques and models for realising
value from IP assets as a sustainable and
profitable enterprise. There’s also a
definite patent-centric bias in the
literature, which is understandable given
the recent court decisions in the US
relating to patents; but let’s cast a broader
net and embrace copyrights, know-how,
trade secrets and trademarks as well. And,
speaking of bias, my own is to work in a
space that occupies the intersection of best
theory and best practice around a subject
– where theory and practice (including
lessons learned) support and inform the
development. So in all columns I’ll
endeavour to marry what is best in theory
and practice.
Another lesson that I have learned
from speaking engagements is that in order
to spark a meaningful exchange, it’s often
necessary to prime the pump. With that in
mind, I thought I’d offer several broad
categories of potential topic with some

www.iam-magazine.com

particular points of emphasis on each for
consideration:
• CIPO role and function – the chief
intellectual property officer (CIPO) can
touch virtually every aspect of IP in the
corporation, from its creation to its
commercialisation. As such, the role has
received a lot of attention of late and
sparked a fair bit of controversy,
probably justifiably so. It is a new role
and people are still trying to divine what
it could, and should, mean to them. So
there’s a lot for us to explore: the
critical factors for deciding whether a
CIPO function makes sense in your
organisation; and, if it does, how to
create and charter the position.
• Legal landscape – although IP is at its
heart a business asset, IP is given life as
a legal instrument. As such, the legal
landscape influences and constrains how
that business asset can express itself in
the marketplace. Lately there has been
no shortage of upheaval as the US legal
landscape shifts beneath our feet. Many
would probably say it is looking
slightly steeper than it did before,
making IP commercialisation even more
of an uphill climb.
• International – there is at least as much
change and opportunity in the evolving
international landscape for IP as there is
in the legal landscape. On a legislative
level, we’ve got topics such as
harmonisation under discussion. What
are the implications of harmonisation,
full faith and credit for searches and
other initiatives for patent offices and
the broader IP community? Also, as
markets for IP assume an increasingly
global character, corporations need to
learn how to characterise these markets
and the opportunities within them, as
well as the rewards and risks attendant
to each. For example, everyone is keen to
enter high-profile growth markets such
as China and India, but of equal interest
is how to contend with products,
services and IP from these markets as
they inevitably enter our own markets.
Let’s use this column as a magnifying

lens to examine current trends and issues
in front of us now, but also as a telescopic
lens to extend our vision across geographic
borders into international topics
influencing the global market for IP. And, if
I can further abuse my lens metaphor, let’s
use it to probe beyond the here and now by
turning it towards the future to anticipate
the topics we might all be talking about in
the coming years.
So if any of these topics intrigue,
perplex or vex you, or if you want to discuss
another topic that’s near and dear, please
drop me a note (CIPOForum@gmail.com).
I invite everyone reading to let me know
what interests them and I’ll do my best to
fine-tune future content and perspective to
your inquiry. I’d also welcome feedback on
past columns – whether you are resonating
or dissenting: differing opinions enrich the
exchange. There’s lots to explore here, so
let’s take that journey together – you be my
guide, then I’ll be yours.

Damon C Matteo is vice-president and
chief intellectual property officer at the Palo
Alto Research Center (PARC), Silicon Valley
CIPOForum@gmail.com
The opinions expressed in this article are
solely those of the author and are not
intended to reflect those of IAM Magazine,
PARC or any other organisation
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Intangible assets and
shareholder value

It is becoming increasingly clear
that markets punish companies with
poor intangible asset management
strategies. Recent events have only
served to emphasise this

•

By Jorge M Torres and Nir Kossovsky

•

A corporation’s financial strategy has a
long-lasting impact on shareholder value
creation. Financial strategy is the product
of the corporation’s investment, financing
and dividend decisions. Quantitative
metrics guide the processes managers use
to make financial decisions, as well as
shareholders’ assessments of the relative
success or failure of these decisions in
creating shareholder value.
In this article, we examine quantitative
metrics of intangible asset financial
strategies employed by the managers of
publicly traded firms during the first half
of 2008. We report that the benefits of
implementing an intangible asset financial
strategy can be discerned and affirmed,
notwithstanding the economic challenges
that publicly traded companies were facing
during this period.
The value of superior stewardship
In an ongoing series of studies, our data
consistently show that superior stewards of
intangible assets reward their shareholders
with returns that are on the order of three
times greater than their peers. We believe
these differences in returns reflect a range
of differing perceptions held by
managements of the role of intangible asset
stewardship. Those perceptions can be
summarised as follows:
• Intangible asset management is
perceived simply as the price of doing

business with only marginal intrinsic
value (the as-little-expense-as-possible
approach).
Intangible asset management is
perceived as a strategy (standardise
across the operation to strengthen
intangible asset management but
rationalise the cost).
Intangible asset management is
perceived as a strategic opportunity to
maximise firm value (implement best
practices of intangible asset
management as a means of identifying,
capturing and valuing opportunity).

These generalisations, however, can be
refined. Different economic sectors at
different times show different sensitivities
to intangible asset investment and
development efforts. A striking example is
the growth in the perceived importance of
environmental sensitivity, social awareness
and governance (ESG), all of which are
intangible assets. In a report published in
August 2008 by the non-profit business
association Business for Social
Responsibility as part of the Advanced
Policy Analysis project at the Goldman
School of Public Policy at the University of
California, Berkeley, the authors note that
mainstream investment firms are
increasingly incorporating ESG criteria into
their overall investment analyses. The
report notes that Goldman Sachs’s GS
Sustain Focus List, which predicts the top
corporate performers primarily by
evaluating how well they integrate ESG
criteria into their businesses, has
outperformed the world stock index MSCI
by 25% since August 2005.
Our study reported herein builds upon
the work reported in this magazine earlier
this year by Gerken et al (IAM 31, pages 61
to 65), which showed that Steel City Re’s
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Intangible value

Figure 1: Six-month return plotted against
relative risk (Beta) for the period 4th
February to 4th August 2008 for
technology/intellectual property indices (see
Table 2), broad market indices (DJI, NYA.X,
S&P, RUI.X), and an energy index (IYE)
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Intangible Asset Financial Performance
Index (the IA Index) could be used to
explain the financial gain or loss of firm
value attributable to reputational
enhancement or impairment. Here we show
that the IA Index can explain the financial
gain or loss of firm value that is
attributable to management’s perceptions
of the inherent benefits of pursuing
financial strategies that incorporate
intangible asset management best
practices. In so doing, we provide further
evidence that markets, particularly in
challenging economic times, reward
companies that view intangible asset
management as a strategic opportunity.
Technology/intellectual property indices
In the first part of our study, we examined
the risk-adjusted returns of several
technology and intellectual property indices
to determine whether we could identify
superior returns relative to the broad
market in much the same way that the GS
Sustain Focus List could be used to predict
which firms have been the most likely to
outperform the market since 2005. The
indices chosen were the following:
• CBOE Technology Index.
• Morgan Stanley Technology ETF.
• Morgan Stanley High Technology 35
Index.
• iShares Goldman Sachs Technology
Index Fund.
• DJ Technology Sector Index (custom
index created using Dow Jones sector
data).

Table 1: Indices examined for evidence that
markets reward companies that focus on
managing technology and intellectual
property
TXX.X
DJTS
DJI
IYE
IGM
IXN
MSH.X
MTK
COMP.X
NYA.X
OTPAT.X
RUI.X
S&P
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CBOE Technology Index
DJ Technology Sector Index
(Proprietary)
Dow Jones Industrial Average
iShares Dow Jones US Energy
iShares Goldman Sachs
Technology Index Fund
iShares S&P Global Technology
Sector
Morgan Stanley High Technology
35 Index
Morgan Stanley Technology ETF
NASDAQ Composite
NYSE Composite
Ocean Tomo 300 Patent Index
Russell 1000 Index
Standard & Poor’s 500 Index

•
•

Ocean Tomo 300 Patent Index.
iShares S&P Global Technology Sector.

We compared these to the NASDAQ
Composite – a broad technology-heavy
index. We also compared these to the
returns for other broad market indices: the
Russell 1000 Index, Standard & Poor’s 500
Index, NYSE Composite and the Dow Jones
Industrial Average. Finally, for contrast,
given the recent intensive market focus on
energy matters, we also included the iShares
Dow Jones US Energy index in our analysis.
For the six-month period 4th February
to 4th August 2008, all technology and
intellectual property-focused indices
outperformed the broad market. This is a
relatively short window of time, but it
presents a unique opportunity to examine
the contribution that superior intangible
asset management makes to firm value.
This is so because the broad market was
struggling during this period with a
perceived lack of integrity of balance sheets
and with the virtual collapse of markets for
credit. Under these circumstances, the value
of intangible assets – such as quality,
integrity, safety, security, innovation and
ethical sourcing – relative to tangible assets
would be expected to be more pronounced,
and therefore more easily measured.
On a risk-adjusted basis, the CBOE
Technology Index produced excess returns
of nearly 13%. The least risky (volatile)
index was iShares Dow Jones US Energy,
with a relative beta (compared to the S&P
500) of about 0.7 and absolute returns of

Table 2: Risk-adjusted return is calculated
by measuring the return of the index in
question relative to the security market line,
which is the level of expected return in the
broad market for market-level risk
Return relative to the market
on a risk-adjusted basis
TXX.X
MSH.X
MTK
IGM
DJTS
IYE
COMP.X
IXN
OTPAT.X
RUI.X
S&P
NYA.X
DJI

12.848%
10.352%
10.306%
8.373%
8.280%
6.287%
6.197%
5.956%
2.660%
0.002%
-0.099%
-1.146%
-1.966%
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Figure 2: During the economically challenging period of 4th February to 4th August 2008,
intangible asset financial management as captured by the Intangible Asset (Reputation)
Financial Performance Index explained 41% of the price variance in the financial sector.
In contrast, it explained less than 4% of the price variance in the energy sector. These
data reflect the market’s differing perceptions of the importance of intangible asset
financial management (eg, integrity) in creating value in financial service companies and
in energy companies.
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nearly 0%. Unsurprisingly, given the
period under examination, the energy index
outperformed the market on a riskadjusted basis by 6.3%. Also, consistent
with observations reported last year in this
magazine by Hanf, et al (IAM 25, pages 51
to 54), the returns of the Ocean Tomo 300
Index appear to follow closely the security
market line. Of the technology and
intellectual property indices examined, all,
including the NASDAQ Composite,
outperformed the Ocean Tomo 300 on a
risk-adjusted basis (Table 2).
Our data show that capital markets will
reward companies that focus on the
intangible assets of innovation and
intellectual property, particularly in times
when macroeconomic forces are subjecting
their balance sheets to increased scrutiny.
This was observed in indices with as little
as 30 underlying components (CBOE
Technology Index), as well as in indices
that track the performance of almost 3,000
underlying components (NASDAQ
Composite).
Generalised intangible asset strategies
As discussed above, Gerken et al recently
described in this magazine the IA Index,
which is used by Steel City Re to project the
expected financial gain or loss arising from
reputational enhancement or loss. Abstracts
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of the index are published by the Society on
its website, www.iafinance.org. The Gerken
report showed that companies whose index
rankings place them in the top 25% of the
2,483 companies studied during the 28month period from December 2005 to
February 2008 rewarded shareholders with
an average (portfolio) return of 18%, which is
about three times the market return of 6%
during the same period. Moreover,
companies whose intangible asset
management was very good and that
continued to improve delivered outstanding
returns. In the second part of the instant
study, we extended this analysis to include
data obtained between February and August
2008. We examined the significance of IA
Index volatility as well as the factors Gerken
et al studied previously. We also examined
sector differences.
Affirming the premise that the value
and market pricing in different sectors is
variably linked to intangible asset
management, the data on the 3,307
companies we studied shows that during
the period of credit market upheaval when
balance sheets were suspect, the financial
service sector is where intangible asset
financial management activity appears to
have had the greatest impact on firm value.
Mean variance analysis shows that during
this period, intangible asset financial
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Figure 3: Average portfolio returns for 110
consumer non-cyclical companies ranked
by their Intangible Asset (Reputational)
Performance Index standings for the
period 4th February to 4th August 2008
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management variables comprising absolute
index ranking, index directional change and
index volatility explained 41% of the
variance in financial sector value. During
this same period, these three index-linked
variables explained 38% of the
transportation sector’s value variance and
nearly one-third of the variance in the
consumer non-cyclicals (Figure 2).
Exemplary financial sector companies
included Berkshire Hathaway Inc, Dun &
Bradstreet Corp and White Mountains
Insurance Group Ltd, all of which obtained
top index rankings for this period.
Exemplary transportation sector companies
included Burlington Northern Santa Fe
Corp, Union Pacific Corp and Canadian
Pacific Railway Ltd. Exemplary consumer
non-cyclicals included PepsiCo Inc, ColgatePalmolive Co and Procter & Gamble Co.
Confirming observations reported
previously, the IA Index ranking and the IA
Index trend (upward or downwards) were
statistically significant predictors of market

Figure 4: IA Index ranking of select financial sector firms in the broad market

value for all sectors during the period of our
study except, for the energy sector. While
increased index volatility correlated
marginally with lower values overall, and for
each sector individually except for the basic
materials sector, there was a strong inverse
correlation of -0.29 between volatility and
economic return (ROI) for consumer noncyclicals. The returns for this sector during
this period show a typical pattern. On a
portfolio basis, companies in the top
quartile of the index during this period
returned an average of 3% and a median of
-0.4%. Companies in the second quartile
returned an average of -0.8% and a median
of -1.4%. Third-quartile companies on a
portfolio basis returned mean and median
values of-11.5% and -10.8% respectively,
and in the bottom quartile returned mean
and median values of -18.8% and -20.3%
respectively (Figure 3).
Intangible assets are valuable
As many have observed here and elsewhere,

Spotlight on the financial sector
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Figure 5: IA Index and returns – financial sector only
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Two years ago, the financial sector IA Index
rankings relative to the broad market were in
the upper quartile as shown by the
performance of three exemplary firms:
American International Group Inc (AIG),
Bank of America Corp, and Merrill Lynch &
Co Inc. In addition, Lehman Brothers
Holdings Inc was, at the time, working its
way up into the top quartile. By late summer
2007, however, the reputation of the entire
sector as measured by the IA Index was
deteriorating rapidly and in the first half of
2008, it explained 40% of the variance in
stock price.
Between February and August 2008, the
reputations of some firms continued to
deteriorate more rapidly than others. The
average IA Index rank of these same four
firms within the 445-member financial sector,
their six-month change in rank and the
economic return (loss) to equity shareholders
are all shown in Figure 5. By 17th September
2008, Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc had
filed for bankruptcy protection, Merrill Lynch
& Co Inc had been acquired by Bank of
America Corp and the Federal Bank of New
York had provided AIG an $85 billion creditliquidity facility in exchange for warrants
representing approximately an 80% equity
stake in the firm.
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intangible assets currently comprise on
average 70% of the market capitalisation of
companies in the public markets.
Reputations take shape from the
perceptions that stakeholders have about an
enterprise’s intangible assets. These
reputations drive investment decisions,
particularly under conditions that prevailed
during the period of our analyses, when
balance sheets and other conventional
financial reporting mechanisms were
perceived as being unreliable. The data
reported here shows quantitatively that
shareholders value intangible asset
management and that investment strategies
that incorporate intangible asset value are,
and will be, rewarded with superior returns.
To be sure, the granularity of our
study is limited by at least two distinct
phenomena.
First, intangibles are, by definition, a
heterogeneous asset class. The relative
contributions to firm value of individual
intangible assets cannot be resolved easily.
Thus, if a firm today were to excel both in
ESG principles and in innovation, we would
be unable easily to resolve the relative
contribution of each of these major
intangible assets to the overall value of the
enterprise. In this way, intangible asset value
is very much like a Roman arch. The
individual contributions of component
intangible assets are apparent, yet hard to
disaggregate from the whole. The value of
each individual intangible asset is highly
dependent on that of the others and the loss
of any one can cause the entire structure to
collapse. As we and countless others have
noted in this magazine and elsewhere,
accounting maths cannot adequately
describe the interdependence of these assets.
Second, it is difficult to measure the
contributions to overall firm value of
individual intangible assets when markets
are unattuned to their significance. For
example, when markets were relatively
indifferent to corporate governance and
social concerns, as they generally were prior
to 1998, ESG value would not have been a
discernable contributor to intangible asset
value or overall enterprise value. Similarly, if
innovation were perceived by the markets
today to be just another commodity,
intellectual property-driven strategies
aimed at increasing firm value would be
unlikely to make a measurable impact on
investors’ assessments of the financial
performance of firms.
Nevertheless, the message to be gleaned
from our study is clear: intangible assets are
valuable and quantifiable financial assets.
That value needs to be managed; risks to

that value need to be mitigated; and the
resulting enhancement and conservation of
that value need to be communicated to
stakeholders in quantitative terms.

Jorge M Torres is an intellectual property
attorney in New York and a member of the
Intangible Asset Finance Society
Nir Kossovsky is chief executive of Steel
City Re, Pittsburgh, PA. Dr. Kossovsky also
serves as the Executive Secretary of the
Intangible Asset Finance Society
www.steelcityre.com
www.iafinance.org
The opinions expressed in this article are solely
those current opinions of the authors and should not
be construed to reflect the opinions, policies or
positions of any entity other than the authors. The
opinions do not represent a recommendation of any
particular security strategy, or investment product.
The authors’ opinions are subject to change without
notice. Information contained herein has been
obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but
not guaranteed. Statements concerning financial
market trends are based on current market
conditions, which will fluctuate. References to
specific securities and issuers are for illustrative
purposes only and are not intended to be, and
should not be interpreted as, recommendations to
purchase or sell such securities. This article has
been produced for educational purposes and should
not be considered as investment advice or an offer
of any security for sale.
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The CEO challenge
As new patterns of IP exploitation
emerge, the onus is on investors and
corporate decision makers to make sure
they do not miss the opportunities
Inventing today is faster and more
essential to economic survival than at any
time in history. Proprietary research
centres such as Lucent’s Bell Labs and
IBM’s Watson, still bastions of ideas, may
no longer be the best sources of business
innovation. Some argue that the days of
those once-revered invention factories
may be numbered.
Outsourcing and better
communications have changed how
businesses generate new ideas.
In what author and New York Times
columnist Tom Friedman calls a “flatter”
world, innovation can be organised and
secured more readily from diverse sources
at lower cost. Most large companies, even
those that actively license, have a
fundamentally different way of looking at
rights from smaller entities or
independent inventors. Operating
companies have to be careful about who
they enforce against because of possible
counter-assertion and because they are
loath to mistreat customers who may be
infringing. But being mindful of assertion
does not mean they can be complacent
about where to secure the rights they need
or think they might.
One of a business’s greatest strengths
today is the ability to recognise when
intellectual rights – its own and others’ –
become intangible assets. There is a
disconnect between relative patent value,
which is its meaning to its owner, and
market value – what a buyer is willing to
pay for it. The market for transacting IP
rights is still highly fragmented and
inefficient, but it is improving. The threat
of costly litigation – still a powerful
inducement for settling disputes – and
recent court decisions and proposed patent
reform are making alternative strategies
more attractive. In all likelihood, the trend
will continue. This creates opportunity for
those with capital and vision.
Active, well-capitalised buyers such as

Intellectual Ventures (IV), born out of exMicrosoft and Intel execs, are taking
advantage of market inefficiencies and a
strong cash position by buying up
practically any patents that owners are
willing to sell (IV reputedly has more than
US$5 billion under management).

term is important, but so is the impact
they have had. If nothing else, IP investors
with narrower goals have made patent
portfolio managers more circumspect
about identifying the IP rights and
intellectual assets they do not control and
deploying those they do.

No hanging fruit
At first, IV was able to secure decent rights
for a fraction of the R&D, filing and legal fees
that went into securing many of them. But
with much of the low-hanging fruit already
picked, and with the practicality of acquiring
invention rights better established, prices are
starting to rise. This is likely to benefit
strategic investors as much as direct ones,
small companies, universities and
independent inventors. Currently, IV owns
an estimated 15,000 to 18,000 patents that
cover a broad range of inventions and
technologies. In addition, it has secured
scores of patents from its own original
filings. How IV plans to monetise these
rights remains a mystery. Many are betting
that litigation will eventually play a part.
While various types of IP investor are
here to stay, the future of IP investing as an
industry is less clear. Some of those who
invest directly in patents, notably Acacia
and Rembrandt, have succeeded in affecting
occasional settlements and some damages
awards. They all have attracted capital from
private equity and other sources; including,
in some cases, pension funds and public
foundations. None has established a
sufficient pattern of ROI to determine its
long-term viability.
On the public company side, there are
businesses that for strategic reasons use
their R&D and patent portfolios primarily
to license, not to produce products; such
businesses include InterDigital, Rambus,
Tessera and Qualcomm. Out-licensing can
be an acceptable and prudent business
model. Many R&D-based companies have
done quite well with a strategy that relies
significantly on licensing, but it is unclear
whether their successes will endure over
time. These entities are under intense
pressure to show they can be consistent
performers. How well they succeed long

Bloody footsteps
Operating companies large and small are
concentrating more acutely on IP
performance. IBM, Intel, HP and GE are all
focused on improving their patent
portfolios and regularly purge them of
unnecessary rights. They are also quietly
acquiring and sometimes asserting patents;
or at least threatening to. They employ a
wide range of techniques to secure,
manage, improve and monetise their
portfolios.
As a result, a new type of IP investor is
emerging. She is less a patent speculator
with an eye on out-licensing and assertion
than a prudent risk manager willing to
place intelligent bets on a variety of
relevant internally developed and externally
acquired rights. Texas Instruments and
other large companies have shown that
strategic deployers are not beyond cashing
in on their patents directly, engaging in
litigation against competitors or even
customers. In reality, however, few
companies can or wish to follow in their
bloody footsteps.
Better measures of patent performance
and understanding of their strategic role in
product sales, profit margins and
competitive advantage will help to relieve
some of the pressure on IP managers to
seek licensing fees (and engage in
litigation) to validate returns. CEOs and
Wall Street – I hope you are listening.
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Taking on the trolls

Patent trolls have capitalised on
significant inefficiencies in the IP
market. It is only by understanding
this and then taking action that
industry players can neutralise the
threat they pose
By Peter Bittner and Bent Lundsager
In 1979 Michael E Porter published his
article “How Competitive Forces Shape
Strategy” in Harvard Business Review (HBR),
thereby revolutionising the strategy field.
Almost 30 years later, in January 2008, he
extended the original work in his recent
HBR article “The Five Competitive Forces
That Shape Strategy”.
In this article, we apply Porter’s
theoretical framework and incorporate an
intellectual property rights perspective on the
forces to understand better the impact of IPholding companies often referred to as trolls.
A troll builds an IP portfolio by
acquiring rights from bankruptcies,
universities, single inventors, IP auctions
and so on. The portfolio is then structured
into industry-specific IP packages that are
used to collect licence revenues on the
portfolio from participants within an
industry. This should provide
extraordinarily high return on investment.
Porter’s five forces (see boxes) are the
primary forces shaping competition within
the industry. The relative strengths of the
five forces may vary across industries. The
strongest competitive force(s) finally
determines the industry’s profitability.
There exist factors – Porter’s factors –
which cannot be considered part of the
underlying structure of an industry; but
they still have significant influence on
shaping the competitive landscape. Some of
www.iam-magazine.com

those factors, such as technology and
innovation, government and complementary
assets, influence the five forces.
The role of a troll in Porter’s framework
The troll is not a conventional player in the
market of an industry because it does not
supply or buy products or services, compete
or innovate to supply any type of substitute
products or services.
But because IPR enable owners to
control market access and may be controlled
by a troll, the troll plays a role in Porter’s
framework.
The troll’s market
There is no real market for IP and thus no
price tag for IP rights. Therefore, formation
of prices does not take place. One has to
bear in mind that value is an abstract,
subjective concept that can be simply
defined as the sum of future net benefits
associated with the respective asset for a
certain buyer or vendor. Only if the price is
slightly below the subjective value of the
buyer and slightly above that of the vendor
will a transaction actually occur.
Additionally, the value of IP depends
not only on the IP itself, but also on factors
taking into account the availability of
complementary assets and exploitation
processes associated with the IPR. Because
knowledge of these assets and processes is
not equally available to, say, a university and
an industry participant, the value of IP may
be heavily underestimated.
Systematic analysis of the
complementary assets of industries and
their participants gives trolls the knowledge
to identify a bargain.
The troll as a buyer
There is no real market for the IP forming
the basis for collecting licence fees and thus
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no price tag for IPR. Under specific
circumstances the value of IP may be
heavily underestimated. Therefore, trolls are
able to acquire IP cheaply if the value of IP
is not acknowledged by the vendor. We see
that a troll performs a first role in Porter’s
model – namely that of a buyer.
Dependent on how value is determined,
an IP vendor may sell to a troll at a price
which is above the vendor’s internal value
assessment, but which may be well below the
value the IP represents to the troll. A troll
may end up with a highly synergetic value
portfolio covering a whole branch of
technology by simply combining subportfolios or single IP rights that have lower
value separately. Of course, it is part of the
troll’s business model to have excellent
exploitation processes in place – and in turn
to generate additional money streams to
acquire further rights. As there is no real
market for IPR, a troll has a bargaining power
which is not met by any counter-measures.
Thus, the troll buys IP; not in the sense of
the classical tangible economy, but in the
sense of the IP economy. The buyer owns a
negative right to a feature – be it a technical
feature, a trademark or a design. The buyer
can use the negative right in the IP economy
– meaning that its value increases by use and
that it is consumed without deterioration.
The troll as a supplier
A troll has special bargaining power if it
controls IP that covers a product brought to
the market in a geographical area where the IP
is enforceable. The bargaining power resides
in ultimately being able to stop a market
participant’s access to the market by using
the legal remedies provided for by IP laws.
In their primary role, trolls supply licences
to market participants in order to generate
licensing revenues. The troll acts as a supplier
not in the sense that it serves as an
alternative supplier, but in the sense that it
has the option of selling mandatory tickets to
open gates for market participants and
suppliers to stay in the market.
A conventional supplier can supply IPprotected – differentiated – products
generated by its innovation activity, thus
making it very difficult for an industry
participant to source substitutes from other
suppliers without infringing the original
supplier’s IP. The conventional supplier will
bind its technology to its products and
services business, as most of its IP strategies
will be implemented to support this.
However, because a troll has no real
products or services business to protect, it
can focus on IP. This is the opposite of
being differentiated. The more common the

features protected, the broader the scope of
the potential licence sum. The value of the
troll’s IP portfolio increases the more it is
used. In this way, the troll acknowledges and
utilises the IP economy.
Further, a troll may act as a licence
supplier for products already on the market.
If it does, redesign and innovative power are
no remedy for falling sales figures and
earnings. Consequently, a troll acts
effectively as a single source for the licences.
This gives the troll strong bargaining power.
With these observations in mind, trolls
may be considered suppliers in Porter’s
framework. They supply licences for IP
rights to industry participants.
Technology and innovation
Trolls primarily seem to operate in industries
based on complex, cumulative technologies
(eg, software and telecommunications), rather
than discrete industries (eg, pharma and
chemicals). In complex, cumulative
industries, thousands of innovations typically
go into a single product. In discrete
industries, one innovation will usually form
the basis of a new product; which means that
protecting the innovation results in
protection of the product.
In complex industries the number of
participants tends to be higher and the
market more fragmented. Thus, within such
an industry it is important for participants
to join forces and pool rights. It is obviously
much easier for trolls to identify potential IP
vendors who are willing to sell at a bargain –
from the troll’s perspective. The troll then
benefits from the differences in the perceived
value of the IP as discussed before.
In a discrete industry it is much more

Five forces
Bargaining
power of
customers

Threat
of new
entrants

Bargaining
power of
suppliers

Threat
of substitute
products
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Threat of new entrants

Licensing requirements or expansive
intellectual property protection combined with
a strong IP enforcement system may raise the
barrier for new entrants considerably. Under a
strong IP regime, new entrants must expect
legal retaliation from IP owners in the industry
if infringing their IP rights. This creates a high
risk to the new entrant’s very existence
because an established competitor can use
its IP as a blocking means to stop the new
entrant’s activities.

difficult for a troll to act as an IP buyer. The
IP is typically used by industry participants
(eg, pharmaceutical companies) and the
value in use for those participants is
tremendously high because it will guarantee
a monopoly for the commercial exploitation
of the protected product. Consequently, it is
much less likely that industry participants
will be willing to sell their IP to trolls. This
may be different for research-oriented
institutions which do not have their own
product or service lines, but instead act
exclusively as IP suppliers. In the future, IP
suppliers may act as IP-holding companies.
For a research institution it would be a
natural migration from being a contractually
bound research service provider to becoming
a licence supplier exploiting intangible core
assets – namely the IP resulting from its
innovative power.
Government
One of the factors shaping competition
within an industry is the set of rules
enforced by governments. Governmental
rules influencing the market include
legislation relating to competition, patent,
trademark, copyright and contracts. For
example, in a country that provides rules for
compulsory licensing with a very low
threshold, it can become much more
difficult for an IP owner to use its IP as a
means of competitive advantage. In general,
rules affecting the protection and use of
intellectual property have a significant
impact on the competitive landscape.
Nowadays trolls seem to be primarily a
phenomenon of the US. One reason for this
is the uniqueness of the US IP system.

Bargaining power of suppliers

An IP-related factor influencing the
bargaining power of suppliers is an offering
of differentiated products resulting from the
supplier’s high innovation activity. This factor
will become more important if the
differentiating features are protected by
intellectual property rights, making it very
difficult for the industry participant to source
substitutes from other suppliers without
infringing the supplier’s IP. The supplier’s
bargaining power in such a case will depend
on the industry participant’s design-around
capability, which again may depend on the
participant’s own innovation capability and
the overall supplier network.
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The US IP system as an ideal
playground for trolls
It is widely accepted that in the past it was
easier to obtain and enforce patents in the
US than in other jurisdictions of similar
importance, such as Europe or Japan. The
main reasons were:
• Fewer restrictions on what was
perceived to be patentable subject
matter in the US and a lower threshold
for non-obviousness, which is one of
the core criteria for patentability. This
situation led to a flood of (trivial)
intellectual property rights.
• Lack of post-grant opposition procedure
and presumption of validity of a granted
US patent. This makes it difficult to
destroy patents – even weak patents. It
requires a costly and risky US court
procedure where the outcome, due to
jury trials, is very uncertain and is thus
associated with a high business risk.

•

•

•

High damages for infringement. There is
a strong motivation in the US IP system
to litigate as the option of triple damages
in cases of wilful infringement makes it
very attractive for the rights holder.
Automatic injunction against the
infringing party. Although this has now
changed, until recently this was a
powerful threat against the potentially
infringing party considering the
uncertainty of the outcome of the
proceedings. In some circumstances it
remains a potent weapon.
Request for non-publication. Nonpublished IP controlled by a troll can
pose a huge risk to a whole industry as
the IP rights can be amended to read on
the industry’s products without the
participants even being aware of it.

There is a huge reservoir of IP rights,
especially in cumulative technologies, that
mean a multitude of industry participants
are potential IP vendors. Many low-quality
patents may allow trolls to argue that the
portfolios which contain them have a low
value, so potentially justifying only low
prices. However, there may still be highquality patents in those portfolios where the
value is not acknowledged because the owner
does not know about the complementary
assets of other industry participants or
because it has no exploitation processes in
place. Once the troll has built an IP portfolio
relevant to a certain market segment, it can
start notifying the major players in this
segment and seek to negotiate licence
agreements to generate revenues.
The US IP litigation system favours the
patentee in terms of risk versus
opportunities. The alleged infringer may feel
threatened by the troll’s notice and agree to
an unfavourable licence agreement rather
than taking the risk of a protracted lawsuit.
In the US IP system trolls as IP suppliers
have had almost infinite bargaining power
against industry participants. Through the
threat of an injunction, trolls could basically
blackmail industry participants into paying
for licences; the alternative essentially being
to resign as an industry participant.
Basically, trolls are companies that
found a clever way to fill the gap left by IP
owners not having processes for realising
and exploiting the value potential of their
portfolios. That is, trolls do not actively add
value, but rather collect value created by
other industry participants or IP suppliers.
How to defend against trolls
How can the bargaining power of trolls be
reduced? The question relates to both roles
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of a troll – licence supplier and IP buyer.
From a macro-economic perspective, one
measure is certainly to adjust the IP system
such that it becomes less favourable to the
IP-holding business model. Adjusting the IP
system in any country can be done only by
governments, or perhaps to some extent as
the result of court decisions in common law
countries. But from a micro-economic
perspective, industry participants can also
take measures to shift the balance of
bargaining power towards themselves and
away from the trolls.
Macro-economic perspective: adjusting
the IP system
Today, the US market is the only one where
significant troll formation can be observed,
but changes are taking place. Two major
adjustment trends can be observed. On the
one hand there is the development of patent
case law at the Supreme Court and the
Federal Circuit; on the other hand there are
continuing efforts in Congress to reform the
US patent statute.
KSR v Teleflex (2007) is a recent landmark
Supreme Court decision increasing the
threshold for non-obviousness in the US
patent system. It has become easier for patent
examiners to reject patent applications by
combining prior art that leads to the claimed
subject matter in a predictable manner. It can
be expected that, in the long term, the
inventive quality of US patents will rise. This
should also raise the value potential of patents
and at the same time reduce the percentage of
low-quality patents in existing IP portfolios.
The Federal Circuit’s 2007 Comiskey and
Nuijten decisions impose additional
restrictions on patentable subject matter.
As a result, price tags in IP transactions may
increase. This should weaken the bargaining
power of trolls when acting as IP buyers.
In its eBay decision in 2006, the Supreme
Court found that an injunction is neither
required nor automatic anymore. Since eBay,
no injunctions have been granted in cases
where the plaintiff was a troll-type business.
In Seagate, meanwhile, the Federal Circuit
decided that enhanced damages are now
available only for wilful patent infringement
that is at least “objectively reckless”.
The reduced probability of effectively
threatening industry participants with an
injunction and the reduced financial risks of
industry participants being attacked by a troll
considerably lessen the bargaining power of a
troll when acting in the IP-supplier role.
Industry participants may be more ready to
defend themselves and not settle with an
unfavourable licence agreement. They may
even try to invalidate the troll’s patents under

the new KSR standard on non-obviousness.
If the case is finally decided by a jury or judge
the maximum profit for the troll is limited,
which may make the troll business model less
attractive.
A major reform of the US patent law is
expected at the earliest in 2009, after the
next presidential elections. Presumably one
effect of the patent reform will be that the
US patent system becomes more similar to
other major patent systems, such as those
in Europe and Japan.
Some of the planned changes could have
a significant impact on the bargaining power
of trolls and their profitability potential.
A change that may amplify the effects of the
eBay decision is the intention to base
damages on apportionment. That is, only a
partial value of an infringing product is to be
used for the calculation of damages. This
may dramatically reduce the attractiveness
of the IP-holding business because potential
profits would be much more limited
compared to the current US IP system.
However, it is a very controversial aspect of
the proposed legislation and may not reach
the statute books.
Micro-economic perspective: measures
to be taken by industry participants
As trolls are not industry participants in the
sense of being product or service providers,
it is basically not possible to defend against
troll attacks through counter-assertion of IP
rights. A troll cannot infringe an industry
participant’s IP rights. Therefore, the
defensive use of IP as, for example, often
used by industry participants in the form of
cross-licence agreements is not an option.
Industry participants need to look
outside their own specific needs when
building their portfolios. They must watch
IP in the market and try to acquire valuable
rights from other industry participants and
IP suppliers, such as research institutions.
Pursuing such a strategy reduces the
potential for trolls to acquire the IP for
themselves. The Allied Security Trust, an
industry alliance including companies such
as Google, Hewlett Packard, Cisco and
Ericsson, was recently formed for that
purpose. Active procurement of IP by
industry participants will raise price tags
for IP and this may – in combination with
the above effects of limited profit potential
through adjustments of the IP system –
reduce the bargaining power and cut into
the profitability of trolls. As a result, the
business model of trolls may become
financially less attractive.
However, the most effective defence for
an industry participant is likely to be a
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Bargaining power of buyers

An IP-related factor influencing the power of
buyers is, for example, a high degree of
standardisation of the industry’s products.
This typically allows for less differentiation of
the participants versus the buyers. Industry
standards drive the level of competition within
the industry to new, differentiating features or
services that build on the standard and may
help the participants to reduce the bargaining
power of buyers. In some industries, such as
the automotive industry, buyers (eg, car
manufacturers) try to increase their bargaining
power versus industry participants (eg,
component manufactures) by negotiating
contracts with the participants by which the
IP developed in the course of collaboration on
a new product belongs to the buyer.

The threat of substitutes

A substitute performs the same or similar
function to an established industry product.
The threat of a substitute is high if it offers
an attractive price/performance trade-off to
the industry’s product; and if the buyer’s
switching cost to the substitute product is
low. Disruptive innovations resulting in
substitute products are often derived from
other, seemingly unrelated, industries. From
an IP perspective, substitutes can replace
established industry products/services if
they do not conflict with the existing IP
rights of industry participants. As substitutes
often come from different fields of
technology, this is often the case. For
example, video-conferencing as a substitute
for travel will in general not face any IPrelated risks from travel agencies, rental car
companies or airlines, which are all players
in the mobility business.
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Rivalry among existing
competitors

Product differentiation and brand awareness
are two dimensions of competition with
important IP elements. IP rights can be used
by participants to build feature monopolies
for certain value-adding, differentiating
features of their products/services or to
protect trademarks that are associated with
those products/services. Thus, there is an
opportunity to use IP for improving the
profitability of a participant through charging
premium prices for protected value-adding
features or even to reserve a certain market
segment within the industry by blocking
other participants from that segment.

Peter Bittner is IP Portfolio Manager at SAP
AG and Bent Lundsager is Partner and
Manager Patents at Zacco. They are both
members of I3PM (International Institute for IP
Management)
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comprehensive value-oriented IP strategy.
Such a strategy includes building a valueoptimised IP portfolio, not only derived from
the innovation potential of the participant’s
R&D, but also identifying and paying to
acquire IP from external organisations.
A new approach from industry
Trolls can be seen as IP buyers and licence
suppliers in Porter’s five-forces framework.
Their bargaining power versus industry
participants and other IP suppliers depends
to a large extent on the properties of
respective IP systems as well as the type of
industry. The non-existence of an IP market
makes valuation of IP rights difficult, which
seems to work in favour of trolls.
In the short term, trolls may have a
parasitic effect on an industry’s profitability;
money is not earned by the IP vendor. The
question is whether this parasitic effect will,
in the future, cause counter-measures and
create a sound IP market, where the IP
vendor can earn high returns.
Trolls are companies that have found a
clever way to fill the gap left by IP vendors

not knowing how to realise the value
potential of their portfolios. Lack of an
efficient market leaves the IP vendor in a
vulnerable position. The trolls have
successfully taken advantage of the
strategies available in the IP economy. As
long as IP is generally of low quality, trolls
can play a game which the industry
participants consider unfair: a troll has no
real products or services business to
protect; it can focus exclusively on IP. This
is the opposite of being differentiated: the
more common the features protected, the
broader the scope of the potential licence
sum to collect.
Faced with the absence of a transparent
IP market, it is now more important than
ever for companies to look beyond their
own R&D organisation and to build a valueoriented IP portfolio; one where the
external sources of such high-value IP are
identified. This will allow companies to
acquire high-value IP and to integrate it into
their portfolios. Only by doing this can
industry and IP vendors, rather than trolls,
fully capitalise on IP rights.
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PatentFreedom

A new tool for a
new kind of patent
adversary
PatentFreedom is an online
database and information exchange
designed to help companies that
are developing strategies to deal
with the challenges posed by nonpractising entities
By Daniel P McCurdy and Chris Reohr
Non-practising entities (NPEs), sometimes
called patent trolls or worse, pose a large
and growing threat to companies that make
and sell products and services. In seeking to
enforce their patent rights, NPEs differ in
several crucial respects from even the most
aggressive operating companies. To assess
and respond more effectively to the threat
they pose, executives at operating
companies require new perspectives,
strategies and tools.
This article explores the activities of
NPEs and offers some suggestions for
responding to them. Its authors founded
PatentFreedom, which launched in April
2008, to provide operating companies with
better information and tools to manage the
threat posed by NPEs. Throughout the
article, data on NPEs is provided which is
drawn from the extensive, proprietary
database compiled by PatentFreedom,
representing more than 20,000 hours of
cumulative research and analysis.
Selling a product no one wants – a brief
history of patent licensing
To understand better the unique nature of
the threat posed by NPEs to operating
companies, it is helpful to review a bit of
basic history. The patent system was
established to encourage beneficial
innovation. Patents confer a negative right:
the right to exclude others from using a
www.iam-magazine.com

patented invention. As originally conceived,
the patent system was intended to provide a
temporary monopoly to the holder of a
patent and thus reward innovation in the
marketplace through the sale of products
and services unconstrained by competitive
threat. In some cases, most notably the
pharmaceutical industry, this practice still
predominates. But in other industries,
particularly high-tech, the use of patents
has become much more complex and,
perhaps invariably, contentious.
Since at least the early 1990s, product
companies in these industries have
increasingly focused on monetising their
patent portfolios. The Licensing Executives
Society and innumerable conferences
around the world have provided such
companies with new techniques to derive
value from intellectual property.
The techniques employed in such
monetisation efforts are relatively
straightforward:
• Amass a significant portfolio of patents
through research and development, with
some that might be required to practise
an industry standard or deliver a critical
function at an affordable price.
• Within this portfolio, identify a handful
of patent assets potentially used by
others in successful products.
• Drawing upon these patents,
demonstrate that a potential licensee
should want a licence to the broader
patent portfolio (on average, only 2% to
3% of patents contained in most patent
portfolios deliver substantial value –
the rest provide sufficient uncertainty
about the perils contained in the
portfolio to entice the potential licensee
into a much broader, royalty-bearing
cross-licence).
• Where necessary, offer know-how that
could be used by the licensee to improve
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products and/or margins as a spoonful
of sugar to help the medicine of a patent
licence go down a bit easier.

Figure 1: Average new cases/company
– top 15 companies
18

For certain companies with extensive
patent portfolios and effective, often
aggressive strategies, this practice yielded
rich rewards: hundreds of millions, even
billions, of dollars’ worth of high-margin
licensing income on patent portfolios built
up over many years and resting on the back
of substantial R&D investment. IBM, Texas
Instruments, Lucent and others pioneered
the practice, delighting their shareholders
even as they irritated their peers and
competitors in the marketplace.
To defend against such patent
enforcement activities, companies needed
to ensure that their own patent portfolios
contained an adequate number of
sufficiently strong patents to serve as a
credible deterrent. In discussions, they
needed to be able to counter-assert with
strong patent assets and thus hope to
eliminate or at least lessen the size of any
royalty to be paid for a cross-licence.
Though many companies were initially
caught unaware and vulnerable, most began
to adapt to the new environment and
invested in further R&D to bolster their
patent portfolios. Companies that for years
had invested substantially in R&D could rely
on the strength of their portfolios in the
event that a licensing discussion emerged
with another operating company seeking to
monetise its patents.
Thus, some parity existed among and
between operating companies, and in most
cases a mutually acceptable cross-licensing
arrangement was reached. Licensing income
would flow to those with the strongest
patent portfolios and the most effective
enforcement campaigns.
Enter the non-practising entity
In contrast to operating companies, NPEs do
not practise their inventions in products or
services offered in the marketplace. Instead,
they derive or plan to derive the majority of
their income from the enforcement of patent
rights. This is, of course, perfectly legal, and
indeed there are many who genuinely believe
that such business practices help to reward
and thus encourage innovation to the benefit
of society as a whole.
Some would argue that NPEs provide a
ready source of income by purchasing
patents that individual inventors, small
companies and even larger companies with
too many assets in a given area, or that have
abandoned a product line, wish to sell for
near-term cash. Others argue that NPEs
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exploit the vulnerable and buy valuable
inventions for pennies on the dollar.
Whatever side one takes on this often
divisive issue, it is clear that patent
enforcement actions brought by NPEs differ
in two critical respects from those brought
by other operating companies. First, there is
essentially no ability for an operating
company to counter-assert against an NPE
and thus achieve what it might perceive to
be a more equitable outcome. No matter
how large your patent portfolio might be, no
matter how many billions you may have
invested and continue to invest in R&D,
your intellectual property provides zero
leverage in any discussions you might have
with an NPE. Because they do not sell
products or services (other than the
licensing of intellectual property), almost by
definition NPEs do not infringe on the
patent rights contained in most patent
portfolios. Whether or not this was ever
anticipated or intended in the original
design of the patent system, there is little
that operating companies can do to address
this particular disadvantage.
A second difference is what we call the
information asymmetry. In contrast to
operating companies, about which much is
often known, the existence and activities of
NPEs are often very difficult to discern.
Typically, they are small, private entities,
which employ shell companies and other
(perfectly legal) strategies to hide their
activities and gain an advantage in their
interactions with operating companies.
As operating companies seek to assess and
respond to often veiled allegations of patent
infringement, they struggle to know even
basic information about the party making
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such allegations. Who are they? What have
they done in the past? Is my company the
only one being approached or am I one of
many being targeted in a shotgun campaign?
But in contrast to the inability to
counter-assert, the information asymmetry
is a disadvantage which can be overcome.
This is what PatentFreedom was established
to do.

is approximately US$100,000, and the
mean approximately US$400,000. In
addition, the now often-cited payment of
US$612 million in 2006 (following a series
of judgments in 2003 to 2005) to NTP in its
patent assertion victory over Research In
Motion (the supplier of the popular
BlackBerry device) was a significant – but
by no means exceptional –catalyst to the
growth in investment in and by NPEs.

Analysing recent NPE activity
NPEs have been around for many years, of
course, but their number and activity level
have risen dramatically over the past few
years. Operating companies are increasingly
threatened by their activity.
As of 31st August 2008, PatentFreedom’s
research had identified and profiled over 160
distinct NPEs (a number which continues to
increase). Since 1985, these NPEs have been
involved in litigation with over 3,000
different operating companies in over 1,800
distinct actions. And the pace of activity is
clearly increasing. Nearly 75% of the suits
between these NPEs and operating
companies were filed since 2003. As Figure 1
shows, the top 15 companies have been
relentlessly pursued.
Patent lawsuits in the US involving
NPEs have been steadily increasing over the
last decade (see Figure 2). This has been
fuelled by: the significant increase in the
numbers of patents awarded over the last
several decades (see Figure 3); and financial
investors who speculate on potentially
massive returns on the relatively modest
cost of purchasing patents on the open
market, where the median price for a patent

Figure 3: US issued utility patents 1980-2007

Case file
year

No of cases
by NPE

% of total
NPE cases

200

Before 1998
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
Til Aug 2008
Total

98
43
62
47
75
148
158
117
268
260
299
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1,802

5.4%
2.4%
3.4%
2.6%
4.2%
8.2%
8.8%
6.5%
14.9%
14.4%
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12.6%
100%

160

Source: PatentFreedom ©2008. Data
captured as of 31st August 2008
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Figure 2: US litigation involving NPEs

NPE practice – some trends and
perspectives
NPEs recognise, as do all who attempt to
enforce patents, that they are selling a
product no one wants. Because patents offer
only a negative right, the burden is on the
patentee to enforce them. There is little
incentive for a company to discover whether
it may be using the invention of another
(especially when to do so may subject the
company to a claim of treble damages).
While all respectable product companies
would pay a royalty for the use of a valid and
infringed patent (though there may be
dispute over whether a patent is indeed valid
or infringed in a given circumstance), the
negative patent right generally provides no
encouragement for the product company to
seek to tax its products by offering to take a
licence without first having been approached
by the patentee.
With a few notable exceptions, in
building their patent arsenals NPEs have not
modelled their strategies on the techniques
used by the largest and most successful
product companies. Such companies are
focused on building large patent portfolios

Source: PatentFreedom ©2008
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that would create a fear of the unknown in
adversaries. Instead, most NPEs have
focused their acquisitions on a smaller
number of patents they believe will
withstand the rigorous challenges to
validity and infringement they will almost
certainly face.
Alliacense, with 57 issued US patent
families in its portfolio identified by
PatentFreedom to date, and the Plutus IP
group, with 23 issued US patent families in
its portfolio identified by PatentFreedom to
date, are examples of such firms. Indeed, of
the 160 NPEs profiled by PatentFreedom at
present, only 20 hold more than 100 patent
families in their portfolios. With portfolios
of this small size, potential licensees can
readily assess the potential risk of the
portfolio, provided they can learn all of the
patents owned by the NPE, in itself a
complex and expensive exercise made much
easier by PatentFreedom.
Other NPEs, with Intellectual Ventures
being by far the most notable, concluded
that they would – in a sense – try to
replicate the model of product companies.
They would purchase large quantities of
patents, knowing that only a small
percentage of these would be the real
treasure highlighted in each approach to a
potential licensee. The ominous size of the
portfolio, the financial ability to acquire
many more patents on an ongoing basis and
the availability of what the NPE would argue
was a reasonable royalty to take a licence to
the current and/or future portfolio might
make at least some product companies
entertain such a licence. If such a model
were to work, NPEs might hope to build a
substantial royalty stream without relying
on litigation.
Unfortunately, however, as the
experience of product companies engaged in
licensing has consistently demonstrated,
some amount of litigation is almost always
required to demonstrate to a potential
licensee that the alternative to failure to
take an amicable licence may be more
unpleasant and costly. It is likely, therefore,
that all NPEs may ultimately have to utilise
litigation to entice companies into buying
the product (a patent licence) that no one
wants. The likelihood of this outcome is
underscored by the litigation activities of
the most active plaintiff NPEs, which are
summarised in Figure 4.
The increase in litigation activity by
NPEs could be, in part, the result of the US
Federal Circuit’s 26th March 2007 decision
in SanDisk Corp v STMicroelectronics Inc, in
which the court held that: “Where a
patentee asserts rights under a patent based

Figure 4: The most litigious NPEs
NPE name

Total cases

Cases since
2003

% of total
by NPE

Acacia Technologies
Rates Technology Inc
Millennium LP
Cygnus Telecommunications Technology LLC
General Patent Corp International
Plutus IP
Papst Licensing GmbH
F&G Research Inc
Ronald A Katz Technology Licensing
Catch Curve Inc

308
130
99
69
66
59
59
56
54
53

239
38
90
31
36
59
31
51
48
36

78%
29%
91%
45%
55%
100%
53%
91%
89%
68%

Figure 5: Favoured venues for NPEs
Court

NPE as plaintiff
No of
% of
cases
total

NPE as defendant
No of
% of
cases
total

Total
cases by
NPE

Eastern District of Texas
Northern District of California
Central District of California
Southern District of New York
Northern District of Illinois
Northern District of Georgia
Delaware
Eastern District of New York
New Jersey
Southern District of Florida

332
156
152
122
100
76
57
73
56
56

20
66
25
10
8
7
26
5
8
2

352
222
177
132
108
83
83
78
64
58

94%
70%
86%
92%
93%
92%
69%
94%
88%
97%

6%
30%
14%
8%
7%
8%
31%
6%
13%
3%

Source: PatentFreedom ©2008. Data captured as of 31st August 2008

on certain identified ongoing or planned
activity of another party, and where that
party contends that it has the right to
engage in the accused activity without
license, an Article III case or controversy
will arise and the party need not risk a suit
for infringement by engaging in the
identified activity before seeking a
declaration of its legal rights.”
With this ruling, the standard required
to file a declaratory judgment action was
materially reduced, allowing product
companies to file such actions more easily
against an NPE. While the costs and risks
associated with litigation may in fact reduce
the likelihood that a product company
would file an action seeking a declaratory
judgment against an NPE willing to engage
in discussions, some NPEs have clearly
decided that the risk of having an action
placed in a less plaintiff-friendly
jurisdiction was not worth taking and have
opted instead to sue first and talk later to
preserve venue. The preferences by NPEs to
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file actions against product companies in
certain jurisdictions is demonstrated in
Figure 5.
Get informed. Get connected. Take action
With the significant growth in NPE activity,
the old ways of managing patent assertions
were inadequate. Operating companies
could no longer rely on traditional methods
to manage an adversary largely invulnerable
to counter-assertion and operating in the
dark of night. The asymmetry of
information had to end. Funding to NPEs –
at least the funding by companies and
financiers seeking or holding relationships
with the intended targets of the NPEs being
financed – had to be exposed so that all
parties had an opportunity to assess their
relative positions and respond accordingly.
It is with this objective that PatentFreedom
was created.
PatentFreedom is a subscription-based,
online community of operating companies
that have come together to access and share
information about NPEs and explore
opportunities for defence. To date,
PatentFreedom has invested more than
20,000 hours of research and development
to create a database of detailed dossiers on
more than 160 independent NPEs, which
identify over 700 subsidiaries and more
than 9,500 US patent families owned by
them (plus foreign counterparts). The
litigations in which each NPE has been a
plaintiff or defendant have been recorded
and, over time, the substantive filings
associated with each will be appended to
the NPE profiles.
To augment the extensive profiles
described above, there are additional data
that until now could be known only by each
operating company that received a phone
call, a letter, an email or some other
communication from an NPE. Such
communications often invite the company
to review patents that “would surely lead
[the company] to conclude it wishes to take
a licence to the patent portfolio”.
PatentFreedom helps to unlock the value
of such information by providing a secure
online platform and a set of tools to
identify other similarly situated companies
that have been asserted against by the same
NPE with one or more of the same patents.
The platform allows operating companies to
share and exchange such information (with
the exception of licensing or settlement
terms during the course of negotiations or
information subject to confidentiality
obligations) with other member operating
companies, while protecting their identity
should they wish to do so. In short, it allows
www.iam-magazine.com

similarly situated companies to find one
another and explore collaborative
opportunities for defence, including shared
prior art searches or the formation of joint
defence arrangements.
Having launched in April 2008,
PatentFreedom already has a dozen leading
high-tech companies from across the globe
as members and is in advanced discussions
with many more. Members view
PatentFreedom as an important part of their
efforts to assess and respond to the threat
posed by NPEs, and understand that its
value will only increase with the growing
size of its membership.
While the phenomenon of NPEs appears
to be here to stay, PatentFreedom will help
operating companies to level the playing
field in their interactions with NPEs. The
existence of PatentFreedom, whether alone
or in combination with other defensive
tools such as Allied Security Trust and the
newly formed RPX Corp, indicates that
operating companies are finally gaining
access to the kinds of tools and strategies
they need to manage and respond to the
various threats posed by NPEs.

Daniel McCurdy is the chairman of
PatentFreedom; Chris Reohr is its president
www.patentfreedom.com
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The patent system on
trial and under attack

A recently published book identifies
major weaknesses in the US patent
system that, its authors say, need to
be addressed if the country is going
to remain a leading innovation light.
But have the authors of Patent
Failure got it right?
By Craig Opperman, James Bessen and
Michael J Meurer
There have probably been few more
controversial books published about
intellectual property in the United States
than Patent Failure: How Judges, Bureaucrats
and Lawyers Put Innovators at Risk. Written
by economist James Bessen and economist
and law professor Michael J Meurer, Patent
Failure contends that in the majority of
industrial sectors the US patent system fails
to reward innovation and is, in fact, a
disincentive to invention.
Bessen and Meurer argue that in writing
the book they have provided “the first
comprehensive empirical evaluation of the
patent system’s performance”. And their
verdict does not make pleasant reading for
those who believe that major reform in the
US is not necessary. Outside of the life
sciences sector, they say, the value that
patents create for their owners is, on
average, far outweighed by the additional
costs they incur. According to Bessen and
Meurer, the reason for this boils down to the
fact that as property rights, patents are
failing. The way that patent law has
developed over recent decades has meant
that what the authors describe as notice (the
transparency and predictability of patent
claims) has deteriorated as patents have
become increasingly vague. This has led to

ever greater uncertainty, which in turn has
caused a rise in litigation that causes
companies to suffer not only very high
direct costs, but also substantial indirect
costs, such as time spent on preparing cases
and downward share price movements.
While attacks on the US patent system
are nothing new, what makes Patent Failure
different is the statistical evidence that
Bessen and Meurer claim they have
assembled to support their thesis. This is no
abstract work of theory; it is an empirical
study which uses a wide range of data to
back up the points that it makes. This makes
the book a powerful piece of work. And it is
one that has already gained a lot of attention
at the policy-making level, not just in the
United States, but worldwide.
However, this is not to say that Bessen
and Meurer are correct. Plenty of people
have criticised their conclusions and
questioned the methodology used to collect
the statistics which they present. The
authors, the critics say, do not properly
understand patents or the patenting
process, and because of this have failed to
appreciate the benefits that patents can
bring to those who own them.
But what is not in doubt is that Patent
Failure is an important book. If what Bessen
and Meurer say is correct, then US policy
makers – and those in many other countries
– will have to think carefully (and quickly)
about reworking the patent system in order to
bring back the incentive to innovate that
those who originally developed it were so
keen to provide. On the other hand, if they
are wrong, then the damage caused by acting
on their suggestions could be immense: a
system that up to now has rewarded inventors
and helped to facilitate major breakthroughs
in sectors ranging from medical science to
telecommunications could be put at risk.
With this in mind, during the summer
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Patent litigation costs
are positive for the
plaintiff, especially if
the litigation gives
it market penetration
or advantage
Patent attorneys may
find some of our message
uncomfortable, but they
ignore it at their peril
One cannot regulate
that which cannot
be defined, so bans on
software patents or
patents on abstract ideas
become unworkable

The damage to the system
from failing to correct
deficiencies will be far
greater than any damage
done by the anti-patent
league using this evidence
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IAM invited Bessen and Meurer to discuss
their book with one of their critics, Craig
Opperman, a patent lawyer – and former
in-house patent counsel – based in Silicon
Valley. The results of their conversation are
printed over the following pages. Opperman
identified eight key areas of concern and
explained these to Bessen and Meurer; the
authors then responded to Opperman’s
points; and Opperman then commented
on these responses. What results is a
thorough dissection of Patent Failure which,
hopefully, will give all those interested in
patent policy, law, monetisation and
economics a greater understanding of the
book and whether it successfully support
the arguments it presents.

If true, an average per-patent valuation
of US$78,000 would have a lot of inhouse patent counsel looking for jobs!
Opperman: The book estimates the value of
the average US patent at US$78,000 in 1992
dollars. Despite the detailed analysis
supporting this number, objective analysis
suggests that it is much too low. Alternatively
put, if this number is even remotely accurate a
great many patent departments would be shut
down. Here’s why:
Subtracting the patent prosecution costs
of US$15,000 given by Jim and Mike and
US$3,000 for miscellaneous post-issuance
costs yields yields US$60,000. This
difference must represent the highest
possible value of the innovation being
protected by that patent. After all, patents
protect innovations, so it is reasonable to
assume that the difference between the value
of a patent and the cost of obtaining and
maintaining that patent must be ascribed to
the value of the innovation being protected.
But here’s the problem. This US$60,000
number is miniscule compared to the
amount of R&D dollars represented and
presumably protected by patents in a typical
hi-tech company. Take Intel in 2007 for
example: its US$5 billion 2007 R&D budget
yielded 1,864 patents in the same year,
according to the USPTO. This equates to
about US$2.7 million 2007 R&D dollars (or
US$ 1.85 million 1992 dollars) per patent. In
1992 dollars this is about 31 times the
US$60,000 attributed value of the patent.
Thus, if Jim and Mike’s average patent value
is correct for the hi-tech industry, Intel is
managing to protect about 3% of its
innovation (R&D) investment!
That would be astounding if correct and
if it were I have no doubt that David Simon
and the rest of Intel’s patent group would be
www.iam-magazine.com

out on the street. Given that they are not,
one has to assume that the valuation
number is very much too low. Indeed, using
the simplistic analysis above, it could be 30
times too low for a company like Intel.
Bessen and Meurer response: Craig makes a
number of quantitative errors and a number of
logical ones in this analysis. We will first clear
up some of his quantitative confusion before
getting to the logical issues.
First, to put things in perspective, note that
the US$78,000 (in 1992 dollars) is a mean
value that includes all the marginal patents
from garage inventors and so on. It excludes the
profits earned on innovation that are protected
other ways (secrecy, lead time and so on); it
excludes the value of associated international
patents; and this is not the figure we use to
compare to litigation costs (see Chapter 5). For
that comparison, we use estimates derived from
analysing the market value of firms. Those
estimates of patent value are much larger,
ranging from a mean of US$275,000 for all
industries to over US$7 million for large
pharma companies (in 1992 dollars).
Second, the comparison to R&D is
somewhat flawed because it does match the
R&D to the patents of the same cohort (there
are lags) and it does not include the
international profits from patents. But no
problem; that calculation has been done by us
(page 113) and by a number of other economists
using a variety of methods. The general result
is that across all industries, patent value is
about 10% to 15% of the associated R&D (it is
much higher in pharma).
So what does this mean? First, note that
Intel would be extremely foolish to eliminate a
business line that returned US$78,000 on an
investment of US$15,000, using Craig’s
numbers. We can assure all patent attorneys
reading this that despite Craig’s nervousness,
their jobs are secure as long as they continue to
generate a 420% return on investment.
Second, the 10% to 15% (up from 3%)
figure for patent-to-R&D value has been much
discussed by economists. It does not mean that
patent attorneys are worthless (although some
economists hold that view privately); it just
means that patent attorneys are not the centre
of the innovation universe. Shocking as this may
seem, it corresponds well to a variety of other
evidence. For example, a number of surveys have
asked R&D managers how they protect their
R&D investment (see page 89 of the book). In
industries such as electronics, they tell us that
patents are relatively ineffective and they rank
other means of protection as more important,
including lead time advantage, learning curve
advantages, use of complementary assets and
services and trade secrecy.
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Craig’s reasoning makes sense only if
patents are the only way of realising returns
from investments in R&D and this is simply
not the case. The fact is, patents can play an
important and positive role in innovation, even
if they are only a minor source of protection.
Opperman rebuttal: Jim and Mike are
correct that they do mention a value of
US$275,000 for patents, but that is a
worldwide patent value and is not an
appropriate number for use with
comparisons to US litigation. I do see a
value of US$113,000 (on page 106) for
“manufacturing” companies, so if that is the
correct valuation number, this does not
change my position very much.
As to the return on investment of 420%
point, I cannot agree. The patent attorney
did not create an ROI of 420%. This is
because the value of the patent is derived in
large part by the R&D it protects. You
cannot merely say that the patent attorney
is spending US$15,000 to create US$78,000
(or US$131,000 or US$275,000) of value.
The patent attorney’s costs are merely
expenses in the process.
I should add here too that the big-picture
average valuation numbers, whatever they
are, are not appropriate for defining patent
policy. In the same way that one cannot deal
with housing policy by looking at the average
US home price – a number that is
meaningless in Manhattan, San Francisco or
many other major economic centres in the
US – averaging patent values leads to
problematic and overly simplified results.

Patent valuation based on renewal rates
Opperman: While it is not the only
valuation method used by Jim and Mike, I
feel that one cannot allow a patent valuation
method based on “renewal data” to stand
unchallenged.
The basic premise of using patent renewal
rates to value patents is that a patent owner
will pay to renew a patent only if the patent’s
value is greater than the renewal cost.
The problem with this underlying
premise, however, is that it is incorrect.
Companies do not make valuations of
patents before allowing them to go
abandoned. Decisions to stop paying
maintenance fees are driven by budgetary
considerations and the need to cull patents,
not by an analysis of the value of a patent.
Thus, companies – that is, those which own
the vast majority of the patents – often
apply arbitrary formulae to culling patents.
They could, for example, have a policy to

cut, say, 20% of all patents coming up for
renewal irrespective of their value. That
percentage cull has nothing to do with
patent values, but is much more a function
of culling. The simple reason for this is that
it is the most pragmatic approach; in part
because there simply is no inexpensive way
for a company to value patents, so it is
impractical to make the values versus cost
of renewal decision.
Bessen and Meurer response: Economists
recognise that most economic decisions are
made under bounded rationality. That is, for
example, goods are priced without a full
market demand analysis. Similarly, we agree
that patent maintenance decisions are made
without full value analysis. Nevertheless, at
the aggregate level, these decisions exhibit the
wisdom of crowds. This is because pricing and
renewal decisions are made based on the values
perceived by the economic agents, despite the
lack of a full analysis. This means that in the
aggregate, market prices reveal the consumer’s
perceived value of goods and renewal decisions
reveal perceived patent value despite the
imperfect nature of each individual’s
knowledge. In any case, let us repeat: the
renewal method is only one of several ways
that we look at patent value and it is not the
method we use for our final comparisons.
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Opperman rebuttal: It may not be that the
only valuation number used in the book is
based on renewal rates, but the method
features prominently in the book and
certainly leaves the distinct impression that
it is important.
I also cannot accept the wisdom of the
crowds rationale. As I said, companies cut
patents for reasons entirely unrelated to
actual valuation. There can, therefore, be no
wisdom of the crowds for valuation purposes.

Even if it is correct that abandoned
patents have values closely correlated to
the unpaid maintenance fees, can one
extend that concept to valuing all
patents?
Opperman: The biggest mathematical
problem with extending valuations based on
the maintenance fee payment calculus is that,
as Jim and Mike point out in Chapter 5, some
42% of US patents never go abandoned for
failure to pay maintenance fees. Thus, even if
there was a value-maintenance fee correlation
for 58% of the patents, there can be no
correlation for the remaining 42% of patents.
This, as Jim and Mike point out, creates a
tremendous skewing of any valuation.
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James Bessen

James Bessen is an economist at Boston
University School of Law and a former
innovator and CEO of a successful software
company. Bessen wrote the first WYSIWYG
(what-you-see-is-what-you-get) PC
publishing software in 1983 and founded a
company that sold to large commercial
publishers worldwide. His economics
research has focused on technological
innovation, including patents. Research on
software patents with Nobel-Laureate Eric
Maskin and with Robert Hunt proved
influential in European Parliament policy
deliberations.

A simple example illustrates this.
Assume a portfolio of 10 patents in which
two go abandoned at the end of each of
years four, eight and 12, leaving four
(approximately 42%) extending to full term.
Maintenance fees double at year eight and
increase 50% at year 12. If one sets an
arbitrary base value of 100 units for the first
to expire patents, the maintenance fee
concept suggests that patents expiring at
year eight would be worth 200 and at year
12 about 300. Now assume that those last
four patents are worth 10 times what the
year 12 patents are worth – that is, 3,000
units. [This is a fair assumption because it
is these patents that companies really want
to hold on to. These are also the patents
that are the most likely to be litigated.]
In this very simplistic model, the
portfolio is worth 13,200 units, which is
equal to 10 times the average value of the
patents. But if one uses the median value
per patent for this portfolio, the portfolio is
worth only 3,000 units, some 23% of the
“actual value” based on the renewal rate
calculus. Using the geometric mean leads to
a valuation of 5,578 units. In fact, as the
value of those last four patents increases,
the use of the median or geometric mean
value becomes less and less meaningful.
Thus, there is no statistical model that
can accurately use renewal rates to calculate
the value of patents. Basically, we all know
that strange things happen at the limit –
asymptotic curves, for example – and with
42% of US patents being at the limit, one
cannot use renewal rates to value these.
As tempting as it is to use simplistic
big-picture approaches to valuing patents,
there is, I believe, only one way and that is to
do a proper and detailed valuation exercise
similar to that done by valuation experts.
Bessen and Meurer response: We are well
aware of this limitation of renewal analysis
and we discuss it in the book (Chapter 5,
footnote 11).
However, this is not a very significant
criticism for two reasons:
• First, as we mentioned, we also look at
patent value estimates obtained from
studying firm stock market values and we
validate these estimates against
benchmarks such as pharma profits and
IBM’s licensing revenues. We use the
market value estimates for our critical
comparisons, not the renewal estimates.
• Second, some empirical analysis (see
footnote 11) shows that although renewal
estimates might be misleading because of
asymptotic behaviour among the most
valuable patents, this does not appear to be
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the case except, perhaps, in pharma. In
fact, the renewal estimates appear to be
reasonably close to comparable estimates
made using firm market value overall.
But Craig distrusts any estimates of
aggregate patent value that do not use the
methods of valuation experts. Although
valuation experts use methods appropriate for
valuing small numbers of individual patents, we
are interested in estimating the mean values of
patents in the aggregate. As in other areas of
economics, different methods are required. For
example, GDP is not estimated directly from the
income statements of individual firms and
proprietorships. We invite Craig to hire an army
of valuation experts to value all of the millions
of patents issued in recent years. However, we
humbly submit that in the meantime, any
serious attempt to understand the aggregate
value of patents will have to use other methods
and when a variety of methods are used and
obtain similar results, these estimates can be
used with a fair amount of confidence.
Opperman rebuttal: Obviously, I am not
suggesting that it is practical to hire an
army of valuation experts to value every
company’s patent portfolio. But when, as
economists, you categorically state on the
cover of your book that “Judges, Bureaucrats
and Lawyers put Innovators at Risk” and
that view may be taken seriously by policy
makers, I believe it is appropriate to give
some serious thought to an analysis with
greater granularity.
For example, you find that big pharma
patents are much more valuable than, say,
those in your Other category in Table 5.3.
The problem with this is that there are
almost no single, small innovators
(individuals, small companies and so on)
that file pharmaceutical patent applications.
But the Other category does encompass
these individual inventor patents. That has
to bring down the 60,000 foot average value
of those patents, possibly substantially. But,
when you do the litigation-cost-to-patentvalue comparison, you look only at public
companies that are sued; in other words, a
patent battlefield that excludes the small
inventors. This must skew the results
significantly. Hence I suggest that a number
of properly done case studies of specific
companies – doing real valuations and
actual long-term litigation costs – is a much
more appropriate approach; one that will
yield much more relevant information for
guiding policy decisions.
Bessen and Meurer note: When we compare
patent rents (derived from market value estimates
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of patent value) to litigation costs, we make the
comparison for the same group of public
companies, so this criticism is off the mark.

Bad notice because of imprecise
claiming may not be as big a problem as
the authors suggest
Opperman: Jim and Mike point to
imprecise claim language as a major
problem, especially in the hi-tech industry. I
agree that in an ideal world one would like
precise clarity on all boundaries. Still, I take
issue with the imprecise notice argument,
for a number of reasons.
Imprecise notice is a fact of life
One cannot expect everyone to agree on the
scope of every patent claim all the time.
Contract disputes based on different
interpretations occur all the time. It is the
same with the latest right to bear arms case.
Even after the greatest US constitutional
scholars had weighed in on this issue, it was
still left to the highest court in the land to
make the final call. Given that level of
scrutiny, how can anyone expect a patent –
a legal document with words defining the
extent of the exclusionary zone – to be
interpreted by all parties in the same way
every time?
The RIM (BlackBerry) patent case cited
by Jim and Mike in the book is a classic
example. This was not a case of imprecise
claim drafting. Instead, the claims were
quite clear. But if I have my facts correct,
this was an issue of whether RIM infringed
because its servers – an element of the
patent claims – were located outside the
United States. That is a matter of patent law
– an interpretation of the patent statutes –
not a matter of clarity of claims.
Bessen and Meurer response: NTP asserted
five patents against RIM with claims running
into the hundreds. Reasonable minds certainly
will differ over whether these claims were clear.
We do know what the parties disagreed over
and the district court construed 31 claim
terms. Six of these disputed terms were
construed by the Federal Circuit. The appellate
court differed in its construction of one of the
terms and reversed the finding of infringement
of two claims and remanded three others for
further consideration.
Perhaps Craig is right that at least one
claim in these patents was clear and it clearly
read on RIM’s technology. Good notice requires
more than clarity. The claims must be available
– innovators frequently invest in technology
while patent applications languish (or get

squirrelled away) in the patent office. And
clearance searches must make business sense.
How could a start-up like RIM afford to pay
lawyers to read probably hundreds of patents
held mostly by non-competitors to detect which
patents might be asserted against it? Adding
insult to injury, a thorough opinion letter might
have reported that the NTP patents were likely
to be invalid in light of reports of independent
invention of wireless email by three other
sources (four including RIM).
Opperman rebuttal: It is unclear how
“squirrelling away” applications can be less
of a problem for big pharma than it is for
any other industry, so the concern that it is
the cause of non-pharma’s troubles surely
cannot be right. Similarly, today all US
patent applications are available for public
inspection from the date of publication.
Every claim amendment is available after
publication and for continuations this
information is available once the patent
office publishes the application as soon as it
can after filing.
Yes, I absolutely agree that it is
impractical for small start-ups trying to
develop a new technology to search all
possible patent applications. But they are
rarely the target of litigation and the
impractical-to-do excuse does not apply to
large companies. They can reduce
significantly the patent risks if they put the
resources into doing so. Big pharma does, so
surely the hi-tech community should at
least make some attempt.
Ignoring patents cannot be excused by
suggesting that claims are imprecise
The RIM case also illustrates another point.
RIM is certainly not an example of bad
notice. Instead it is a classic example of full
and clear notice that was ignored. We know
this because the court found that RIM’s
infringement was wilful; ie, that it had full
and proper notice and chose to ignore the
notice. Moreover, it is rumoured that RIM
had the opportunity to take a patent licence
for about US$30 million. Instead the
company chose to ignore the patent, despite
very clear notice. As a result, RIM paid an
extraordinary price. A bad business decision
cannot be excused by arguing that there was
bad notice. Incidentally, I think that if one
studies patent suits, one is likely to find that
many patent suits start with notice –
admittedly at a stage that the allegedly
infringing product is in the market – and
then those patents get ignored, despite the
notice. Indeed, I would argue that many
patent suits are as a result of full (admittedly
late in the game) notice that is ignored.
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The book’s attack on software patents is fraught with problems
and its conclusions in this area are very hard to accept

Opperman: The book takes a fairly strong
stand against software patents.
Unsurprisingly, I cannot agree.
First, by now everyone should realise that
it is absolutely impossible to define what a
software patent is or is not. If one cannot
define it, one cannot regulate it or restrict it.
Europe has been trying to prevent software
patents for decades, but the EPO continues
to issue patents all the time – even over
subject matter oppositions – that cover
software. Although one may have some
success at the extremes of what could be
considered a software patent, any attempt to
regulate the vast majority of so-called
software patents would be doomed to failure.
Second, restricting software patents is
nonsensical from a policy perspective. For
example, we all agree that a chemical
process method is patentable, yet antisoftware patent advocates suggest that
when that method is implemented in
software, it should not be patentable.
Similarly, why can an ASIC (hardware)
designed to perform a set of functions be
patentable, but the software that performs
those functions not be patentable subject
matter? [Note: this is a question of
patentable subject matter, not whether
something is in the prior art.] Thus,
restricting protection for innovations merely
because they are implemented in software
makes no logical or commercial sense. Why
should Stanford not be able to protect the
basic search algorithms on which Google is
based? No one can argue about the value
and innovative nature of that technology. The
same applies to the user interface features
of Apple’s iPhone. Banning software patents
could quite easily prevent protection of many
of the features of that device too. That
makes no sense at all.
Third, there are thousands of patents
that claim methods that can be implemented
in hardware, software or even manually. How
should they be classified – software,
hardware or both? Certainly, both hardware
and software would infringe. Does that make
the patent a software patent? Indeed, the
three problem software patents cited by Jim
and Mike in Chapter 9 are not software
patents at all. The Freeney (Interactive Gift)
patent covered kiosk-based systems, the
Wang patent covered videotext and the
Pinpoint patent relates to video distribution
systems. None is a software patent. They
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may cover methods that could be
implemented in software, but that does not
make them software patents.
Finally, as to the so-called obviousness
of software patents, many patent attorneys
would agree: there have been a number of
bad software patents. But that is not a
problem with software patents per se.
Instead, it is a problem with bad patents in
general.
Bessen and Meurer response: Hmmn. What
does Craig mean here? He has no problem
identifying patents that “may cover methods
that could be implemented in software”, but
he tells us that these are not software
patents, which, he tells us, cannot be
defined. How could he possibly know that
these are not software patents, then?
The fact is, for purposes of research, it is
interesting and useful to study patents that
use software or could be implemented in
software. We do this and if one wants to look
at the nitty-gritty details of how we identify
this group, including validation of the
method we use, one can read Bessen and
Hunt (2007). That paper shows that
patenting in this group of patents soared
following Alappat.
This, of course, is different from saying
that the law should discriminate based on
whether patents are software patents. We
discuss that policy issue in Chapter 11, but
in general our approach is that a problem
exists with this group of patents – namely,
they have high litigation rates – and multiple
policy measures are probably needed to
solve this problem.
Opperman rebuttal: I must not have been
clear about what I meant about being unable
to define a software patent. Anyone who has
read a well-crafted method claim from the hitech industry must realise that the claim can
be infringed when implemented in hardware
or software. That does not make it a software
patent, but it does allow that patent to be
read on methods implemented in software.
Thus, Jim and Mike’s confusion illustrates
exactly my point. If you cannot define it, then
do not regulate it.
Unless, of course, Jim and Mike are
suggesting that if a method is implemented
in software, it cannot infringe, but if it is
implemented in hardware, it can. But I doubt
that is their position.

Bessen and Meurer response: Perhaps RIM
negotiated poorly, but that’s not what matters
here. What matters is that it had no realistic
way to deal with the NTP patents when it was
developing its technology and when RIM would
have been in a much stronger bargaining
position.
It’s critical that observers of the patent
system understand that RIM, like most patent
lawsuits defendants, was not a pirate. In our
book we report an analysis of several years of
lawsuits and find that copying is shown in only
about 4% of patent trials. We are not aware of
a shred of evidence that RIM copied from NTP’s
patents; and RIM could not have copied from
NTP’s product – the NTP inventor Campana
tried and failed to commercialise his invention.
Finally, readers familiar with recent
developments in the US patent law of
wilfulness will understand that under the new
Seagate standard RIM would not be labelled a
wilful infringer.
Opperman rebuttal: Let me be 100% clear.
Unlike some commentators, I never said
that RIM or anyone else is a pirate. I am
very well aware of the concept of innocent
infringement – that is, independent
development that leads to infringement. I
mentioned the wilfulness issue not to show
piracy or copying, but rather to show that
the judge found that at a point RIM had
clear notice. Under the new Seagate
standard, the judge probably would have
found exactly the same adequate notice, but
used other factors to move away from a
wilfulness finding.
My point was that once RIM had notice,
it chose to ignore it. It could have taken a
licence, but it did not; and it paid the price.
You cannot penalise the patent system for
that. Similarly, if RIM were so certain of its
non-infringement position, it could have
filed for declaratory relief action.
Instead of bad notice, not noticing in the
hi-tech industry could be the problem
Having said this, I have no doubt that the
chemical industry pays more attention to
patents upfront (ie, during product
development) than does the hi-tech
industry. The chemical industry typically
has programmes in place to monitor patents
and avoid problematic ones. By and large,
the hi-tech industry does not. But this is
not a symptom of bad notice. Instead it is a
symptom of not paying attention.
There are a number of reasons for this.
One is that the hi-tech industry has created
its own patent monster by developing a
modus operandi of filing thousands of
narrow, inexpensive patents while not
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conducting clearance searches. The approach
may be economically very sensible because
of the fast-paced nature of innovation in
some hi-tech industries, but that cannot be
used as an excuse for not searching and then
being surprised by third-party patents.
Often the issue is not poor notice, but rather
intentionally not paying attention.
While I do have some sympathy with the
claim that it is not practical to monitor
patents, it may be much less of a problem
than is alluded to. For example, it does not
appear that companies have problems
monitoring European granted applications for
opposition purposes. Claim language is not
so different in the US from that in Europe.
Why, then, is it such a problem in the US?
Bessen and Meurer response: Chemical and
pharmaceutical firms do not conduct clearance
searches out of the goodness of their hearts.
They search because it is good business. We
show in our book that the patent system provides
relatively good notice for chemical patents and
potential innovators respond as they should by
trying to locate relevant patent rights. If the
patent system worked better for ICT, then firms
in those industries would search too.
Craig’s point about Europeans oppositions
does not persuade us. When we look at the
technology featured in oppositions, we see that
it is mostly chemicals and pharmaceuticals.
The share of ICT oppositions is small relative
to their share of issued patents.
Opperman rebuttal: Actually, I believe the
patent system works very well for most hitech companies. It just works differently from
the way it does for big pharma. Patent crosslicensing is/was especially prevalent in the
semi-conductor industry and so it was
unnecessary to do clearance searches. Instead,
companies amassed huge numbers of patents
for cross-licensing purposes. So freedom-tooperate was bought with masses of patent
filings rather than clearances searches.
As to whether one can do these
searches, it must be clear that even if there
are few EPO oppositions in the hi-tech
space, it still is possible to do them.

Is the apparent rise in software-related
patent litigation in the US a cause for
alarm, or should it be expected?
Opperman: In Chapter 9 Jim and Mike
point to the rise in software-related patent
litigation. It is cited as being a major cause
for alarm. Two comments:
As I pointed out before, it is not clear
that one can easily define what is or is not a

software patent; hence it is unclear how one
can define whether litigation is based on a
software patent. This is particularly so in
this case, where Jim and Mike appear to be
basing their conclusions (see Table 7.2 and
part of Table 9.1) on an article published in
1998 based on data from 1989 to 1996. That
research, for example, points to statistics on
business method patents in litigation, yet
the seminal patent case legitimising
business method patents was decided only
in 1998. This suggests a rather different and
possibly loose definition of what software
and/or business method patents are.
Moreover, it can hardly be surprising and
certainly should not be alarming that there
are more patents that impact on software
today than there were in 1980 or even 1990.
So much of technological endeavour is now
in software, it is inevitable that this will
happen. Software pervades everything we do.
Obviously we are going to see more
innovation and, accordingly, more patents
and lawsuits in that area. So statistics about
increases in the percentage of lawsuits
involving software patents are unsurprising.
Thus, the so-called explosion in
software-related litigation is to be expected
and is not a cause for alarm.
Bessen and Meurer response: First,
regarding the dates of the study, Craig
apparently failed to observe an asterisk in
Table 7.2. The litigation rates in that table and
elsewhere cover lawsuits filed through 2005,
not 1998 (that point can be found in the
footnotes accompanying the discussion of
Table 7.2). So our analysis of business method
patents, for example, reflects reasonably
current legal doctrine.
More important, Craig seems to miss what
is truly surprising about these patents: it is not
just that there are more lawsuits accompanying
more patents, but that the probability that one
of these patents is in a lawsuit is much, much
higher than for other patents. Software patents
generally are twice as likely to be in a lawsuit;
business method patents (Class 705) are seven
times more likely; and finance patents are 27
times more likely to be in a lawsuit.
This phenomenon has nothing (directly) to
do with the greater numbers of software
patents granted. Clearly, there is something
about these groups of patents – however
imprecisely they are defined (and the general
results are robust to alternative definitions) –
that should worry everyone concerned with the
health of the patent system. It is not accidental
that ICT industries have, for the first time,
become active in lobbying for patent reform.
Perhaps this would not be too worrisome if,
over time, these litigation rates decreased.
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Michael J Meurer

Perhaps it is the newness of this group of
patents that is to blame for the high litigation
rates. But unfortunately, after more than a
decade of high levels of software patent grant
rates, the litigation rate for software patents is
increasing, not decreasing.
Opperman rebuttal: I had focused on
footnote 8 for Chapter 7, but I will accept
that footnote 5 does suggest a 2005 date.
Still, it does seem as if Table 7.2 has at least
some data that was created very early on.
Also, as Carina Tan – a colleague of
mine – pointed out, the reason for the high
rates of software litigation could just as
likely be related to the high profit margin,
low barrier to entry and short product cycle
time versus long patent cycle time factors
that characterise the software industry. It
may be nothing to do with patent notice.
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The book’s analysis appears to neglect
a great deal of the value provided by
patents to patent holders
Opperman: A central conclusion of the
book is expressed on page 129: “Patent
litigation imposes social/private costs that
are large in comparison to the benefits
patents provide.” The problem I have with
this simplistic conclusion is that it ignores
most of the reasons companies have
patents. Here are a few of these reasons.
Patents have a tremendous cross-licensing
benefit. This has both commercial and
societal benefits.
Innovation occurs both independently of
and based on the innovations of other
people. Indeed, half of the basic bargain of
the patent system is to teach others the
invention. Thus, many innovations are not
mutually exclusive and certainly patents of
different innovators overlap. Because of
this, many patents cover improvements that
cannot be practised without infringing on
an earlier dominant patent. Indeed, this
issue is so prevalent that for years many
countries provided for compulsory licensing
to address this situation.
For example, consider the hypothetical
first inventor of rubber tyres who gets a
patent on all rubber tyres. Then, say five
years later, someone invents and gets a
patent for the pneumatic rubber tyre,
followed some time later by a third person
who invents and patents the reinforced
pneumatic rubber tyre. The only way the
first inventor can get access to the
reinforced pneumatic rubber tyre is to
license inventors two and three. Similarly,

the only way inventor three can manufacture
the reinforced pneumatic rubber tyre is to
take licences from the other two inventors.
This scenario happens all over the world
all the time. Thus the cross-licensing ability
gives the later innovator access to the earlier
innovation much earlier than would
otherwise be possible – well before the first
inventor’s patent expires. Patents enable
these relationships. In situations where the
third inventor is a much smaller player, they
are essential to making them happen.
Nowhere in the book do I see this value
considered.
Bessen and Meurer response: We have a
general response to this comment and most of
the following comments about patent value. Our
valuation methods include the patent owner
benefits from litigation, but also from licensing,
cross-licensing, deterrence, reputation building
litigation and financing. How so? Let’s think
about how we derive patent value from our
stock market and renewal studies.
Why do investors attribute value to the
patent portfolio of publicly traded firms? They
understand that patents can generate value in
many ways, not just litigation. Many of the
most valuable pharmaceutical patents are rock
solid; investors expect they will not be litigated.
They value these patents because they deter
entry into the market for a new drug. When we
measure the stock market valuation that
investors place on patents, we implicitly pick up
the deterrence, litigation and other sources of
expected value, and we pick up the expected
cost of enforcement and licensing to the patent
owner. Similarly, when a manager decides
whether to renew a patent, he or she should be
mindful of all potential sources of future patent
value and cost. Thus, both techniques measure
all types of patent value to the publicly traded
firms that own the patents we analyse.
One specific comment on licensing –
patent reform that improves notice should
increase the value derived from licensing
because clearer property rights should make it
easier to negotiate licences.
Opperman rebuttal: As I’ve indicated
before, I am not fond of renewal studies as a
valuation tool. I am even less fond of using
stock market valuations of companies to
derive the value of patent or IP portfolios
accurately. First, it is impossible to separate
out patents from the bundle of IP that also
includes trade secrets, trademarks and other
rights. Second, despite our faith in the stock
market, I have yet to see any evidence that
the stock market allocates the proper value
to patents, especially in the short term.
Instead, the reaction is wildly exaggerated in
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the short term and tied more to perception
than to fundamentals. So it is unclear how
stock market valuations can be translated
into valuations for cross-licensing,
deterrent and other patent-related values.
Patents also have a tremendous
deterrent effect
While I hate the military analogy, it is an
appropriate one to use to illustrate this
point. A nation’s supply of weapons has a
tremendous deterrent value. The weapons
keep others out of the country and, in some
respects, deter war. The value of both
effects is incalculable and far exceeds the
sum of the market value of the weapons in
the nation’s arsenal.
The same applies to patents. Some may
suggest that deterring others from entering
a market is bad for society. That may or may
not be so, but from a corporate perspective,
keeping others from a market segment has
tremendous value. It protects investments
and increases profits. Great examples are
the pharmaceutical industry and companies
such as Gemstar/TV Guide, which for years
had the dominant interactive programme
guide patent portfolio.
In addition to protecting one’s turf, and
similar to weapons, a good patent arsenal
will reduce the chance of being sued by
competitors because the competitor knows
that it will be exposed to a retaliatory suit.
These two deterrent effects – deterring
others from entering a market and deterring
others from attacking – do not appear to be
reflected in the simple value analysis
provided in the book.
Bessen and Meurer response: See response
above.
Not all patent litigation costs are a drain.
Sometimes they are a great investment
Opperman: Patents have tremendous
economic value as corporate assets: tools for
use against competitors or potential
competitors. Accordingly, the cost of patent
litigation, even where this leads to a
temporary dip in stock price, is miniscule
compared to the advantage that a strategically
deployed patent portfolio brings.
A case in point is the Intel/Cyrix patent
case cited in Chapter 6 (page 133). While the
book suggests that this case is a classic
example of the “heavy toll” of patent
litigation, it is, I think, an excellent example
of how valuable patents can be. Jim and
Mike note that Intel sued Cyrix for patent
infringement and, although eventually
losing the litigation, Intel won in the
marketplace as a result. The book observes:

The US patent system is not perfect – some reforms are necessary

Opperman: I do support some form of
patent reform in the US. But I do not believe
that it should be at the patentable subject
matter level. That is impossible to regulate
and also fails to recognise how technology is
developing.
Still, I agree that there are too many
patents being filed in the US. Interestingly,
this patent flood problem is driven primarily
by large hi-tech companies that file
hundreds of low-cost patents on small
improvements. One cannot help wondering
at the irony: the industry segment that
appears to have the biggest notice problem
because of too many patents is also the
segment that is flooding the patent system. I
believe that unless one stops this trend right
away, the backlog at the PTO will increase
and the question of notice will become more
acute.
Patents provide powerful rights. They
should be hard to get. So instead of just
increasing maintenance fees, increase all the
costs substantially across the board. Like
the EPO, make applicants pay very large
user fees; in Europe, user fees are a real
deterrent to filing. Thus, I propose increasing
filing fees by three or four times, having
applicants pay annuities from the third year
after filing, even on applications, even before
they issue. Make an exception for small
businesses and individuals. Then use these
larger user fees to pay examiners more. If
the number of patent applications drops
significantly, this will give examiners more
time to examine the applications. In other
words, do not take away the right to file for
patents; just make it much more expensive
and harder to get these rights.
Basically, the current system is too
numbers driven. Companies like to show
how many patents they own or file. The PTO
likes to show how many patents it
processes. That is, I believe, the wrong

measure. The driver has got to be how to
get valuable patents, not how many patents.
The solution is to make it much, much more
expensive to get these rights.
Bessen and Meurer response: We
enthusiastically agree with Craig that higher
fees are a good idea. Let’s see what politics
permits here. We think that continuation
reform is another no-brainer, but the political
resistance to the PTO’s mild reform proposal
has been intense.
Like Craig, we recognise that subject
matter tests are problematic. For that reason
we advocate the introduction of subject
matter tests as a second line of reform, if
other reforms do not work or cannot be
accomplished. We think the costs of subject
matter tests have been overstated; though
whatever they are, they are bound to pale in
comparison to the costs of egregiously poor
notice.
Opperman rebuttal: I do not believe that
there is fundamentally anything wrong with
filing continuations. They are provided for in
the US patent statute and do not seem to be
the cause of the problem. Big pharma uses
continuations all the time. It is unclear why
the practice is not a problem for that
industry, but is for hi-tech. Also, it may come
as a surprise that even the EPO has a form
of continuation practice – one can file a
divisional application and achieve the same
result. The only difference is that it is
expensive. Not only are EPO filing fees very
high, but applicants must pay annuities
backdated to the original filing.
As to the modest USPTO rule changes: I
doubt that many US practitioners would
agree. The rules were extraordinary in their
reach and would have imposed a massive
cost burden on patent applicants based on
their retroactive nature.

“Cyrix won the lawsuit, but lost the war …
In effect, Cyrix lost the … opportunity to
establish itself in the marketplace.”
This, according to Jim and Mike, is a
problem. But I fail to see how. It may be for
Cyrix, but it certainly was not for Intel.
Let’s not kid ourselves. Patents can and
should be used as offensive weapons. If
strategically deployed, they can and do
benefit the company deploying them. In
this case, Intel’s patents had a huge value to
Intel and, frankly, Intel’s patent litigation
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cost pales into insignificance when
compared to the value that the action added
to Intel. Imagine how many more marketing
dollars it would have taken for Intel to
achieve the same result.
In this case, therefore, the correct
calculus should be made for the specific
event; that is, the value gained by Intel from
using its patents in comparison to the actual
net costs of achieving that result. Thus,
always equating patent litigation costs to bad
dollars is a mistake. Indeed, there are many
examples where patent litigation has been
very helpful to companies.
Bessen and Meurer response: Craig’s
assessment of the gains and losses to Intel and
Cyrix makes sense, but he misunderstands that
our empirical analysis accounts for the gains to
Intel as well as the losses to Cyrix. The stock
market and renewal studies mentioned above
capture the expected value to Intel from
owning its patents, including the expected
value of asserting its patents against a
competitor like Cyrix. We use a separate study
of the announcement of patent lawsuits to
calculate the expected cost of lawsuit to a
defendant like Cyrix.
The purpose of the Cyrix discussion in the
book was to help the reader understand that
patent lawsuits impose a variety of business
costs on defendants. Cyrix acutely felt the cost
of delay in this case. Our empirical research
leads us to believe that more than half of the
cost of litigation to defendants is business cost
other than attorneys’ fees.
Opperman rebuttal: I think what this boils
down to is a question of granularity and
timing. The total litigation costs to Intel
must be compared to the value that Intel
gained from that litigation over the period
of the litigation and beyond. This could be
as long as a three to five-year period, or
even more. I suspect that it is an impossible
task to do this accurately, but stock market
data from just a few days around the filing
of the lawsuit cannot hope to get anywhere
near to predicting the costs and gains in
aggregate for the parties.
Patents provide access to investment
Anyone who works regularly with small
start-up companies will know that in
certain industries a lack of patent
applications and/or a good patent plan will
be the death knell of any attempt to get
funding. If not the death knell, it will cause
a reduction in valuation by the investors.
Bessen and Meurer response: Our studies
capture the value of patents to publicly traded
www.iam-magazine.com

American firms (including the link between
patents and the cost of finance). But since we
could not use our data to measure patent value
for start-ups, we devoted Chapter 8 of the book
to analysis of other sorts of evidence of the
impact of patents and patent notice failure on
small inventors. We agree with Craig that
patents, copyrights and trade secrets can be quite
valuable to start-ups and help them get funding.
The data shows (and most readers of this
debate already know) that patents are critical
for biotech start-ups. Interestingly, though,
patents are not critical for the ICT sector.
Certain high-tech start-ups do get a lot of
value from their patents, but not most. One
study shows that only 24% of software startups obtained any patents within five years of
receiving VC funding. And only 21% of firms
in the business services industry (a Commerce
Department classification that includes
software) had filed one or more patent by the
year of their initial public offering.
At conferences we’ve heard from some
VCs who oppose patent reform, but we’ve also
heard from several Silicon Valley VCs who
favour reform and one who called for the
abolition of software patents.
Opperman rebuttal: It does not surprise me
that only 24% of software companies had
received a patent within five years of receiving
funding. The company will usually file a
provisional application for its technology just
before it gets their first funding. A year later
(say, a year after receiving funding), the
company will file a PCT international
application, followed 18 months later by a US
national phase application. Add to that the 36
months or more to receive an office action
and another year after that of processing –
responses, delays in issue fee payment and so
on – and voila: five years seems like a really
short period of time.
Value is in the eye of the patent
(be) holder
Most people analysing patent values on a
large (national) scale realise that all patents
are not created equal, but still do not factor
that into their analyses. It is just too
tempting to talk about averages. But this
creates a problem, because patents are in
reality private property, the value of which
must be analysed from the perspective of the
holder and not on a universal or global level.
The examples above illustrate why this is so.
While it may be appropriate to place an
average value on all patents in the United
States, that value is almost meaningless
when considered from a specific company’s
perspective at a specific time with a specific
application in mind. A patent that
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objectively may be valued at exactly the
book’s US$78,000 average value could quite
easily be allowed to go abandoned for failure
to pay a maintenance fee. Or it could be the
patent that is essential to receiving the US$5
million investment. Both subjective values
are clearly different from the objective value.
Bessen and Meurer response: Our valuation
studies do account for the many sources of
patents value and the skewed nature of the
distribution of patent value. We think we
discuss averages when appropriate and
recognise heterogeneity when appropriate.
Opperman rebuttal: Once again, I think this
is an issue of granularity that was
previously discussed.
Patent value is also derived from the
aggregation of patents
Patent valuations for individual patents fail
to recognise the tremendous value of a
portfolio of patents. Complex products
cannot be protected with a single patent.
Instead, a good patent strategy will build a
fence of patents around the product. In the
same way that a fence is much more valuable
than the sum of its individual components, a
patent portfolio is far more valuable than
the value of the arithmetic sum of the
individual patents making up the portfolio.
Bessen and Meurer response: We agree, but
we think we account for the value of portfolios.

Final statements
Opperman: In conclusion, while I am very
impressed by the extensive research that has
gone into Patent Failure, I believe it defines
the US patent reform debate incorrectly.
The valuation of individual patents in
the US has to be higher than the calculated
number. Alternatively, if the US average
number is correct, then that becomes the
wrong number to compare to the cost of
litigations. This is because one should be
looking at the value of the patents of the
companies involved in the litigation, instead
of the value of all patents in the US.
Also, I cannot agree that all the costs of
litigations are wasted or bad costs. Indeed, I
would suggest that often, patent litigation
costs are positive for the plaintiff, especially
if the litigation gives it market penetration
or advantage.
Finally, I do believe certain patent reform
should be considered. But it cannot practically
be around subject matter. One cannot regulate
that which cannot be defined, so bans on

software patents or patents on abstract ideas
become unworkable. Indeed, they would
probably cause more uncertainty than the
current situation.

Craig Opperman

Bessen and Meurer: We do not believe that
Craig has effectively challenged our
conclusion that the current patent system fails
to provide positive incentives for innovation
outside of pharma and chemicals. Neither has
he shown evidence to the contrary. As we state
in the book, we do not know for sure what it
will take to fix this problem. But we have
identified a significant problem and all the
data suggest that this problem is getting
worse, not better – especially regarding
software and business methods.
Patent policy is too important to conduct
without a thorough-going empirical
evaluation of performance. Patents are a
multibillion-dollar industry themselves, but,
more important, they stand close to the centre
of innovation in the modern economy and that
is the source of the wealth of nations.
Such an empirical evaluation is bound to
make patent attorneys a bit uncomfortable,
but they should recognise that it serves their
interests. If the patent system has deficiencies
in certain areas, then the damage to the entire
system from failing to identify and correct
these deficiencies will be far greater than any
damage done by the anti-patent league using
this evidence.
Patent attorneys may find some of our
message uncomfortable, but they ignore it at
their own peril. If current problems do
continue to worsen, and if the patent system
does not fix itself, then industry will force
changes in patent law. Those changes are
likely to be far more drastic than any reforms
that have been proposed recently.

Craig Opperman is a partner with Morgan
Lewis & Bockius in Palo Alto, California.
Mr Opperman specialises in providing
services at the intersection of IP assets with
a company’s business and has worked with
numerous clients wishing to protect,
capitalise on, commercialise, invest in or
acquire intellectual property portfolios
primarily in the high-tech industry. Prior to
joining Morgan Lewis, he served as general
counsel and chief IP officer of Health Hero
Network Inc and as chief IP officer of
OpenTV Inc. Before that, he was a partner at
a major Silicon Valley law firm. Mr Opperman
is a Stanford Business School SEP alumnus,
holds law and engineering degrees, and is
admitted to practise in California and South
Africa, and before the US and South African
patent offices.

Opperman rebuttal: A comment I cannot
resist: it is clear from the comments here
that patent attorneys don’t like economists
trying to value patents from a 60,000 foot
level. This is especially because patents are
complex and often very unique legal rights,
which even at an individual level require
significant resources to value.
Similarly, economists do not like patent
attorneys commenting on economic
analyses, especially when patent attorneys
do not have the economic analysis tools
available to them. Still, the discussion and
inevitable tension between the two groups
are essential, especially for patent attorneys.
After all, patent attorneys are supposed to
be creating assets and if the attorneys
cannot show the economic value of these
assets, they will – as pointed out by Jim and
Mike – lose out in the long term.

Patent Failure: How Judges, Bureaucrats and
Lawyers Put Innovators at Risk is published
by Princeton University Press (March 2008)
http://press.princeton.edu/titles/8634.html
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The intellectual capitalist
Written by
Ulf Petrusson and Bo Heiden

Forging a new discipline and profession
To construct the knowledge economy,
you need people with the tools to do it.
A lack of interdisciplinary focus in
academia and in industry means that
they are few and far between

management, economics, law and
technology, but tearing down traditional
walls will require a great deal of
institutional entrepreneurship in both
academic and industrial settings.

New roles for conducting knowledge-based
business require new education and
training to support their development.
However, for the most part, very few
programmes have been created to forge a
new profession at the interface of
intellectual property and business
development. Why is it so difficult to
overcome the educational inertia of the
industrial paradigm and whose
responsibility is it to get the ball rolling?

Overcoming professional
path dependence
It is unsurprising that most law students
become lawyers and engineering students
become engineers. Education has evolved to
support the industrial division of labour
that Adam Smith illuminated long ago. This
is especially true in countries that have
publicly financed higher education, where
university education is primarily designed
to deliver master-level education in one
discipline with limited opportunities for
double degrees or interdisciplinary study.
Even when multiple degrees are
possible, the lack of interdisciplinary
education would require people to study
separate degrees in engineering, law and
business. This not only means great
expense in time and money, but also lacks
the integrative red thread that binds such
subjects into the coherent toolbox that
knowledge-based business developers
really need.
It is not sufficient to teach students one
course in law, one course in technology and
one course in business management. In
order for a new discipline to develop,
knowledge-based business processes such
as IP strategy, open innovation, brand
management, early innovation development
and venture creation must be taught in an
interdisciplinary context.
This allows for engineers to become better
engineers and lawyers to become better
lawyers, not engineers to become
specialists in the law and vice versa.
For example, lawyers need to understand
information technology in order to
understand and manage copyright and
virtual product strategies properly, but
they don’t need to become IT engineers.
Engineers need to understand IPR
regulations as tools for technology
development, but don’t need to be lawyers
per se. In fact, you could argue that
engineers need to know more about patents

Breaking down organisational
resistance
One thing you learn as a manager of
almost any organisation is that change is
most likely looked upon as a dirty word.
Ironically, academia is no exception.
Creating a new discipline is much more
difficult than generating new knowledge
within an existing discipline, and merging
existing disciplines to form a new
interdisciplinary discipline is next to
impossible. While different academic
disciplines collaborate from time to time,
you will probably not find them collocated
in permanent university structures codeveloping new interdisciplinary theory
and normative models. In academia it is
horses and donkeys that rule, not mules.
This needs to change.
In the business world, barriers also
exist to separate professionals from forging
interdisciplinary capabilities. In industry,
the classic line organisation incentivises
the specialist, not the generalist, while
many countries specifically regulate
against lawyers and patent attorneys
engaging in business development with
other professionals. With patent attorneys
with no business training focused on
patent office exams and MBAs with no
knowledge of intellectual property, the
specialisation gap is as wide as ever.
Knowledge-based business development
mandates operating at the interface of
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than most general JD/LLM candidates who
will probably never practise IPR law.
Generating a new pedagogic approach
Building a new knowledge-based business
discipline and profession requires the
creation of a new set of theoretical models
to develop instrumental skills and tools.
The interdisciplinary complexity of the
field does not lend itself well to
conventional pedagogy. Simply reading
books, listening to lectures and taking
written exams will not build the proper
capabilities.
A more proactive pedagogy that
combines leading research and practice is
necessary both to develop a relevant
curriculum and to build meaningful
instrumental skills grounded in
operational theory. In the pioneering world
of knowledge-based business, higher
education must operate at the interface of
research and practice, a place where
universities have traditionally been too
uninterested in innovative pedagogy and
companies too opaque at the frontier of
innovative business practices.
The need for a joint responsibility
It is not practically possible to build a new
academic discipline without also creating a
new professional role or identity. For
example, graduates from our ICM masters
programme at CIP cannot simply replace a
retiring knowledge-based business
workforce. Instead, they need to build the
profession themselves, as roles often don’t
exist or don’t exist in the interdisciplinary
form they are trained for.
Academia and industry need to unite in
accepting responsibility for constructing
the knowledge economy. After all,
knowledge is only as valuable as the people
managing it.

Ulf Petrusson is the director and
Bo Heiden is the deputy director of the
Centre for Intellectual Property, Gothenburg
Ulf.petrusson@cip.chalmers.se
Bo.heiden@cip.chalmers.se
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Breaking through
the glass ceiling

Women have long been underrepresented at the top of the patent
world. Leading women in the
business share their experiences
and hopes for the future
By Sara-Jayne Adams
Sherry Knowles is the head of intellectual
property for GlaxoSmithKline (GSK). She
leads a team of around 250 people in 12
offices across the globe. Along with many of
her contemporaries, she is positive that in
today’s world, if a woman is talented,
focused and engaged, she can be anything
she wants to be.
Yet Knowles acknowledges that she had
to overcome some challenging hurdles on
her path to the top. As a young lawyer, she
admits to being made to feel like “Oliver
asking for another cup of gruel” when she
requested reduced working hours from her
firm in order to spend time with her young
family. The part-time hours she put in at
the firm were not counted towards
partnership and her salary was significantly
reduced.
So is being a woman in the maledominated patent world a battle in the face
of adversity? On the face of it, the answer
would appear to be yes. In law firms,
corporations, patent offices, intermediaries,
consultancies and other service providers,
women are generally under-represented,
with few holding the most senior positions.
But according to the women who have made
it to the top, this does not tell the full story.
They believe the opportunities are there and
that it is just a matter of time before women
seize them. There is no doubt in their
minds that times have changed. Women are
running some of the world’s largest
www.iam-magazine.com

corporations and many companies are
dedicating serious amounts of time and
resources to diversity programmes and the
retention of their female employees.
A matter of timing?
To reach the top of the patent world it is
highly likely that you will need a deep
understanding of both technology and the
law – two areas that have traditionally
attracted far fewer women than men.
Although this is no longer the case, many
believe that the current lack of women in
senior positions is inevitable. There is
bound to be imbalance while women are
still moving up through the ranks, they say.
Nancy Edwards Cronin, principal partner at
US-based intellectual property strategic
advisers ipCapital Group, describes this as a
“funnel phenomenon”. Patents by nature,
she says, have a technical element: “What
prevents women from achieving higher
levels in IP is that way back, at some point,
they didn’t pursue a science or engineering
degree.”
Hiroko Ejiri, a patent partner at Japanese
law firm Yuasa and Hara, agrees. “In 1984,
when I was taking my patent attorney exam,
only 3% of those who passed were women,”
she says. “In 2007 that had increased to
17%.” Specialist IP law firm Finnegan,
Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner,
headquartered in Washington DC, has a
similar experience. In the past five years, it
has seen a 50% increase in the number of
women attorneys it employs and a 30%
increase in the number of female partners.
“Our intake of associates in the past few
years has contained the same number or
more women than men,” notes Kara Stoll, a
partner specialising in patents. Another US
law firm, Baker Botts, reports that 80% of
the women in its US patent department
joined the firm in the past five to 10 years.
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“Ten years ago and earlier, it was difficult to
find women with engineering or science
degrees who then went on to law school and
wanted to practise patent law, but that’s
starting to improve,” says partner Bart
Showalter.
Not just science
But is it really just a matter of more women
doing science degrees than in the past?
Morag Macdonald, the joint head of IP at
Bird & Bird in London, is not so sure.
“There were quite a lot of women taking
science degrees when I was at university,”
she recalls. “It was unusual for a woman to
study physics, mathematics or engineering,
but women were doing chemistry,
biochemistry and biology in far greater
numbers.” She also points out that unlike in
the US, many law firms in the UK and other
parts of Europe have not made a science
degree a prerequisite for practising patent
law: “Bird & Bird is one of the firms that is
looking for people with science degrees who
then want to be lawyers. However, there are
quite a few firms where the patent lawyers
don’t have science degrees. So that wouldn’t
dictate why there aren’t more female patent
partners.”
Like the UK, Germany is a country with
a split IP profession. Patent attorneys, who
focus on prosecution, must have advanced
scientific qualifications before they can
practise; patent lawyers, who focus on
litigation and transactional work, need not.

So the fact that there is nowhere near a
50/50 split between male and female
partners at many of the country’s leading IP
firms cannot be a matter of university
degrees.
In the Dusseldorf offices of Lovells,
there is an equal balance between the sexes
at associate level, but there is not a single
female patent partner. Andreas von Falck, a
partner in the patent practice, feels that
women may not strive for leadership roles if
they believe it will impact negatively on
their family lives: “It is desirable that we do
get a 50/50 balance between men and
women at the top of the patent profession.
But I just don’t think it’s going to happen in
the near future as women’s careers are often
interrupted at an age when partnership is at
stake. Coming back into the system much
later, women sometimes have difficulties
accommodating a suitable balance between
their work and other duties.” This is the
problem that confronted GSK’s Sherry
Knowles when she had a young family.
But it is a problem that can be
overcome. Christine Kanz, partner at
German boutique Reimann Osterrieth
Köhler Haft, suggests that one solution is
for firms not to insist on full-time work:
“Until a couple of years ago it was
unimaginable that a patent litigator would
work part time. Yet in our firm we have
part-time partnerships. I work four days a
week and I think it’s just a case of
organising yourself.” And von Falck

Alyson Barker
National director, AIPLA Women in IP Dinners

Daphne Lainson
Chair, AIPLA Women in IP Law Committee
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Hiroko Ejiri
Partner, Yuasa and Hara, Japan

Hiroko Ejiri had accepted a post-doctoral
fellowship with Tokyo University when she
became pregnant with her first child. She
gave up her fellowship and went on to have
three children in three years, choosing not to
work until her youngest child was three years
old. Believing that it would be too difficult to
return to experimental work, Ejiri decided to
pursue a career in patent law.
Having passed the patent attorney exam
in 1984, at a time when no more than 5% of
candidates were successful, Ejiri joined law
firm Yuasa and Hara as a patent attorney.
Shortly afterwards her husband’s career took
them to Silicon Valley, California. “We spent
four years there,” she says. “I did not work at
all then as my children had a very busy time
– at American school Monday to Friday and
then Japanese school on Saturday. So I had
to take care of their studying and was a very
busy driver!”
When the family returned to Japan in
1992, Ejiri rejoined Yuasa and Hara, and
became a partner at the firm in 2000. There
are few female partners specialising in
patents in Japanese firms, Ejiri says, but
Yuasa and Hara is different. “There are
21 partners in the patent division, four of
whom are female,” she states. Much of the
credit for this, Ejiri believes, is down to the
head of the patent department, Ichio
Shamoto. “He is very liberal and ethical,” she
says. Ejiri says that she has always enjoyed
doing a patent attorney’s work, but regrets
more Japanese women have not joined her.
“The field should not be so male dominated.
I hope that I will see more female patent
attorneys become partners in the future.”
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Nancy Edwards Cronin
Principal Partner, ipCapital Group, USA

Nancy Edwards Cronin didn’t plan to get
involved in IP. After doing an engineering
degree at California Institute of Technology
and a master’s at Harvard, Cronin spent 12
years in engineering consulting. “Through
that path,” she says, “I began working more
and more with innovative technologies,
finding cutting-edge new solutions to solve
the same old problems.” So, she explains,
the step into the world of patent analytics
was not “such a huge shift as it looks from
the outside”. Instead, she sees it as a logical
evolution that allowed her to follow her
interests in varied and innovative solutions,
and challenging problems.
Cronin left the engineering world to take
care of her young family and moved directly
into patents at ipCapital Group, where she has
now been for eight years. “When I first came
into this career I thought I would have a simple
nine-to-five job, but within six months I found
myself opening my big mouth. ‘Could we work
with this client better?’ ‘How could we manage
this project more effectively?’ And so on,” she
says. Within five years, Cronin had progressed
from technical writer to partner at the company.

Cronin attributes her success in the field to her
“sense of curiosity” and “love of talking to
companies that are developing new products”.
Her appreciation of the “human element of
invention and innovation” and ability to
“maintain the client relationship beyond just the
project itself” have enabled her to develop a
“significant track record of working with
companies that come back for repeat
business”. Cronin proudly reflects that
whenever a client moves jobs, she tends to stay
in touch with them. “They get back in touch with
me to find out what we can do for them next.”

confirms that part-time partnership was
introduced in Lovells a few years ago and
“has proved very successful so far” –
though not yet in patents.
In a number of law firms, in both Europe
and North America, diversity committees and
programmes such as the Women’s Leadership
Initative at Howrey and the Women’s Forum
at Finnegan are promoting the benefits of
mentoring structures to provide support and
motivation to women at crucial points in
their careers. Howrey’s Alyson Barker, an
associate at the firm and national director of
this year’s inaugural Women in IP Dinner,
believes that the commitment to identifying
and responding to the issues of female
employees has “gone a long way in associate
retention and in promoting female associates
to partnership”.
And it’s not just law firms that are
catching on. At the USPTO, one-third of
Executive Committee members are female,
as are 28% of all patent examiners. It is
probably no coincidence that the office
places a strong emphasis on flexible
working. On top of flexi-time, the USPTO
offers compressed work schedules – where
employees must complete 80 work hours in
10 working days in whichever way best suits
them. It is also a model for government
telework. These programmes range from
employees working one day a week at home

Representation of female patent lawyers and partners in private practice

Firm

Jurisdiction

Number of female
patent lawyers

Female patent
Number of female
lawyers as
patent partners
percentage of total
number of patent
lawyers

Female patent
partners as
percentage of total
number of patent
partners

Bird & Bird
Rouse & Co International
King & Wood
Lovells
Lovells
Bird & Bird
Taylor Wessing
Reimann Osterrieth
Köhler Haft
Allen & Overy
Bird & Bird
Taylor Wessing
Bristows
Finnegan, Henderson,
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner
Howrey
Fitzpatrick, Cella,
Harper & Scinto
Ropes & Gray

China
China
China
China
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

5
7
36
3
9
7
5
4

50%
70%
55%
40%
35%
33%
29%
33%

2
0
4
0
0
1
1
1

66%
0
33%
0
0
20%
11%
17%

UK
UK
UK
UK
US

6
19
8
19
88

60%
70%
32%
45%
28%

2
5
0
3
23

50%
46%
0
27%
19%

US
US

80
31

33%
22%

20
6

22%
11%

US

55

32%

14

37%
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to working at home for four days of the
week and coming into the office for only
one day. The USPTO also provides an onsite childcare centre, making it a very
family-friendly organisation to work for. At
a time when examiner retention is a major
issue, such policies clearly make sense.
What women want
Daphne Lainson, chair of the AIPLA’s
Women in IP Law Committee and an
associate at one of Canada’s largest IP
boutiques, Smart & Biggar, believes that
attitudes have changed: “I understand from
women that entered the profession many
years ago that there were assumptions
about what they would be willing to do,
such as travelling or spending long hours
in the office. Whereas I have never felt
that anybody has made assumptions
about what I want to do with my life based
on my gender.”
Barker feels the same. However, she
qualifies this by saying that while she has
not faced any barriers in her career so far,
she would be surprised if she were able to
say the same on the day she retires.
“Obstacles have largely diminished and
continue to do so, but there are barriers out
there that women are aware of even if they
haven’t been directly affected by them yet.”
Perhaps one way for women to succeed
in the patent world is to forget about being
in a minority. “That the field is male
dominated is not something I have thought
about,” insists Julia Elvidge, president of
Canadian semiconductor reverse
engineering service provider Chipworks.
“I just thought of myself as an intelligent
person who likes challenges and is
ambitious. I haven’t really distinguished
myself in that way so perhaps that’s why
I’ve not been treated any differently.”
Knowles has a similar attitude: “I think
throughout my career I’ve always
considered myself a lawyer who happens to
be a woman rather than a woman who
happens to be a lawyer. So long as women
keep focused on what the end game is, they
will always be putting themselves in the
best position.”
Education holds the key to the future
But while it is all well and good retaining
women already forging careers in patents,
many believe that more needs to be done to
attract them in the first place. Elvidge and
Cronin suggest that the key to this is
education. “I think it’s critical to expose
young girls to different technologies so that
they don’t fear them,” says Elvidge. Cronin
agrees: “I’m very much an advocate of

Julia Elvidge
President, Chipworks, Canada

Julia Elvidge is an electrical engineer by
trade. “My father was one too, but the career
didn’t really appeal to me as I didn’t know
what it was when I was at school,” she
recalls. “I originally wanted to go into
biomedical engineering and the best path
into this was to start with an electrical
engineering BA.” Along the way, however,
Elvidge’s head was turned. “During my
degree I got into co-op terms with Mosaid
Technologies and was exposed to the
semiconductor industry, which totally
fascinated me,” she explains.
Elvidge was one of only six women out of
the 100 students on her electrical engineering
course. She is disappointed that the area still
attracts so few women. “Many of the
engineering areas have seen a fair amount of
growth in terms of the number of women in
the programmes. But electrical engineering
has unfortunately not been growing as fast as
the others,” she explains. For this to change,
Elvidge believes that education and exposure
are the key: “I remember doing a presentation
for a Brownie troop. I brought a whole bunch
of Chipworks paraphernalia with me and
talked to the girls about it. They were totally
fascinated by everything.”
Elvidge’s early career was in ASIC design

with LSI Logic. During her five years at the
company she rose through the ranks to head
her own ASIC engineering group. She then
took time out to raise her family before
getting called back into reverse engineering
by Terry Ludlow, the founder of Chipworks.
She has been there for 15 years now.
“I was quite lucky that I grew within this
organisation,” Elvidge acknowledges. “I got
the opportunity to try different things before
finally becoming president.” Elvidge counts
landing the role of Chipworks president as
the “highlight” of her career. “I have a
wonderful team around me,” she enthuses,
“and I have seen people grow within the
organisation and step up to new challenges”.

Representation of women in management positions at patent intermediaries/service providers

Company

Total number of people
on management team

Female team members as
percentage of management
team

Acacia Technologies
Coller IP Management
Intellectual Ventures
ThinkFire
Semiconductor Insights
Inflexion Point Strategy
IPValue Management
Pluritas
Altitude Capital Partners
Rembrandt IP Management
ipCapital Group
Chipworks

29
11
4
9
7
4
7
6
4
5
6
9

7%
55%
0
0
0
0
14%
17%
0
0
33%
33%
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Above figures taken from company websites
Figures opposite taken from leading lawyer websites
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Pauline Newman
Judge of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit, USA

Pauline Newman began studying chemistry
during World War II. It was a time of immense
change in the US. “Women were doing lots of
things that they hadn’t done before and
showing we were capable,” she explains. After
university, chance led her into the patent
profession. “I went to an employment clearing
house at a meeting of the American Chemical
Society,” she explains. “A position was posted
for a chemist to work in a corporate patent
department and I decided to take it as a stopgap.” Then she discovered that she enjoyed
what she was doing. “It was more interesting
than I expected and alternatives didn’t arise,”
she says.
In 1954 Newman joined FMC Corp as a
patent attorney and in-house counsel, and in
1969 she was appointed director of the
company’s patent, trademark and licensing
department. Although she encountered what
she describes as “the traditional obstacles in
fields outside the classical arena for women”,
none of them prevented her forging a
successful career. “I was indeed fortunate in
my industrial associations,” she says.
Nine years after taking charge of IP at
FMC, Newman was asked to become a
member of the Advisory Committee to the
Domestic Policy Review for Industrial
Innovation in 1978. This group felt that major
changes to the US patent environment were
essential. “The committee recommended,

among other remedies, a strengthening of the
patent-based incentive to technology-based
advance and was critical of the understanding
of the patent system in some government
agencies and by the courts,” Newman
explains. After lengthy debate, the group’s
recommendation led to the formation of the
Court of Appeals of the Federal Circuit in 1982.
“Being a judge is not on the career path
of a corporate patent counsel,” Newman
claims. “It never, literally never, occurred to
me as a career,” she reveals. “Nor was it a
position to which I ever had aspired.” Yet,
when an opening for a judge on the Federal
Circuit arose the following year, an industrial
community concerned about the
composition of the court proposed that
Newman be appointed. She was nominated
by President Reagan and has been on the
bench for the last 24 years.

Percentage of women recommended as patent experts by leading lawyer websites

Expert guide

Jurisdiction

Percentage of the patent
lawyers recommended who
are female

Legal 500, published by Legalease Ltd
USA
2%
Who’s Who Legal, published by Law Business Research Ltd
Globally
9%
USA
8%
UK
9%
Expert Guides, published by Euromoney Institutional Investor PLC
Globally
11%
USA
6%
UK
8%
The Best Lawyers in America, published by Best Lawyers
USA
15%
PLC Which Lawyer?, published by Practical Law Group Ltd
UK
20%
Germany
8%
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keeping young women between the ages of
12 and 15 interested in maths and science
because if you don’t have it then you’re
unlikely to go back to it later.” Both women
are actively involved in helping young
women and students to understand that
following an education in engineering
doesn’t necessarily have to lead to, as
Cronin puts it, a career “building things
with cogs and bolts”.
Events such as the Women in IP
Dinners, held for the first time this year in
17 cities across the US, and the Women in
IP Law breakfasts held at AIPLA meetings
are also excellent opportunities for women
to meet their colleagues and build support
and mentoring networks. Barker has been
taken by surprise at the amount of support
the dinners have had; offers from some
firms hoping to play host to get-togethers
have had to be turned down. Lainson notes
that interest in the Women in IP Law
committee has increased over recent years.
Perhaps surprisingly, the AIPLA
sessions now attract a pretty even balance
of men and women. “I think this is because
they’re really interested in hearing what
issues women in the profession sometimes
face, because they can then take that back to
their firms and talk about retention and
advancement,” Lainson says. But there
could be more to it than that. The eagerness
of firms and corporations to participate in
events focused on women may be more
financially driven. Steve Hoffman, CEO of
ThinkFire, explains that striving for a more
balanced boardroom is not all “about
political correctness”; there is also an
element of economic self-interest involved.
“The more diverse a leadership team is, the
more successful it will be. Where you have
people from different backgrounds, with
different experiences and training, you get a
better team,” he explains.
No cause for concern
While there are still fewer women than men
entering patent-related professions, what is
important is not so much increasing
numbers as ensuring that any remaining
barriers are removed from the career paths
of ambitious women. “I would rather be the
lone female patent attorney and know that I
am getting the opportunities equal to my
male colleagues than be one of 20 female
attorneys and not getting those
opportunities. I think it’s more what your
firm or company does to make sure that
women are treated as equals than that they
have equal numbers,” says Barker.
“As a woman I have never felt
disadvantaged in any sense” says Sally Field,
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Sherry M Knowles
Senior Vice President Corporate
Intellectual Property, GlaxoSmithKline,
USA
After graduating with a BS in chemistry from
Duke University, Sherry Knowles wanted to
gain some industrial experience so joined
SmithKline as a chemist. “In doing that I got
a taste of scientific life, but also had the
responsibility of organising and maintaining
the patent files for the area we were working
in,” she recalls. From there her interest in
patent law was piqued.
After a few more years at the company
Knowles returned to academia, earning a
master’s degree in organic chemistry and
qualifying from law school. During this time
Knowles also had a child. “When I was at
law school I could arrange my courses so
that I could spend my afternoons with my
daughter,” she explains. “And it was because
of this that I never took a patent law class.”
The irony of this is not lost on her: “I see this
as a great example that women can make
sacrifices and still make it in their career if
they’re focused and they’re good at what
they do.”
Following her qualification from law
school, Knowles spent a few years with
Kilpatrick & Cody before moving to King &
Spalding to start up the firm’s
pharmaceutical patent practice. A decade

later and she was an equity partner. It was at
this stage that GSK came calling. The
company was looking for a new head of IP.
“Initially I wasn’t very interested in the role,”
Knowles reveals. “I was very happy where I
was and thought there was no reason to fix
something that wasn’t broken.” A look at
how the pharmaceutical giant was run
changed her mind. “I did some research on
GSK and learned about their charitable
works, their drugs, their markets and their
management philosophy; and the more
I learned, the more intrigued I became,” she
admits. So much so that she took the job,
becoming senior vice president, corporate
IP at the company in September 2006. She
says that she is “thrilled” that she did.

a partner in London law firm Bristows.
“Quite the opposite. I feel I have always been
encouraged, supported and given lots of
opportunities to do interesting work.”
It is a sentiment shared by many women in
the patent industries; something which leads
them to regret that more women have not
followed in their footsteps. “Patent law really
does offer good prospects for your future and
we always really need more excellent people,”
explains Kanz. “Patents is an excellent field
for women due to the different aspects,
strengths and characteristics that are required
to put together a full picture. There’s a
tremendous amount of opportunity in this
field,” adds Cronin.
Speaking to women who have chosen
the patent path could help to alleviate many
of the concerns sparked by looking at the
statistics alone. Improvements in work-life
balance are being made and this has helped
women to succeed. But the numbers are still
pretty bleak; and perhaps the real cause for
concern is that very few people seem to
think there is one. Pauline Newman, who

sits on the bench of the US Federal Circuit
in Washington DC, has seen attitudes
towards women in patent law change
dramatically since she began her career in
the 1950s. And while she has never felt
discriminated against herself, she believes
that the only way progress happens is
through action. “I talk to the young women
starting in the profession and I tell them
how much better it is now than it used to
be, but they really don’t want to hear it,”
she says. “And I often think that they’re
right. Why should we live in the past and
say it used to be worse and therefore you
shouldn’t now complain? Of course you
should complain!”
While women looking to strike a better
balance between work and home life no
longer need to beg like Oliver Twist for his
bowl of gruel, it is still vital that statistics are
monitored and questions asked. Only when
all the women who are good enough and
motivated enough to make it to the top have
achieved their goals can we say that patents
is no longer mainly a man’s game.
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Percentage of female patent examiners

Patent office

Percentage
of patent
examiners
who are
female

Japan Patent Office (JPO)
United States Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO)
European Patent Office (EPO)

23%*
28%
22%

*Percentage of patent examiners newly
employed this year who are female
www.iam-magazine.com
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North Asia

Inside the IP markets
of North Asia

The IP marketplace in Japan, Korea,
Taiwan and China is sophisticated
and developing rapidly. To make the
most of it, local knowledge is
absolutely essential
By Sachin Desai
North Asia is a region which is on the
ascendant, despite the current global
economic turmoil. And along with economic
growth has come an increased understanding
of intellectual property. This article focuses
on opportunities for hard-IP (patent)
transfer and work in the region. Of course,
no single article can ever paint a complete
picture of the situation on the ground; in
fact, given the dynamic pace of change, do
not assume that what is said below will hold
true indefinitely – always check for yourself.
But hopefully the article will inspire further,
in-depth research into the possibilities that
are now available, not only in Japan, but also
in China, Taiwan and Korea.
Overall view of IP in the region
North Asia is very diverse, so to address it as
a homogenous whole is a somewhat specious
approach; but one has to start somewhere.
The concept of IP assets as marketable
entities has caught on in the region. The word
innovation is often mentioned too, and people
want to use IP to innovate their economies
and business models. Yet the drivers of
change in Asia are not politicians or lawyers,
or even laws themselves. In most cases,
legislation is a reaction to commercial desires,
which in turn are influenced by a variety of
factors, including industry changes, trade,
societal changes and changes in the way that
IP is utilised in the primary markets of the US
and EU.
www.iam-magazine.com

Observation 1: There are four unique
countries in North Asia and each one
wants IP
The first thing I heard when I came to
Taiwan was that “people in Asia aren’t like
Americans, they don’t buy IP for no
reason… Decisions to buy are much rarer
and well-thought out.” This is the US
viewpoint as well. As a result, people often
focus on IP protection in manufacturing
partnerships (China) or on commentaries on
Japan’s internal systems. All too often the
market for IP in the region is painted in a
conservative light or is missed altogether.
To take such a view, however, is to fail to
take note of the evidence. Consider the data
from the USPTO, for example. Both Japan
and Taiwan have similar patent grant rates
per capita to the US. While USPTO grants
fell for almost all countries in 2007, Korea
and China continued to surge ahead. There
are three countries in Asia arguably crazier
than the US about IP in the US: Taiwan,
Korea and Japan. And China will eventually
join that list. So why the original
stereotype? That has to do with observation
number two...
Observation 2: Culture does not affect
business needs, but how they are acted upon
When dealing with IP in Asia, merely
hearing that “culture is important” is of
little help. Attempts should be made at least
to clarify what this phrase means. In any
case, culture does not necessarily affect
business desires for IP. In Asia, as
elsewhere, the heads of major industries
understand that intangible assets have
value. And they understand cause and effect
– that IP lawsuits have the potential to
crush their companies.
Culture does affect how people in Asia
go about procuring IP. In some cases (as in
China), that might mean not always paying
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much more than lip service to Westernstyle legal documentation such as patents
and trademarks. In Japan, it may mean
making IP internally. Personal contact and
tailoring dominate most business decisions
and upfront contractual systems are far less
trusted. As John Tao stated in his Gathering
2.0 webinar entitled Collaboration, Joint
Developments and IP Issues in China (4th
March 2008), guanxi (the Chinese word for
relationships) is everything.
The desire for IP does not mean that
firms in Japan will come calling to license
your university’s new nanotechnology
patents after a seminar. Potential licensors
are going to have to have dinner with clients
first, take their time and maybe even learn
how to sing before making a sale. Intentions
will be hidden until the last minute –
something that can often be mistaken for
lack of interest.
Even China’s IP piracy rates indicate a
strong desire for IP and merely a preference
for different acquisition methods. The
interest in IP in Asia is independent of
culture, but it should be approached keeping
local culture in mind.
Observation 3: In Asia, IP follows the
economy, not policy
They are both export-oriented economies
with large IP systems and similar histories; so
why is China so different from Taiwan when
it comes to IP rights and IP procurement?
There are many reasons why, but the most
important have less to do with IP structure or
culture than with industry and market.
Director Paul Liu from Taiwan’s NCCU
University describes three simple stages in a
country’s IP-related economic development:
• The first is piracy, when copying what is
plainly visible helps to generate fast
economic growth.
• The second is imitation, where a copied
design is expanded, improved or made
more efficient.
• The third is innovation.
Taiwan’s high-tech innovation economy
needs a US and European-style IP regime –
its advances are R&D-heavy and easy to
copy. China’s economy is simply at a point
where IP enforcement is not profitable.
The negative implication of this model
is that Western concepts of IP will be
adopted only when needed on the path. So
while it is, of course, important to know a
country’s IP laws if your company is selling
products or innovating there, any analysis
should also factor in the country’s
economic demands. This may sound
controversial to those who view China’s

new IP laws as a real reform of the system.
However, in the long term this model is
advantageous because it implies that the
desire for IP will eventually arrive,
regardless of policy or culture. As more and
more countries in North Asia enter the
second and third stages on the economic
curve, IP becomes inherently valuable. And
even where a country’s internal IP system is
still catching up with its economy, as in
Taiwan or Korea, there can still be strong
demand for US and EU IP.
The best legal analysis should thus
examine laws relating not to the protection
of IP, but rather to its promotion at a
fundamental cost level, or to developments
that stimulate economic sectors that require
large amounts of IP. Afterwards, enforcement
will follow. A clear example is Taiwan’s
Science and Technology Basic Law, which
established the country’s IP industry but was
created in response to economic demands.
The situation in Japan
Japan is a high-tech economy. Theoretically,
this should be good news for IP, as such
economies produce large numbers of
patents. Unfortunately, however, despite the
volume of patents that Japan produces,
most are concentrated in the hands of large
Japanese corporations. This makes it harder
for potential licensors to get their foot in
the door; it also compounds the difficulties
that Japan’s closed and hierarchical culture
presents. Japan has very strong internal
R&D and even most tech transfer is
internal. So licensors should not be
surprised if they generate a lot of interest
that does not go anywhere. However, it is
not impossible to enter the market and this
all means that the rewards are greater if you
do make a breakthrough.
Japan is starting to flex its IP muscle,
but this can be hard to spot because it is
mostly being done in Asia. This means that
Japanese firms are not only using their IP,
but also inspiring other players in Asia to
buy IP. As US companies arguably still have
most the key patents in many sectors, it is
logical that companies in Japan first get
their legal feet wet close to home and in the
process defend themselves from lowerpriced players in their own technological
and geographical backyard.
For those wishing to engage in IP
relationships within Japan, there are
opportunities for foreign medium and largesized technology companies. Obviously,
Boeing and HP can talk to whomever they
want to. The rest should enter the country
through respected Japanese third-party
brokers that have a history in the country.
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Chart 1: Year on year USPTO granted patent growth rate
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Look internationally, too. Firms and
brokerages in Korea and Taiwan have built
relationships with Japan that many may not
have thought to exercise. Just to note, the
Japanese internal IP system actually ranks
first in terms of patent grants to domestic
applicants. As the Japanese dominate their
domestic market, Japanese patents are
worth investing in for those seeking to
enter the market.
Matsushita (Panasonic), Toshiba and
Hitachi had the greatest recent increases in
patent grants between 2000 and 2006. Sony
had large increases in 2005 and 2006, and
its IP activity is worth watching. Matsushita
is probably the most interesting to keep an
eye on, as it has one of the most complex
records of IP enforcement both inside and
outside the US. Additionally, many large
Japanese companies work in groups, so take
a look at them as well.
Japanese universities are also becoming
more active in IP transfer. Japan technology
licensing offices are increasingly
competitive. They earned roughly US$2
million in 2006 through tech transfer. As a
result, Japan’s TLOs are attracting interest
from regional partners.
www.iam-magazine.com

The situation in Korea
It is hard to believe that in 1985 Korean
applicants were granted just 41 US patents
(in comparison to Japan’s 12,000 and the
US’s 39,000). Today the country sits at
number four in the USPTO rankings, having
just overtaken Taiwan. Korea has a faster
overall patent grant growth rate than its
other advanced neighbours.
One might assume that, given the
relatively closed Korean culture and the
limited size of its legal system (10,000
attorneys in Korea, compared to 750,000plus in the US), the country would not have
an interest in IP. However, while it is true
that patent disputes in the country are rare
(although there have been some high-profile
ones involving Asian firms), real-life
circumstances are crossing the toughest of
cultural barriers. Not only are the big firms
in Korea creating intellectual property, but
they are creating it globally. This is simply
because their high-tech, innovation-based
export economy needs it to happen.
Generally speaking, Korea’s business
model is similar to Japan’s. A few large
corporations such as LG and Samsung lead
the pack and set the trend for industry. If
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you were forced to make assumptions when
doing business in the country, it may be
easiest to default the Japanese business and
cultural models, which are very similar.
Again, work within the system and within
the country to get a foot in the door.
Samsung and LG both have the largest
general patent portfolios and are the first to
use them. The latter has been willing to use
them in Asia as well as outside.
One potential advantage of Korea is that
the country is in or approaching the sweet
zone of patent procurement. While Japan,
Taiwan and the US may be getting closer to
their IP ceilings or approaching the quality
end of the patent curve, Korea is at an
earlier stage. Its GDP growth rate is higher
than those of its top two competitors in
Asia (Japan and Taiwan), and its medium to
large-sized companies can still support
more growth in intangible assets.
The situation in Taiwan
Taiwan has a lot of IP potential, despite
being the Asian country most vulnerable to
the rise of China. Overlooked in most
modern economic analyses, the country’s
environment and system for IP development
and R&D, as well as procurement of foreign
IP, is arguably the strongest in the region.
Many things set Taiwan apart from the
other advanced countries in Asia. For one,
its high-tech business model is very
different from Japan’s and Korea’s, but is
more advanced than China’s.
Taiwan’s business arena is full of small
and medium-sized companies, not giants.
Taiwan has a string of science parks. The
most notable of these is located in Hsinchu,
where dozens of SMEs are based. Hsinchu
inspires a capitalist, “arms-race” model for
IP among its residents, and makes each
individual company an easy target for
lawsuits if it is not protected by its
downstream US clients. Each company’s
individual R&D capacity is small, leading to
significant IP exchange.
In Taiwan, semiconductor and ITrelated products dominate the market. They
account for 70% of the total revenues of the
Hsinchu science park companies, for
example. This field of technology is
predicated on patent protection, with huge
varieties of designs entering the market that
are easier and easier to reverse-engineer.
Semiconductor components are also tied
into much larger products, allowing
downstream clients to be held liable for
infringement. So it is unsurprising that
Taiwan’s IT firms lead the charge in US
patent procurement.
So why has this business model

emerged? One management school professor
in the country has said: “Maybe it’s because
of Chinese culture… everyone wants to open
up shop and call themselves lao ban” [“boss”
in Mandarin]. But it also has to do with the
Taiwanese government, which has
significant influence in setting trends in this
small country. Taiwan’s Small and Medium
Enterprise Association is at the forefront of
this. After the enactment of the Science and
Technology Basic Law in 1999, R&D
organisations were able to commercialise
their research. Now, every university and
research institute of stature has an incubator
for small firms. Collaborative research at
every level is very strong, with two of
Taiwan’s best universities next to its best
research lab and across the street from its
best science park. The country’s Industrial
Technology Research Institute (ITRI) has
played a key role in the development of
Taiwan’s industry, with many leading
companies originating there. Since 1999,
ITRI’s incubator alone has helped to create
well over 100 businesses.
In the near term, the IP situation in
Taiwan will probably get better for sales
and management. There are three reasons
for this:
• Many small firms are looking to brand
out of their OEM and ODM pasts as a
result of cost pressure from China. As a
result, they are competing against their
former customers and getting sued for
it. The HP v Acer litigation is an example
of this; while IBM has just filed a
complaint about Asus at the US ITC.
Both Acer and Asus have already
decided to separate their brand names
from their manufacturing base, so
becoming IP companies.
• The victory of the more China-friendly
Kuomintang (KMT) Party in the recent
Taiwanese elections is likely to result
in a more open Taiwan, economically
speaking. Short-term economic
growth will inspire many more
companies to move on from their OEM
past and transfer their manufacturing
base to China.
• Taiwanese firms are far less fearful than
their Japanese counterparts of engaging
in litigation. Taiwan’s Foxconn
exemplifies this. One of Taiwan’s larger
firms, it faced severe patent pressure
from companies in the US; but instead
of succumbing to this, it responded by
developing a huge patent arsenal and
going to court. Its former legal head Mr
Zhou said: “If you don’t have patents
tested in court, then you don’t have
good patents.” Staff of NCCU’s graduate
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Patenting activity of major Asian
corporations in the US
Firm, average
USPTO grants
2005-2007

Growth
from
2000

Japanese firms of note
Canon
Matsushita
Toshiba
Hitachi
Sony
Comp 1-5*
Comp 6-15
Comp Rest

2060
2006
1483
1461
1453
∼8500
∼6200
∼19000

9%
68%
20%
41%
5%
17%
6.0%
-6%

* Discounts NEC (unknown patent num)
** Fuji Corp + Fujifilm + Fuji Xerox

Korean Firms of Note
Samsung+
++
LG
+++
Hynix

2472
986
414

72%
329%
40.9%

+

Samsung Elec + SDI
LG Corp + LG-Philips LCD
+++
Hynix + Hyundai Elec Corp
++

Taiwan firms of note
TSMC
ITRI

471
215

22%
8.6%

Both Hon Hai and Mediatek engage in significant patent
procurement, so USPTO numbers are unclear

Note: These statistics are not 100% accurate
as companies may hide patent strength and
business structure
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Chart 3: 2005 distribution of medium-high
technology Taiwan and Korean firms
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Source: Innovation Strategy of Asian Firms in
the United States (Poon, MacPherson)

Chart 4: 2007 distribution of Taiwan’s major
science parks
Hsinchu Southern Central
Manufacturers 475
Revenue (US$) 22 Bil
Staff (1,000’s) >100

198
9 Bil
50

103
3-4 Bil
50

IP programme have even identified such
attitudes as a problem, stating that
medium-sized firms in Taiwan can get
too involved in their cases and forget
business logic.
In the long term, however, Taiwanese
companies in some industries will enter the
flight to quality stage, so limiting IP growth
in the region. Foxconn initially chose a
quantity-over-quality approach to patent
procurement. It has now changed gear and
while managers say they do not plan to drop
the company’s patent count, something has
to give. UMC has already gone that way.
One US lawyer has also noticed a change:
“Taiwan firms are sophisticated enough to
realise that litigation is a business. Their
first question is: ‘Can we settle today, and
for how much?’”
Taiwan is a much easier country to enter
as an individual than anywhere else in Asia.
Big firms like Mediatek often publicly
engage in IP procurement instead of R&D.
The larger organisations license tens of
millions dollars’ worth of IP annually and
hold open international IP transfer events.
Universities are active as well, but are small,
with their combined IP transfer revenues
totalling just a few hundreds of thousands of
dollars annually. For companies with good
turnkey technologies that Taiwan is looking
for, it may even be possible to find deals at a
techno-marts or at IP seminars in Taipei.
Note that IP education aimed at domestic
firms stresses the use of third-party brokers
(guanxi), so make connections fast.
The situation in China
There are already plenty of articles that give
good introductions (especially legal) to IP in
China. But perhaps a comment reportedly
made by an unnamed Chinese official to a
US Federal Circuit judge sums the situation
up best: “I know that our economy requires
IP to innovate and advance…but there are
those that have other concerns.”
Nevertheless, the situation in China will
change; Asia is certain of this. Moreover,
change will come not from any new legal
push, but from businesses themselves. How
do Asians know this? Because they all say
that Taiwan was the same way 15 years ago.
While China is notorious for piracy now,
previously Taiwan was known as the biggest
source of many forms of counterfeit
electronic goods. So what changed Taiwan’s
ways? Economic advancement was the
biggest catalyst. This prompted the
government to lower barriers to R&D
commercialisation and necessitated entry to
the WTO, forcing the government to
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revamp its IP laws in order to meet TRIPs
requirements.
For Taiwan now, read China – save that
the scale is 60 times larger. Despite the
differences that separate the two countries,
they have many parallels. Both countries are
composed mostly of SMEs, which leads to
the same type of economic competition.
Both also have strong government direction
of the economy, albeit for different reasons.
China is hastening this connection by
arguably basing many of its IP laws on
Taiwan’s (which in turn copied them from
the US). Additionally, particularly in
Shenzhen, China is establishing business
development facilities similar to those in
Taiwan. Even the head of Shenzhen’s patent
office is a graduate of Taiwan’s top IP
programme. So if you want to gauge what
will happen in China, look at Taiwan; and
considering Taiwan’s share of US IP grants
per capita, that tells you something.
Every economy reaches a point where it
needs to create in order to advance, and at
that point IP gains its intrinsic value. Given
China’s progressive investment in high-tech
and basic science R&D, the country will
reach that point. Then there will be not only
enforcement in China and the growth of its
own IP system, but procurement of IP as
well. No doubt the government will throw
in its own pro-domestic adjustments, but
the market will still be profitable for outside
investors.
Unfortunately, in terms of local Chinese
firms to follow in the IP world, there are few
answers. Only one Chinese company made
the top 100 USPTO patents-granted list in
2006 – Huawei. Until China can get to the
point where it either has effectively branded
companies or has key technological parity
with US or EU markets, only a few companies
will stand out. Top universities currently lead
the IP charge in China, but it is unknown how
much of that is government-backed PR.
Shanghai’s new IP trading office is worth
mentioning, but that is likely just talk again.
It may be of interest to watch the
activities of smaller IP brokers in China.
Given China’s economic model, these small
but connected firms are likely to be the first
to take advantage of emerging
opportunities. Many of these firms, such as
Intepro-IAG, have their roots in Taiwan or
other Asian countries. In addition to patent
trading, many deal heavily in trademarks.
For those looking to get involved in
China IP quickly, there are two routes. The
easiest is to make contact with wellconnected people with strong roots in China
who live outside the country or foreign law
firms that have established themselves
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Investing in Chinese IP
There is great expectation in the growth in
value of Chinese IP. It is thought that China
will have developed an IP policy similar to
that of the United States in anything
between five and 25 years, depending on the
level of conservatism of the government. It
is hard to know how long this will actually
take (definitely not five years), but there is a
general feeling that Chinese IP is going to
become popular.
Yet for those marketing in China in the
near future, more than IP is needed. In
addition to simply buying IP, European
firms appear very active in developing the
market in China in conjunction with
starting manufacturing relationships (as
opposed to the drop-a-textile-factory-inYunan method that many US companies
seem to employ). European businesses are
working jointly with the government and
business sector there, and this is likely to
help ensure the existence of markets for
genuine high-tech goods.
Future directions for IP in Asia
It is true that in most lawsuits involving
Asian firms, the Asian firm is the defender.
But that is going to change – and in fact has
already begun to do so. But do not look for
Asian giants taking on American companies
that hold key patents just yet. Instead,
watch out for lawsuits between Asian firms
in local and US/EU courts.
Japan has been the first to strike, given
its stronger IP history and position.
Japanese company Sharp has sued Samsung
in the US and Korea, while Matsushita has
sued multiple firms in Taiwan. On the
receiving end, Taiwan seems to attract the
most plaintiffs as its collection of SMEs in
the same technologies makes for many easy
targets. Taiwanese firms Compal and First
International have both been sued by LG in
the past few years, and Samsung has also
been active. Remember too that LG
Electronics v Quanta, a suit involving two
Asian firms, drove changes to the US IP
landscape when it was recently decided by
the Supreme Court. Expect to see more
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Chinese companies getting sued more
frequently as the country enters the hightech world, and again do not expect them to
be acquiescent.
All of this will not only present
opportunities for IP transfer, but will
hopefully result in improvements to the IP
systems of north Asian countries.
Getting involved
Asia is looking for IP and IP expertise. But
it is important to know how to get through
the door. In Korea and Japan, a solid incountry broker would be best. In Taiwan
and China, explore multiple options when
moving forward.
Technology drives industry and markets,
and in the end drives IP movements in Asia.
Burgeoning biotech work in Taiwan and
nanotech in China are just two examples of
future trends to explore. For those looking
long term, consider the academic systems.
In-country educational rankings and
R&D direction shape where future expertise
lies, as graduates from the top schools
almost always end up filling the ranks of the
best firms.
Finally, when dealing in Asia, those that
can should look to deal in sales if possible
(for patents). Right now Taiwan is mainly
utilising a sales-based IP transfer strategy.
In China, selling also clarifies things greatly
as the IP rules there are very complicated.
Licensors in China also run the risk of
ending up either pirated or on the receiving
end of difficult court action. Everywhere,
sales are easier to communicate, especially
to groups that are unclear of the legal
benefits of licences and do not like being
dependent upon a foreign institution.
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Working with agents

Working with patent
agencies – a rights
owner’s perspective
of information of available patent agencies.

Finding the right outside patent
agencies with which to work and
then developing a good relationship
with them is a vital job for in-house
patent managers
By Donal O’Connell
When we examine the various ways in
which patent creation activities may be
organised by a company or organisation,
there are many models which involve doing
some of the work outside. In fact, a few of
the models suggest outsourcing all or
almost all activities.
There are any number of intellectual
property or patent-specific companies
capable of handling parts of or all of the
tasks on your behalf. Their capabilities range
from analysis of the novelty and
patentability of an idea; through to drafting
cases, filing the appropriate paperwork with
patent offices and prosecution, including
handling office actions and taking care of
translation work. Also included would be
filing foreign cases with the appropriate
patent offices, conducting detailed searches
and examinations, and all tasks right up
until the grant stage. On top of all this, there
are external companies which will manage
the payment of annuity fees on your behalf.
The term external patent agency is used
throughout this article to describe these
intellectual property or patent companies.
They are sometimes referred to as patent
agencies or patent firms or patent attorney
firms.
Some general law firms may have some
patent attorneys or patent agents working
within the company who focus on
intellectual property or patent issues, and a
simple internet search will display this kind
www.iam-magazine.com

Why subcontract?
Involving an external patent agency in the
operation of your patent creation activities
basically means buying certain work results
from third parties. Subcontract work is
normally based on your specifications and
requirements, but you – being the customer
– and the external patent agency may also
compile specifications together. This is a
better approach as it allows the external
patent agency to contribute based on its
skills, competencies and knowledge.
There are many reasons to subcontract
work to an external patent agency.
Outsourcing may increase your flexibility in
terms of resourcing, leading to faster
response times and wider overall
opportunities as your competence and
capacity pool is expanded. You may wish to
focus your limited resources on what you
consider to be core activities, critical cases
or key competence areas. Outsourcing may
provide you with market-making
opportunities or with access to new markets
which would be more difficult or impossible
without the external relationship. It may
also provide you with access to proprietary
competencies or give you access to new
competencies faster than trying to develop
such competencies in-house yourself.
Various business models may be used to
define the nature of the working
relationship between you and external
patent agencies. Your business model may
be outsourcing, where you transfer an
activity to an external patent agency that
then continues to provide this activity to
you as one of its customers. Or your
business model may be more akin to
external temporary labour, where you are
buying a short-term outside workforce from
an agency to work on a specific assignment.
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Or it may be subcontracting, where you
purchase predefined deliverables.
A specific sub-stream of subcontracting
is called service provision. This involves the
purchase of a pre-defined end service from
a provider, according to certain service level
specifications. Such a business model
should also specify terms and conditions,
and a payment plan, between yourself and
the external patent agency. Pricing and
payment may be based on hourly rate(s),
which vary according to the skills or
qualifications of the person providing the
relevant tasks; or on a fixed monthly fee,
which would be more applicable in a fairly
stable service provisioning environment or
according to a very specific pricing model.
Challenges in subcontracting
Subcontracting work to an external company
is not always easy and there will be a number
of potential challenges that you will need to
take into consideration. The contract
between you and the external patent agency
is of paramount importance. There may be
no agreement in place; the agreement may be
out of date; or there may be several
agreements in place. Even if there is a valid
agreement in place, it may not be well
written and comprehensive enough to meet
your needs. You must also ensure that your
practices and those of the external patent
agency are in line with the agreement.
The pricing arrangements may not be
unified, in the sense that there may not be
common understanding on pricing, due to
either a lack of clarity or a lack of detail, or
both. When considering costs, you will also
need to consider the additional costs
relating to the management of external
patent agencies, as this is often ignored.
There may be some challenges with the
external patent agency to which you wish to
outsource work. It may be a small company
with a predominant amount of its business
coming from you and it may have exemployees of yours working for it. The
external patent agency may be gaining a
determining position in that particular
market, making it difficult to negotiate.
There may be customer service issues
with your external agent; such as with the
timing of due deliverables, cost efficiency,
security and confidentiality or the quality of
its work. Your satisfaction level with the
external patent agency, and the mutual
satisfaction level of the two parties, is most
important as trust is needed on both sides
in the relationship.
Cooperation with external patent agencies
The long-term goal is to have an optimised

number of carefully selected external patent
agencies that are managed in a unified way
and with which the relationship is
constantly developing. To ensure that you
are managing and developing these
relationships, it is worthwhile putting some
fundamental elements in place.
There must be professional agreements
between you and your external patent
agencies, and instructions need to be issued to
clarify how work tasks are to be ordered. The
workflow between you and the external patent
agencies also needs management and cost and
quality controls should be put in place.
Key principles
Having written agreements in place between
you and the external patent agencies will
help to clarify the division of
responsibilities between the parties and will
serve as a risk management tool.
Such formal agreements may govern the
entire relationship or be case specific. The
choice here will probably be influenced by
the volume of work involved, including
whether the assignments will be regular or
irregular, the importance of the external
patent agency in terms of its geographical
location and its technical capabilities or
capacity.
The list below identifies content you
may wish to consider including within such
an agreement. It is not meant to be
exhaustive but will hopefully give you
guidance on the creation of a meaningful
and valuable agreement:
• Purpose and scope of the agreement.
• Performance of the assignment.
• Handling conflicts of interest.
• Delivery and acceptance of work results.
• Quality requirements.
• Remedies in case of failure/nonperformance/delays.
• External patent agencies’ responsibilities
as an employer.
• Prices and terms of payment.
• Liability and indemnification.
• Force majeure.
• Confidentiality
• Term and termination of the agreement.

Example of a pricing model for
external patent agency work

It is worthwhile giving consideration to
establishing some key pricing principles when
you are outsourcing work to external patent
agencies. Do you wish to keep your pricing
structure as simple as possible and to have a
similar pricing model that will apply across all
your external patent agencies? It would be
most useful if your actual costs followed your
budget for each phase of the patenting
process. It would also be extremely useful if
you could estimate costs for drafting,
prosecution, foreign filing and annuities, and
to know that your pricing model will support
this. Lastly, you should not forget to include
official fees in your figures.
Your pricing model may wish to drill
down to agreed fixed prices for items such
as the hourly rate for attorney and
administrative work, setting a cap or
maximum price for draft work expense and
setting a cap or maximum price for
prosecution expenses. You may also wish to
establish fixed fees for administrative tasks
that are repeated for (almost) all
applications. These administrative tasks may
vary from one jurisdiction to another, but
could include such tasks as filing, reporting
an office action, publication, reporting a
grant or reporting an issue. If translation
work is involved, then you may wish to set a
per-word rate for certain language pairs,
such as English-Chinese. Many external
patent agencies typically have different
hourly rates based on the status of the
person in question (partner, patent agency,
junior patent agency, paralegal, etc).

The agreement content outlined above is
fairly generic and should be adaptable to
work for many companies and organisations.
Also, the items are not really intellectual
property or patent specific, with the only
exception being the conflict of interest
topic, which is very much IP-specific. Care
needs to be taken as to how this is handled
with an external patent agency because in
many countries there is restrictive trade
practices legislation in place.
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For many external patent agencies the
most problematic sections of the agreement
tend to be the following:
• Quality requirements – it is a challenge
to define adequate or appropriate quality
for the drafting and filing of patent
applications.
• Remedies – because the external patent
agencies may not be used to these with
other clients and also because your quality
guidelines and other instructions in the
past may not have been unambiguous.
• Liabilities/indemnification – because
external patent agency responsibility and
possible blame for third-party IP
breaches have been difficult to define,
when their entire assignment is about
creating new IP for you.
Managing the external patent agencies
Having formal agreements and pricing
models in place with your external patent
agencies is really only setting the
foundations of your working relationship.
Much more is needed to manage your
external patent agencies and to establish
long-term, mutually beneficial, professional
working relationships.
If you already have, or are working to
create, a relatively large patent portfolio, with
a presence across a number of jurisdictions,
then more than likely you already have
dealings with a relatively large number of
external patent agencies. The creation and
maintenance of a global list of approved
external patent agencies is therefore
important; not just as an internal reference
list, but so that you can share this with all
the agencies that you use, as they need to
know who else is on your approved list.
Having a global list of approved external
patent agencies is absolutely necessary if you
wish to control which patent attorneys are
used in every relevant country. The
alternative may be that only the managing or
drafting patent agencies are selected by you
and they are then free to use whichever local
patent agency they wish. One reason to retain
control of each patent agency used, however,
is to ensure that conflicts of interest issues
are handled to your satisfaction.
You will need to gain a good
understanding of both the intellectual
property and technical skills and
competencies of the external patent
agencies, and especially of those individuals
within the external patent agencies who are
actually handling your cases.
Capacity planning, together with the
external patent agencies, is another important
issue. You need to know how much work an
external patent agency is willing and able to
www.iam-magazine.com

do for you in the foreseeable future and, most
importantly, whether there are any resource
issues on the horizon.
External patent agencies will play a
critical role in protecting the intangible
assets of your company and it is therefore
important that steps are taken to share
information with those of them that are
drafting, filing and prosecuting your patent
applications. Information sharing should
extend to providing good-quality
information about your company, your
strategy, your patenting targets and your
competitive situation. How you share this
information deserves some thought and
consideration, if you want it to add real
value to your relationships.
Creating guidelines
To help ensure consistency across your
patent portfolio, it is worthwhile creating a
requirement specification document or a
quality guidelines document, for use by all of
the patent agents and attorneys who will be
drafting, filing and prosecuting patents on
your behalf. The goal of such guidelines is to
provide some level of consistency in the
drafting, filing and prosecution of your cases.
This document may provide such
information as guidance on the drafting of a
priority application, with detailed discussion
of the specification and the claims. It may
provide information on fundamental claims,
apparatus claims and so on; and it may
include guidance on US provisional
applications as first filed applications. There
may be useful instructions to follow when
filing an application claiming priority and it
may also cover country or regional-specific
issues, such as means plus function claims in
the US.
However, it is most important that you
do not advocate adherence to the guidelines
so strongly that the advice, knowledge and
insight of the patent agent or attorney will
be ignored. Ideally, the quality guidelines
should be created as a result of an in-depth
discussion between all of those involved in
the patenting process.
Building a strong three-way relationship
between the inventor, the person within
your patent creation factory handling the
case and the person in the external patent
agency handling the case may be essential,
particularly if the case is complex.
Conflicts of interest are an important
issue when outsourcing work to an external
patent agency, as it is almost certain that
you will not be their only customer. In most
countries, external patent agencies will have
ethical rules to follow on how to manage,
and hopefully avoid, such conflicts.
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Auditing results
Regular auditing of your external patent
agencies is something which should form
part of your management programme.
Respectful but direct feedback to an external
patent agency on non-performance is
important and this example should be set
very early in the relationship. If
commitments are not being met by your
agents, then you must call on them
immediately, as this will set the rules and
expectations. It is also helpful to ask others
how an external patent agency is performing
– although the interface to you may be
great, there could be problems in other parts
of the business, such as accounting.
There are several ways of auditing your
external patent agencies and you may wish
to perform or coordinate an audit with the
support of others, such as finance, IT and/or
security. A full audit means evaluating the
external patent agency against your supplier
requirements; it should be formal and done
under a qualified lead auditor. This audit
assessment may be initiated by asking the
external patent agency to complete a selfassessment questionnaire, which is then
backed up by an on-site visit.
Gathering feedback from the external
patent agencies and reacting to any valid
concerns they may have about your
performance are also key to this management
programme. It is important to listen to your
external patent agencies and to understand
what they are looking for from the business
relationship. They are almost certainly after
commitment and a degree of trust, and they
will not appreciate being beaten up for
pennies or threatened with loss of business.
There should also be follow-through on
any verbal discussions, fact-based
performance feedback and an infrequent bid
process. Payment issues should be dealt
with swiftly (there are always payment
issues) and you should take a judicious
approach to problem resolution.
Outsourcing the management of the
payment of annuity fees
Once the patent has been granted, there are
still annuity fees to be paid in order to keep
the patent alive. You must weigh up
whether the decision to use an external
company for the management and payment
of such fees will make sense for you. The
handling of annuity fees is very much a core
business activity for certain companies and
it may not make sense to allocate your
limited resources to this type of activity.
What can go wrong?
Generally, things can go wrong with any

external suppliers when you do not know
what you actually want to purchase. You must
be clear on what you expect of your external
patent agencies, what the work results should
be and how they should communicate with
you. Merely setting up agreements and a
pricing structure is not enough.
You will need to ensure that the agreed
rates are adhered to and appear on invoices,
and that the supplier complies with the
agreement. In the case of fault or nonperformance you must utilise the remedies
and sanctions provided for in the
agreement.
No right way
The decision on whether to allocate tasks
internally or externally is a difficult one. There
is no right way. The correct decision varies
between companies and situations, as there
are many factors to take into consideration.
This can be compared to a pendulum swinging
from internal to external and back again, while
never quite remaining at either end.
Almost every single activity can be
treated as a commodity, meaning that you
can obtain quotations for anything you are
intending to outsource. Whatever conclusion
is reached, external patent agencies will be
needed at some point as not everything can
be done in-house, due to different legal
requirements in different countries. When
you make the decision to outsource one or
more of your activities, your selection of
external patent agencies to carry out this
work should ultimately be based on the
service practice of that vendor and the
people assigned to carry out the work.
No two external patent agency firms are
the same. Larger firms tend to have more
competencies and capacity to deal with
fluctuating needs, and they are also more
used to developing their business and
personnel independent of any one customer.
The bigger firms are able to maintain a
larger customer base and they are not so
dependent on your work alone, making them
healthier from a business perspective.
However, the smaller external patent
agencies may be more flexible and agile in
responding to your needs and even willing
to change their processes to suit yours.
Larger firms can more easily arrange
customer-specific teams to work around
conflict issues, whereas smaller firms may
need to reject work from some other
customers if they wish to work with you.
Essentially, the management of external
patent agencies is very similar to the
management of in-house resources. It is all
about fact-based management and valuesbased leadership.
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What is expected from you?

The responsibility for ensuring a good
professional working relationship with an
external patent agency does not rest solely
with the agency. There are also
responsibilities for you, the customer.
These will include management and
development of the relationship. If your
relationship is likely to be big volume, it is
recommended that you nominate a
relationship manager. Part of his or her job
will include sharing information, if applicable,
on strategic plans, roadmaps and similar
developments, as well as keeping the
subcontractor informed of generic company
developments and mergers and acquisitions.
There needs to be an understanding
of the roles and responsibilities of both
parties and this understanding should be
passed on to the subcontractor. Customerspecific materials and tools should be
provided to the subcontractor when needed
and appropriate business contacts should
be nominated for individual cases.
The relationship manager will also need
to ensure the invoicing system and payment
process that are working efficiently.
Outside influences will include adherence
to relevant laws, regulations and ethical
guidelines or similar.

Donal O’Connell is director of intellectual
property at Nokia. This article is based on a
chapter in his book Inside the Patent Factory,
published by Wiley & Sons in April 2008
www.iam-magazine.com

IP lawyer
Written by
Douglas Clark

A new era of reform in China
A new patent law is expected to come
into force in China in 2009. The drafting
process for the legislation has been
commendably transparent
In 2006, the State Intellectual Property
Office (SIPO) of China began a process to
amend the Chinese patent law. SIPO issued
two drafts for public comment and the State
Council Legislative Affairs Office (SCLAO)
issued a draft in mid-2008. The NPC issued
a final draft for comment in early September
2008. It is expected that the law will be
passed in 2008 and come into force in 2009.
The main driver for the legislation has
been the official central government policy to
facilitate independent innovation in China.
Improvement in patent protection is seen as
a means by which this goal can be achieved.
The proposed amendments have been a
rollercoaster ride for patentees. Some
possible amendments of great concern –
such as first filing requirements, laches and
acquiescence, and an eBay-style public
interest defence – were proposed, then
eventually dropped. The first filing
requirement has been amended in the
current draft to a confidentiality exam.
Key amendments that have made it to
the NPC draft are: a provision spelling out
that manufacturing for the purposes of and
conducting clinical trials are not acts of
infringement; a number of compulsory
licensing provisions; provisions broadening
the scope of prior art to use anywhere in
the world; a provisions stating that offering
to sell a patented design is an act of
infringement; and provisions limiting
protection for patents based on genetic
resources.
Amendments that were sought by many,
but were not included in the final National
People’s Congress (China’s Parliament)
draft, include: a definition of indirect
infringement; definitions of the doctrine of
equivalents and file wrapper estoppel; a
remedy for bad-faith enforcement of IP
rights; and procedures for post-grant
amendment of patents to allow matter from
specification to be added to claims.
SIPO’s original draft amendments also
included provisions spelling out how
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injunctions were to be enforced and giving
SIPO stronger enforcement rights. These
were removed in the SCLAO draft.
The amendments add two new articles
concerning genetic resources. The first
provides that if the genetic resources that
are used to complete a patent breach laws,
then a patent will not be granted. The
second requires a patent applicant to
disclose the direct or original source of the
genetic resources used to complete the
patent. If the patent applicant is unable to
disclose the source. In this case it will be
obliged to explain the reasons.
The offer to sell patented designs will
now be considered an infringing act. This
closes a loophole where infringers could
offer products on websites and at trade
shows, and not be held liable for
infringement without an actual sale. Actual
sale could be hard to prove, particularly for
exporters, so this amendment will make
enforcement of design rights much easier.
Patents that are completed in China can
be filed overseas without first filing in
China. However, the patent should pass a
confidentiality examination by SIPO before
the foreign patent application is made. This
clause, while better than the original
requirement for first filing in China for
patents made in China, still begs a number
of questions, such as: what is the definition
of complete?
The definition of prior use for patents
and designs has been expanded to include
use anywhere in the world rather than just
in China. This will make it easier for parties
to invalidate patents where technology has
been used overseas, but not in China.
The following new grounds for granting
a compulsory licence in addition to a
national emergency and improvements have
been included:
• If, within four years of patent application
or three years after grant, the patent
owner has not implemented its patent
and does not have any reasonable
grounds for doing so. The party applying
for a compulsory licence must provide
evidence proving its reasonable requests
and that it was unable to obtain a licence
in a reasonable time.

•

•

If a there has been a court or
administrative finding that the patent
owner has abused its right under the
Anti-monopoly Law.
Where pharmaceuticals are to be
manufactured for export to least
developed countries or WTO member
states without the ability to produce
their own pharmaceuticals for the
purpose of public health.

Statutory damages available for civil
damages have increased to RMB1 million.
The court may award statutory damages of
between RMB10,000 and RMB1 million.
This will act as greater disincentive to
infringe. It can be very hard to prove
damages in a PRC civil case and stautory
damages are often the only damages
available. Increasing the amount will
increase the threat to infringers of paying
substantial damages.
A clear exemption for clinical trials has
been introduced. Foreign pharmaceutical
companies lobbied hard to include a
provision for supplementary protection
certificates as a balance to this. Otherwise,
they argued, delays in drug approvals would
limit the protection time for their patent;
however, generic companies would be able
to prepare drugs for market to launch
immediately the patent expired. This
lobbying was not accepted; principally, it is
understood, because the government is
keen to keep medical costs down as well as
to encourage Chinese pharmaceutical
manufacturers.
Observing the amendment process has
provided an extremely interesting insight
into the workings of the Chinese legislative
process. The transparency of the process is
laudable; the number of amendments
proposed and rejected clearly show different
agendas within the government. The final
set of amendments proposed by the NPC, in
general, clearly reflect a well-balanced
approach to the lobbying by various
industry groups and internal pressures for
special clauses.
Douglas Clark is a partner in the Shanghai
office of Lovells
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IP and the internet
An IAM management report
In today’s commercial world, the internet is
a crucial sales and marketing tool for IP
owners of all kinds. But, along with the
opportunities the internet provides, there
are great challenges when it comes to
protecting and defending rights. This
means that one thing is absolutely certain:
rights owners that do not ensure they
understand how the internet affects them
are taking a major risk.
In this special in-bound IAM
supplement, a group of leading experts
from law firms in the US and Europe
identify some of the major online issues
that IP owners may find themselves

confronting, and look at potential ways
to overcome the difficulties that they pose.
As usual, the following proviso applies to
the material found in this in-bound feature:
every case is different and specific advice
should always be sought when an internetrelated problem arises.
That said, this brief focus is
designed as a starting point for those
wishing to know more about the challenges
the internet poses. I hope that you find
it useful.
Sara-Jayne Adams
Reporter, IAM magazine
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Collective licensing
of online music in
Europe
The European Commission has
been at the forefront of recent rapid
changes to online music licensing
in Europe
By Peter Brownlow, Helene H Miksche and
Emily Forsyth, Bird & Bird, London and
Stockholm

The ability to clear rights in music for
online use and distribution on a national
and European-wide basis is becoming
increasingly important in the media, IT,
communications, e-commerce and
entertainment sectors. Businesses need
simple and rational solutions to the problem
of pan-European rights clearance. The
changing habits of consumers and new
business and payment models challenge the
existing schemes for rights clearance.
The European Commission, industry
bodies, authors and composers, record
companies and other stakeholders are
searching for solutions to simplify and
harmonise the processes for the new
environment, resulting in fierce debates as
to the balance to be struck between the
interests of the various stakeholders. The
last few years have seen a number of
significant developments which are changing
the way in which online music is licensed
across Europe. The latest and arguably most
important development is the decision
issued by the Commission on 16th July 2008
in the CISAC case.
Music licensing – the traditional model
The exploitation of copyright, being a
national right, has traditionally been dealt
with on a country-by-country (ie,
territorial) basis. National copyrights are
usually administered and/or licensed by
www.iam-magazine.com

national collecting societies. The national
collecting society is typically assigned the
worldwide exploitation rights to the works
of its members, who are usually residents or
nationals of its territory. Most collecting
societies have entered into reciprocal
representation agreements with each other
which contain:
• Territorial restrictions which allow the
local collecting society to grant licences
only within its home territory to the
repertoire of the other collecting
societies.
• Membership restrictions which require
that an author or composer can assign
their exploitation rights only to their
home collecting society.
This has prevented the collecting
societies from granting cross-border (ie,
EU-wide) licences to their own repertoire
together with that which they access
through reciprocal agreements. It has meant
that a party wishing to supply music online
across Europe must obtain licences from the
relevant collecting society in each of the
countries in which it wishes to operate.
The Commission’s reports and
recommendation on online music
services
Copyright licensing for online music
services has been a concern of the
Commission for some time. In 2005, it
conducted an impact study on the crossborder collective administration of
copyrights and neighbouring rights for
online music services. This study resulted
in a report of 7th July 2005, which
introduced three alternatives for music
rights clearance:
• Option 1: Leave everything as it is (see
above).
• Option 2: Abolish the territorial
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•

restrictions for licensing rights (within
the EU) so that each collecting society
within the EU would be able to grant
EU-wide licences.
Option 3: Enable copyright owners to
assign their exploitation rights to any
collecting society of their choice within
the EU which can grant EU-wide (or even
worldwide) licences. This would amount
to abolition of the membership
restrictions in the reciprocal agreements.

The report led to a Recommendation by
the Commission of 12th October 2005
favouring Option 3 of the impact study (the
Recommendation).
The Commission published a
monitoring report on 7th February 2008
(Monitoring of the 2005 Music Online
Recommendation), as a follow-up to its
Recommendation. It concluded that the
Recommendation had been endorsed by a
number of collective rights managers (eg,
national collecting societies), music
publishers and user groups.
The CISAC case
Prior to the Recommendation, on 30th
November 2000, the broadcaster RTL filed a
complaint with the Commission against the
German collecting society GEMA concerning
the latter’s refusal to grant a Communitywide licence to RTL for all its music
broadcasting activities. On 4th April 2003,
Music Choice Europe filed a complaint
against the collecting societies’ international
umbrella association CISAC (International
Confederation of Societies of Authors and
Composers), claiming that the CISAC
territoriality model was in breach of Article
81 of the EC Treaty. The cases were merged
and are referred to as the CISAC case.
Due to these claims, on 31st January
2006 the Commission sent a Statement of
Objections to CISAC and the national
collecting societies within the EU. The
concerns were that certain clauses of the
model contract for public performance
rights between the collecting society
members of CISAC contained anticompetitive elements, including the
territorial and membership restrictions
referred to above. The addressees of the
Statement of Objections expressed their
views in their written replies and during an
oral hearing in June 2006.
In March 2007 CISAC proposed a set of
draft commitments designed to remedy the
Commission’s concerns, which a majority of
its members agreed to abide by; these
included undertakings that they would lift
the membership restrictions and grant

multi-territorial licences for performing
rights over the internet, satellite and cable.
The Commission’s market test of the
proposed commitments invited third parties
to submit their opinions. A group of 27
companies – including some of Europe’s
biggest media groups and telecom
companies, such as France Telecom, SBS
Broadcasting, RTL, ProsiebenSatl and
Deutsche Telekom – wrote a strongly
worded open letter asking the Commission
to reject CISAC’s offer in favour of Option 2.
The Commission concluded that the
proposed commitments were not sufficient
to reintroduce effective competition in the
market and that it would not be possible to
reach a negotiated solution with the
collecting societies.
The Commission’s decision
On 16th July 2008, the Commission issued
a decision in the CISAC case, a public
version of which is not yet available.
According to the Commission’s press
release, it has allowed the 24 collecting
societies to maintain their current system
of bilateral agreements and to keep their
right to set levels of royalty payments due
within their domestic territory. However,
the Commission found that certain clauses
in the reciprocal representation agreements
between the collecting societies are in
breach of Article 81, namely:
• The membership restrictions that
prevent an author from choosing or
moving to another collecting society.
• The exclusivity clause, currently
contained in the contracts of 17 EEA
collecting societies, by which one
collecting society authorises another to
administer its repertoire on a given
territory on an exclusive basis.
The Commission also prohibited what it
calls a “concerted practice” among the
collecting societies according to which the
collecting societies limit their mandates to
the domestic territory of the other collecting
societies. The Commission said that this
results in a de facto exclusivity for the
granting of licences which cover the
repertoire of more than one collecting society
and a strict segmentation of the market on a
national basis. The effect for a commercial
user that wants to offer a pan-European
media service is that it cannot receive a
licence which covers several member states,
but instead has to negotiate with each
individual national collecting society.
The Commission did not impose fines,
on the basis that these would penalise the
authors and composers who are represented
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by the collecting societies, and because a
number of the collecting societies have
begun to remove the restrictive clauses from
their agreements, thus showing a
willingness to cooperate.
However, the Commission decision does
require the collecting societies to amend
their representation agreements and
practices. The decision gives the collecting
societies 120 days to inform the
Commission about the revised agreements.
The Commission's decision is likely to be
appealed by a considerable number of
collecting societies, as well as their
umbrella organisation, CISAC.
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Moves by collecting societies and the
record industry following the 2005
Recommendation
Following the Recommendation by the
Commission, and possibly also as a result of
the progression of the CISAC case, a variety
of licensing initiatives were announced.
Prior to the CISAC decision
In 2006 the Dutch collecting society
BUMA/STEMRA issued a test balloon panEuropean licence for online users of its
worldwide repertoire to an American online
music service called eMusic. The licence
was immediately contested by the other
collecting societies.
In January 2007, the collecting societies
of Spain (SGAE), France (SACEM) and Italy
(SIAE) announced a joint venture called
ARMONIA for a one-stop-shop licensing
platform for online and mobile use of their
repertoires on a European-wide basis. It is
not yet operational.
On 23rd July 2007, BUMA/STEMRA
filed a complaint with the Commission's
antitrust services regarding the allegedly
anti-competitive actions of CELAS, a joint
venture set up by the British and German
collecting societies to represent exclusively
the international repertoire of EMI Music
Publishing for online and mobile
exploitation.
Also announced in 2007 was a proposal
for a new pan-European licensing
organisation for the independent labels in
the recording industry. Known as MERLIN,
it is a sister organisation of WIN (one of the
independent labels’ trade bodies) and is
intended to provide a one-stop shop for
those seeking to clear rights to use the
indies’ catalogue. MERLIN became
operational in April 2008.
In January 2007 the British collecting
society alliance MCPS-PRS launched
Alliance Digital, a new platform that offers
EU-wide licences for the repertoire

administered by small and medium-sized
publishers. To date, over 800 small and
medium-sized publishers have assigned
their online rights to Alliance Digital.
Several music publishers had, based on
Option 3 above, concluded exclusive
agreements with collecting societies; these
included CELAS, a joint venture between
the German collecting society GEMA and
the MCPS-PRS, which was created
specifically for the EU-wide administration
of repertoire of EMI Music Publishing in the
online/mobile world. On 26th January 2008
CELAS signed the first EU-wide licensing
arrangement with mobile operator
Omnifone.
On 28th January 2008, SACEM and
Universal Music Publishing Group
announced that they had signed an
agreement covering multi-territorial online
and mobile uses. The platform is not yet
operational.
On 30th January 2008 GEMA, MCPSPRS and the Swedish collecting society
STIM announced that they are authorised
to offer pan-European digital licences for
Warner/Chappell’s Anglo-American
repertoire. On the same day, independent
music publisher Peer Music announced that
it will offer pan-European online and
mobile licensing for its Latin American
repertoire through SGAE, and for its AngloAmerican repertoire through MCPS-PRS.
In June 2008, Sony/ATV Music
Publishing announced that it had entered
into an agreement with GEMA with the aim
of offering licensing rights to its AngloAmerican repertoire owned, controlled or
administered by Sony/ATV under a single
licence across Europe for mobile and online
digital uses. The three-year agreement
became operational on 1st July 2008.
The BBC has been in talks with a
number of independent and major labels
over licensing deals to release archive music
material (eg, recordings of performances) on
various media platforms. In June 2008, BBC
Worldwide announced an agreement with
EMI allowing each party to have access to
release, broadcast and monetise recordings
by EMI artists from the BBC archive,
although artists will still have to clear any
release project.
Developments since the CISAC decision
It remains to be seen exactly how the
collecting societies go about implementing
the decision of the Commission. Dutch
collecting society BUMA has been quick to
test its application.
On 21st July 2008, five days after the
CISAC decision, BUMA announced that it
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had issued a pan-European licence to online
music store Beatport.com, claiming that it
was for worldwide repertoire, including that
controlled by the UK performing rights
collecting society PRS (similar to its licence
to eMusic, mentioned above.) Under its
contract with PRS, BUMA is not authorised
to include PRS repertoire in a licence
anywhere outside the Netherlands. However,
it claimed that as result of the Commission
decision in the CISAC case, any territorial
restriction in its reciprocal representation
agreement with PRS was null and void, as
these restrictions were anti-competitive and
in breach of Article 81 of the EC Treaty.
PRS sought an urgent injunction from
the Dutch district court of Haarlem to
prevent BUMA from allegedly continuing to
breach its contract with PRS and causing
licensees to infringe PRS’s rights. After a
hearing on 8th August, the judge granted an
interim injunction, ordering BUMA on 19th
August to refrain from offering music
licences for online usage (cable, satellite and
internet) that involve the use of PRS
repertoire outside of the Netherlands. The
judge found that, contrary to BUMA’s
argument, the Commission held not that the
individual agreements of the CISAC member
collecting societies (including the territorial
limitation) are contrary to Article 81, but
rather that it is the concerted practice
between the CISAC member collecting
societies which is contrary to it and has led
to a system of identical reciprocal
agreements in the EEA. Therefore, the
CISAC decision does not lead to the nullity
in law of BUMA’s reciprocal representation
agreement with PRS. The judge also
confirmed that collecting societies cannot
issue licences without the explicit consent
of rights holders, and that this principle of
law is not affected by the CISAC decision.
BUMA has said that it may appeal.

Conclusion
It is too early to predict the effects of the
CISAC decision and the steps that the
music industry has already taken to address
the issue of online music distribution
across Europe. How will the collecting
societies implement the CISAC decision? To
whom does one now turn to obtain licences
for online delivery of music in Europe?
As can be seen above, the landscape is
changing very quickly. It seems likely that
commercial pressures on collecting societies,
their members and licensees will result in a
workable licensing model. It is hoped that
such a model is developed sooner rather than
later to provide certainty to all stakeholders.
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Trademarks on the
internet – the US
perspective
Uncertainty is the name of the game
for trademark owners in the US
seeking to understand how the
internet affects their rights
By Marcus Luepke, Finnegan, Henderson,
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP, Washington DC

In the internet arena, change is the only
constant. Companies selling their products
and services online are constantly
implementing new technologies and
developing new business methods and
marketing schemes. The legal implications
of the internet marketplace are also a
constant challenge to courts, lawyers and
companies alike.
Companies engaging in internet
commerce must face the fact that a certain
activity may be considered legal by one
court today and an infringement by the
same or another court tomorrow.
Multinationals must also face the fact that
the same activity may have different legal
consequences depending on the
jurisdiction. This applies particularly to the
application of trademark laws to prevent
internet business practices that trademark
owners consider detrimental and illegal.
Whether a legal action concerns the
purchase of competitors’ trademarks as
keywords to trigger internet advertisements
for competing products or the liability of
internet auction sites for the sale of
counterfeit goods by its users, the outcome
is often difficult to predict even within the
US, let alone on a global basis. Google and
eBay are two companies that face this
uncertainty, which has resulted in numerous
lawsuits around the world.
The most debated trademark questions
in the internet arena currently concern
www.iam-magazine.com

internet searching, particularly the
purchase of competitors’ trademarks as
keywords from search engines that result in
paid advertisements that appear side by
side with the natural search results.
Trademark owners contend that the
keyword-activated paid advertisements
divert potential buyers to the keyword
purchaser, which usually offers competing
products. Other internet trademark issues
include keyword-activated banner ads, popup ads and metatags.
Banner ads and pop-up ads
Before the explosion of keyword cases,
banner ad cases and later pop-up ad cases
dominated internet-related trademark
litigation. In the banner ad scenario, the
online advertiser buys keywords from
search engines that trigger the advertiser’s
ad to appear in banner format above the
search results. Because advertisers can buy
keywords identical to other company’s
trademarks, the owners of these trademark
naturally dislike the fact that a competitor’s
ad appears when internet users are
searching for their own website or
products. They have therefore tried to stop
these advertising practices, claiming that
such use of keywords infringes their
trademark rights. In the most prominent
banner ad case, the court suggested that
likelihood of confusion is possible if the
competitive banner ad is not properly
labelled as an advertisement and/or if it
does not identify the advertiser.
Unlike the banner ad cases, recent popup ad cases do not involve the purchase of
keywords. Instead, the ads that popped up
in separate boxes on the internet user’s
screen were triggered by a software program
that users had affirmatively agreed to
download to their computers, though often
unnoticed as part of free software such as
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screensavers. The software (sometimes
referred to as spyware) then scanned the
user’s internet activity and tried to match
the pop-up ads with the websites visited by
the user. After identifying associated
products or services, the software displayed
randomly chosen pop-up ads from its
advertising clients that matched the
respective product category. In one
prominent US case, the court found that the
third-party trademarks or URLs in the
software program’s directory were used
internally in a merely automated, machinelinking function that did not constitute “use
in commerce”. The court compared this
advertising practice to the sales practice of
drug stores placing store-brand products,
next to the corresponding branded products
hoping that customers will buy the lessexpensive store brand product. Such internal
utilisation of a trademark without
communicating it to the public was
considered analogous to an individual’s
private thoughts about a trademark, unlikely
to lead to consumer confusion as to the
source of the goods or services, the basic
element of trademark infringement.
Use of a competitor’s trademarks
as metatags
In the past, online merchants relied heavily
on metatags to improve their ranking in the
natural search results of a search engine. A
metatag is invisible data on a webpage or in
the source code that is recognisable by
search engines but not by a normal viewer
of the webpage.
Website owners seeking discovery of
their sites by search engine webcrawlers and
looking for prominent display in the list of
natural search results may use a
competitor’s trademark (or even famous
marks for unrelated products) once or
multiple times as metatags on its website, a
tactic also called meta-stuffing. As a result,
the website may achieve a more favourable
indexing and therefore a better position in
the list of search results, allegedly
prompting internet users conducting
searches to click on the link to this website
rather than on the link to the trademark
owner’s website. In some cases, the site of
the website owner using the metatags even
appears before the trademark owner’s site in
the search results.
In those cases where the website owner
also visibly displays the trademark on its
website, it becomes a standard trademark
infringement case, where infringement will
be found if such display on the website
renders it likely that internet users will
mistakenly believe that the products or

services offered on that website either
originate from the trademark owner or are
sponsored or authorised by the trademark
owner. If, however, the trademark
infringement claim is exclusively based on
the use of the trademark in invisible
metatags, then the outcome usually hinges
on two questions:
• Does the metatag use constitute
trademark use or use in commerce
required to establish a claim for
trademark infringement or dilution
under the Lanham Act?
• If so, does such use create a likelihood of
confusion as to source, sponsorship or
affiliation?
Although the metatag use may not
appear that different from the equally
invisible use in the above-mentioned popup ad cases, US courts have answered the
first question much less consistently than in
the pop-up setting and the outcome is often
very fact-sensitive. But most courts have
found metatag use to be a use in commerce.
Turning to the issue of likelihood of
confusion, several courts have applied the
concept of initial-interest confusion to
metatag cases, though with different
results. The initial-interest confusion
concept was created as a subset or type of
likelihood of confusion in cases where
internet users looking for a specific
company, product or website are initially
misled by metatag-manipulated search
results to click on a link that diverts them
to a different website. Though the confused
internet users quickly notice upon arrival at
the other website that it is not the site they
want and thus are no longer confused, such
initial confusion has been held to constitute
trademark infringement.
The supporters of initial-interest
confusion consider this brief diversion or
temporary confusion sufficient for
trademark infringement. They compare this
virtual scenario to a highway setting in
which customers looking for a specific video
store are misled by a competitor’s incorrect
billboard announcing that the video store is
one exit earlier than it really is, while in fact
the competitor’s video store is located at
that earlier exit. Thus, they assume that the
customer taking the earlier, wrong exit and
not finding the store he was looking for
there would then see the competitor’s store
and simply rent his video there.
Using the initial-interest confusion
concept to find trademark infringement in
these cases has often been criticised as
replacing the required likelihood of
confusion with a mere diversion, as well as
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for assuming that the customer is looking
exclusively for the trademark owner and its
products as opposed to the type of product
in general. Because internet users usually
realise within seconds that they have
accessed a different website from that
which they were searching for, and can
instantly click the back button, the critics
believe that the highway metaphor does not
fit the typical internet scenario.
Nevertheless, courts continue to apply this
concept, depending on whether the specific
facts establish a bait and switch scheme
that justifies application of the concept.
Infringement claims are sometimes
rejected on a fair use theory when the thirdparty website sells the original products of
the trademark owner without suggesting
authorisation or sponsorship from the
trademark owner. Sometimes infringement
is also denied based on the argument that
only the naïve few might be confused by
such activity, but not the required
appreciable number of people.
In any event, many search engine
operators have changed the algorithms they
use to measure the relevance of a website
and to rank the search results. Search engine
operators currently assign weight to
websites usually based on the number and
quality of hyperlinks that connect to them,
rather than solely or primarily on the
number of keyword hits on that site. Thus,
other forms of search engine optimisation
have become more popular to influence
search results ranking and to create a more
prominent position on the list. Indeed,
many experts believe that metatags have
little or no influence on search results.
For these reasons, some US courts now
question the relevance of metatags in
influencing search results ranking. For
example, in a recent case, a federal appellate
court, though holding that the metatag use
by a competing medical device manufacturer
constituted trademark use and caused a
likelihood of confusion, vacated a
preliminary injunction issued by a lower
court. On the other hand, a California court
recently enjoined the competitor of a website
design company from further keyword
purchases of the plaintiff’s trademark and
ordered placement of a prominent disclaimer
of non-affiliation on its website.

interested in advertising their products on
the internet. In buying these keywords,
advertisers attempt to secure a prominent
placement for their website under the
sponsored links section of paid
advertisements, located above and/or to the
right of the search results.
Google’s AdWords programme is
undoubtedly the most popular advertising
system on the internet. In addition to sitetargeted advertising in the form of text and
banner ads, it also offers pay-per-click (PPC)
advertising. Advertisers interested in PPC
ads choose the keywords that will trigger
their ads and specify a maximum amount
they are willing to pay. When a search for
that keyword is performed, ads for these
advertisers are shown as sponsored links,
with the order of the links depending on the
bids from advertisers and the quality score
of the ads (calculated according to historical
click-through rates and the ads’ relevance).
Because advertisers are allowed to select
competitors’ trademarks, the AdWords
programme faces many lawsuits. As in most
of the rest of the world, the US courts are
split over whether such keyword purchases
by advertisers constitute use in commerce,
though most think they do.
In the US, trademark owners have sued
the advertisers who buy the keywords and
the search engine operators who sell the
keywords, but most cases are brought
against the keyword purchasers. Although
Google and other search engines usually
have deeper pockets than the advertisers
and thus would appear to be more attractive
in terms of seeking damages, these deep
pockets probably cause smaller trademark
owners to sue their competitors who
purchase the keywords.
Regarding liability for trademark-related
keyword sales and purchases in the US, the
courts have been inconsistent. The trend
seems to be that:
• There is no likelihood of confusion and
thus no infringement if the sponsored
link does not contain the disputed
trademark.
• There is infringement if the sponsored
link contains the disputed trademark,
unless the trademark is used in a fair use
manner (eg, in comparative advertising
comparing the owner’s products.

Purchase of keywords to trigger
sponsored links
The hot question in today’s keyword arena
is the legality of internet advertising
programmes that create so-called sponsored
links. These programmes, such as Google’s
AdWords, sell keywords to companies

However, a few courts have found
infringement even if the disputed mark
does not appear in the ad.
Liability of internet auction sites for
sale of infringing goods
Another relevant area with conflicting
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findings concerns the liability
of another financial heavyweight in the
e-commerce arena.
In June 2008, a French court ordered
eBay to pay €40 million to several luxurygoods manufacturers for not having done
enough to prevent the sale of counterfeit
goods on its auction site. In 2008, the
highest civil court in Germany had similarly
held that upon notice, an internet auction
provider has to stop the sale of infringing
items immediately and must also take all
feasible and reasonable measures to stop
future infringements.
Shortly after these European cases,
however, in the first decision of its kind in
the country, a US court determined that
eBay had taken sufficient measures to stop
the sales of counterfeit Tiffany jewellery,
stating that it is primarily the trademark
owner’s burden to police its trademarks.
Tiffany may have suffered from the fact that
it did not participate in eBay’s VeRO
programme, by which trademark owners can
prompt eBay to remove auction items that
infringe their rights, and that eBay had
removed 19,000 counterfeit Tiffany items
after receiving specified requests to do so.
With appeals already filed, the status quo
may change, providing more consistent and
clearer guidelines on the responsibilities of
both sides.
Conclusion
There is remarkable uncertainty regarding
liability for trademark infringement on the
internet, spanning from internet auctions to
the purchase and use of trademarks as
keywords.
Not only can the purchase of keywords
become relevant as possible trademark
infringement, but keyword purchase costs
can also be awarded as damages in the form
of corrective advertising, as one US court
recently did. That court awarded the
trademark owner costs sufficient to
purchase keywords associated with the
infringed mark to ensure prominent
placement of the trademark owner’s website
in Google search results for seven years.
Damages of US$350,000 were tripled to a
sum in excess of US$1 million because of
the wilful nature of the infringement.
While we can only guess at the profound
changes that lie ahead in the world of ecommerce, it is safe to say that new
technologies and marketing trends will
continue to present challenges. To succeed,
brand owners, advertisers and search engine
operators must constantly monitor and
manage the effects of these changes on their
businesses and IP assets.
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Keywords, metatags
and hyperlinks – the
legal position in
Europe
European courts often have
conflicting views on how to deal
with the legal challenges posed by
keywords, metatags and hyperlinks
By Paul-Alexander Wacker and Christian
Thomas, Kuhnen & Wacker, Freising
The appropriate protection of intellectual
property rights, in particular of trademarks
and other signs, is an essential prerequisite
for the progress of electronic commerce on
the internet. Registered trademarks and
designations are important commercial
instruments for suppliers of goods and
services, and are of utmost significance in
electronic commerce. However, on an open
platform such as the internet, the owners of
intellectual property rights also face a
higher risk of infringement. Thus, it is
indispensable to have these rights protected
in order to avoid endangering the progress
of electronic commerce.
At the beginning of the internet age,
most trademark conflicts involved domain
names. In recent years, however, this type of
dispute has increasingly been replaced by a
new phenomenon, namely the use of
trademarks in so-called metatags and
keyword advertising. In particular, the
increasing complexity of the internet has
led more and more internet users to carry
out their searches for certain websites with
the help of search engines, such as Google
or Yahoo. These search engines search the
internet for websites containing the entered
term and compile lists in which the hits
occur in a pre-arranged order depending on
their relevance. It has become common for
additional offers to be displayed at one side
of the screen; these are not part of the
actual results, but rather represent
www.iam-magazine.com

alternative links to what was actually
searched for.
The question arises as to whether and
how the use of third-party trademarks in
metatags or keywords, or linking from the
brand owner’s to a third-party’s webpage,
can lead to legal problems. In order to
evaluate this question, it is important to
have a closer look at the function and
characteristics of these features.
Metatags
Metatags are instructions for web servers,
browsers and search programmes of search
engines. They are part of the underlying
HTML programme of a website and are thus
usually not visible on the user’s screen.
There are two types of metatag: description
metatags and keyword metatags.
Description metatags contain a short
description of the content of the website. In
many internet search engines this
description appears in the list of search
results and is thus visible to the internet
user. In contrast, keyword metatags consist
of a series of keywords which reflect the
content of a site and are not visible. As an
example, a website on which cars and
motorcycles are offered could have the
following description metatag: “Sale of cars
and motorcycles at low prices.” The
keyword metatag, in contrast, could contain
the following words: “Motorcycles, cars,
offer, low-price, BMW, Lotus.” Most
trademark conflicts are related to keyword
metatags.
In contrast to description metatags,
keyword metatags (referred to as metatags
in the following) are not visible to the
internet user. These metatags are used
because non-intelligent programmes are not
in a position to recognise the content of a
website. Thus, metatags allow for it to be
processed automatically; for example, to
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facilitate a search for certain content or to
make it possible to display automatically a
short description of the content. In view of
the vast amount of information on the
internet, the providers of search engines
have their data collected by automatic
search programmes, other than the
providers of manually assembled internet
services. The data is usually collected by
so-called robots, spiders or crawlers. These
programmes automatically gather the
content of websites by searching them
according to specific criteria, by capturing
selected parts of the website content and
creating corresponding entries in
databases. This is not only of advantage
because large parts of the internet can be
gathered very quickly, but it also allows
regular updates of the data in view of the
fact that internet content changes
frequently. Thus, the use of automatic
search programmes for capturing the
content of websites has become a usual
approach in commerce.
Keyword advertising
Keyword advertising is a form of online
advertising in which advertisements are
displayed on the result sites of internet
search engines, in a column that is separate
from the actual hits. Keyword advertising is
closely linked to the metatag problem, as
the providers of search engines use
metatags for keyword advertising.
Search engines allow online advertisers
to target users of search engines by paying
to select specific keywords that will trigger
their online advertisements. These are then
presented above or alongside unsponsored
or natural search results, usually labelled
with headings such as Sponsored Links
(Google), Sponsor Results (Yahoo!) or
Sponsored Sites (Microsoft MSN).
Because search engine companies have
allowed keyword advertising to include
third-party trademarks, the registration
and protection of those keywords have
become vital, as trademark owners want to
block possible competitors from drawing
potential customers to their websites at the
expense of the trademark owners. The
practice of keyword advertising is a
growing concern to many owners of
product names and/or trademarks. They
have questioned the legality of selling
search results and advertising linked to
searches based on product names and
trademarks.
Hyperlinks
Links or hyperlinks are points in web pages
through which internet users may click

through to other pages or other websites.
The links can be embedded in the text
(usually in the form of an underlined word
or words, and usually referred to as text
hyperlinks), or can take the form of a
graphic link (usually referred to as graphic
hyperlinks). Hyperlinks are indispensable
basic features of internet communication
because they make it possible easily to
refer to or find other content and to link to
various contents.
A special form of hyperlinks are deep
links. Deep linking refers to a hyperlink
that points to a specific page or image on
another website, instead of that website's
main or home page.
Legal assessment
Metatags
The legal assessment of the use of thirdparty trademarks or designations in
metatags focuses on the question of
whether it represents an infringing use in
commerce. In order to illustrate the
problem, consider the following (fictitious)
example.
A and B are large automobile
manufacturers. C is a car dealer and sells
only cars manufactured by A. However, on
his website, C includes the trademarks of A
and B as metatags, so that users of search
engines will obtain his website as a search
result, although they were actually
searching for vehicles manufactured by B. B
considers this to be an infringement of its
trademark rights.
The European courts have decided
similar cases in very different ways. Most
decisions also seem to be contradictory.
However, particularly in the past few years,
there seems to have been a strong tendency
for courts in most member states of the
European Union to recognise infringement
through the use of registered trademarks in
metatags.
These decisions are mainly based on
the assumption that search engines are to
be prompted to display the homepage of
the infringer in the list of results when an
internet user enters a certain term,
although this term is protected as a
trademark or business designation for a
different owner. The courts argue that even
if the term in the metatag is not visible to
the user, the user is nevertheless made to
believe that there is a relationship between
the trademark and the website. According
to the courts, the term embedded in a
computer code can be just as confusing as a
visible designation.
In general, the courts hold the view that
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the infringing use of metatags leads to an
unwanted and unacceptable impairment of
communication between the trademark
owner and internet users. As a
consequence of infringing metatagging, the
consumer’s justified expectations are
disappointed. Considerable numbers of
internet users will first assume that there
is a legal or commercial relationship
between the trademark owner and the
website owner, because they will not have
any other explanation for the fact that the
corresponding website has been listed as a
result of their search. Internet users who
search for a specific product of a specific
trademark are deliberately misled if they
end up on the website of a direct
competitor. Among others, this legal
opinion is shared by the Supreme Courts in
Italy, Scandinavia, Germany and France.
Critics of this view believe that people
who use a search engine when searching for
a trademark or a specific business
designation are well aware of the fact that
the search result will include a vast number
of hits, and that not all of these will
contain the trademark or the business
designation searched for in the sense of a
guarantee of origin.
According to these critics, the average
well-informed and rational consumer is
aware of the fact that it is the very nature
of metatags that they contain a specific
designation, and that their main purpose is
to allow access to the content of the
respective website by automatic search
engines and other programmes. The Court
of Appeal in London has rendered a
decision that follows this line. It decided
that the use of a registered trademark
belonging to another as a metatag in a
website – so as to achieve a higher ranking
in search engine results – did not infringe
the trademark, as website metatags are not
displayed on the screen to web browsers.
This invisibility led the court to conclude
that registered trademarks in metatags
cannot amount to a misrepresentation or
create the likelihood of confusion.
Although there may be certain
arguments in favour of this opinion, from a
legal point of view caution is advised in
using third-party trademarks or
designations in one’s own metatags. There
is a clear tendency in European
jurisprudence to consider such use as
trademark infringement. If the website
relates to a specific country, the case law of
the country in question should be taken
into account. In cases of cross-national
websites, the use of registered trademarks
in one’s own metatags should definitely be

avoided, because otherwise one might face
claims to cease and desist and/or claims for
damages.
Keyword advertising
The main difference between keyword
advertising and metatags from a legal
perspective is probably the point of view
and the expectations of internet users. For
example, if you look at a typical list of
results on Google, it consists of at least two
parts. On the one hand there is the central
part, which contains the actual results; on
the other hand there is the advertising part
(Sponsored Links). While the internet user
can generally assume that the results
displayed in the central part relate to the
search term, most will not expect that this
is the case with the advertising part. Most
users should be aware of the fact that this
part also contains advertisements from
competitors offering different goods or
services.
In Germany, several courts have argued
that keywords and metatags should be
treated equally, although findings and
reasoning differ. A recent decision of
the Higher Regional Court of Frankfurt
denied any trademark infringement, as
keyword advertising was clearly separated
from the unsponsored or natural search
results. This decision states that the
arguments used in metatag decisions of the
German Federal Supreme Court cannot be
used regarding keyword advertising as the
expectations of internet users differ in each
case. However, Germany is waiting for
further rulings on this matter from the
Federal German Supreme Court. Until
then, uncertainty reigns.
There has been much discussion of the
subject in most European countries, but no
significant court decision has been
rendered. In France, users of keyword
advertisements should definitely refrain
from using trademark-protected terms as
keywords. French courts are mostly of the
opinion that the use of trademarkprotected keywords constitutes trademark
infringement.
Unlike the protection of trademarks as
domain names and metatags, so far courts
have established no judgments that give
clear guidance on whether the use of
keyword advertising should constitute a
trademark infringement. In most countries,
additional case law is desperately needed.
Hyperlinks
The legal assessment of hyperlinks
depends on various factors and can involve
problems in terms of civil law and also
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criminal law. On the one hand, it is
important to assess what type of link is
being used (eg, deep links, surface links
etc). On the other hand, the content of the
linked website also has to be taken into
account. The installation of a link to a
website with criminal content is regarded
as accessory to a criminal offence by most
European courts and can thus lead to
criminal prosecution.
However, the subject of this article is,
above all, the assessment of hyperlinks
under aspects of civil law. Literature and
case law in the European Union are based
on the assumption that people who upload
their websites onto the internet basically
agree that links to their homepages may be
used. The reason for this assumption is
that the owner of a website is generally
interested in attracting a larger public. It is
also commonly acknowledged that the
agreement does not refer to frames and
inline links, as the website could thus
appear in a context that might lead to
misunderstandings or misinterpretations
by the user.
But case law has not been consistent as
regards the question of whether the
consent also includes deep links. So far,
objections have often been raised against
deep links, in particular for financial
reasons. In most cases, websites are
financed through advertisements on the
homepage and the amount to be gained by
such advertisements often depends on
whether the users of the website can see
the advert. In view of the expected loss of
advertising revenue, some national courts
do not assume that the owner of a website
tacitly consents to deep links. However,
other courts – for example, those in
Denmark and Germany – hold a different,
perhaps preferable, view: that the
agreement of the website owner can also be
assumed as regards deep links, because it is
just reasonable for the webmaster to
anticipate deep links.
It is the authors’ view that the creator
of a website cannot prohibit surface or
deep links, but may prohibit a link by
means of copyright if the user of the link
uses it as an instrument to include thirdparty works in the website in order to
complete or amend it (so-called framing
and inline linking). The mere fact that a
website contains advertisements is not
sufficient for any impartial third party to
conclude that deep links are not desired.
Even a declaration on the homepage
according to which links are prohibited
does not, according to the legal opinion of
most European courts, increase the legally

defined scope of protection of the creator’s
works. The question of whether the
website owner’s request is complied with
is not a legal one, but rather a question of
decency. At present, the only way for
website owners to defend themselves
effectively against deep links might be to
use technical protection measures, such as
password-protected sites.
With respect to keyword advertising
and hyperlinks especially, we look forward
to additional case law and international
harmonisation in order to have greater legal
certainty when advising clients.
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Key online copyright
issues

The rapid evolution of the internet
exemplified by the Web 2.0
phenomenon brings new challenges,
in particular for rights owners
struggling to police the vastness of
the web and cope with the
exponential replication of content
By Simon Corke and Catriona Smith,
Rouse Legal, London
It is hard to remember – or for younger
generations, to imagine – the world without
the internet. As its popularity increases, so
too do the challenges it poses. The internet
knows few borders, opening up a sea of
information in just a few keystrokes. Many
believe that it is this very openness which
gives it its strength. Yet this easy accessibility
leads to unprecedented legal issues and
difficult conflicts between the rights of the
user and those of the content provider.
The latest phase in the development of
the internet has been dubbed Web 2.0. In
Web 2.0 the creation of material or
information online is as much a part of a
user’s experience as the finding or viewing
of data was before. Previously, the internet
was a one-way medium made up of isolated
information, static websites and search
engines in which the user surfed from one
site to the next. Web 2.0 is more dynamic
and interactive, combining sources of
content with increased functionality. Many
Web 2.0 platforms allow for mass
publication. Open communication, the
decentralisation of authority and the
freedom to share and re-use web content
are pervading features of Web 2.0 platforms.
By their very nature, these features lead to a
variety of conflicts with copyright owners.
www.iam-magazine.com

To understand the copyright issues
more easily, it is important to understand
how the modern internet works and how
users interact with each other today.
Web 2.0
End users now use digital media
technologies such as digital video and
blogging. The content they create is known
as user-generated content (UGC). UGC
forms an intrinsic component of the Web
2.0 environment.
In 2006, the value of UGC websites was
confirmed by Google’s US$1.6 billion
purchase of YouTube, one such site. The
majority of UGC sites allow users to upload
content onto the site where it is made
generally accessible to other users. Websites
that host or enable the creation and
distribution of UGC include:
• Blogs (short for web logs) – online
journals with entries in reverse
chronological order. The entries might
consist of commentary in written, video
or graphical form. Examples include
blogger.com and livejournal.com.
• Wikis – the most famous example is
Wikipedia, the online encyclopaedia.
Users can amend and contribute
collectively to the content.
• Social networking sites – users have
their own pages where they can add
contacts to their network; post material
and blogs; send individual messages or
post bulletins to all their friends; and
join groups of users with common
interests. Perhaps the best-known social
networking sites are MySpace and
Facebook.
• Aggregation/social bookmarking sites –
these sites seek to gather, link to and
index content on the web by themes
based upon user recommendations,
coupled with a social network to share
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•

•

content. Examples include Digg and
Stumbleupon. MySpace also arguably
straddles this category.
Virtual worlds/MMORPGs (massively
multiplayer online roleplaying games) –
users download software to enter and
engage in virtual worlds or games.
Second Life and World of Warcraft are,
respectively, perhaps the most popular
virtual world and MMORPG.
File sharing sites – these provide and
receive digital files over a network,
usually following the peer-to-peer
(P2P) model, where the files are stored
on and served by the users’ personal
computers. Examples are Napster,
Kazaa and YouTube.

Infringement of copyright in UGC
UK and other copyright laws prevent
parties from dealing with protected works
without the copyright owner’s permission.
Protected works include literary works (eg,
written works such as news stories and
tables of information), films, musical works
(eg, pop songs) and artistic works (eg,
photograph and paintings).
UGC will often be protected by
copyright in its own right. However, UGC
can also include copyright works of third
parties. If the user has not obtained
consent to include the works in UGC, the
user may be liable for copyright
infringement.
Despite the law, copyright owners face
an uphill battle in protecting their
copyright works from unlawful
reproductions. Users often neither know
nor care that the work they are uploading is
protected by copyright. And the spread of
content on the internet is so rapid that
trying to track down and stop every
individual example of copyright
infringement is a hopeless task.
In the context of UGC, the principal
ways in which copyright can be infringed
are where, without permission:
1. A user creates content that reproduces
all, or a substantial part of, a third
party’s copyright work.
2. A user uploads and/or distributes
content comprising all, or a substantial
part of, a third party’s copyright work.
3. A third party (eg, a UGC site owner)
authorises a user to create, upload or
distribute all or a substantial part of a
third party’s copyright work.
Creation of infringing content
Some virtual worlds, such as Second Life,
enable users to create digital versions of a
huge range of items from clothing to

architecture. The rate of creation of such
UGC content can be startling. For example,
residents in Second Life are reportedly
creating over 7 million lines of computer
code a week. Reproductions of copyright
material are frequent, often without
permission. These sites present new
challenges, and opportunities, for copyright
owners.
Uploading and distribution
of infringing content
Many Web 2.0 sites, such as social
networking sites, post unauthorised
copyright material, mainly music videos and
photographs. Because so many people
interact on these sites, one unauthorised
reproduction may be copied by thousands of
individual users as they each copy the work
to their own networks, spiralling rapidly
beyond control.
This process is not necessarily limited
to UGC content alone. Use and distribution
of potentially infringing Web 2.0
applications can spread equally swiftly. For
example, Scrabulous, an online game with
similar features to Scrabble invented by a
pair of Indian brothers, appeared on
Facebook. Facebook blocked users from
accessing Scrabulous after suits were
brought in the US, and more recently in
India, by the Scrabble copyright owners.
Scrabulous was reportedly one of
Facebook’s most popular applications, with
around 500,000 players.
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Authorising the creation, uploading or
distribution of infringing content
UGC site operators could also be
authorising the infringements of their users
by providing them with the means to upload
infringing content and to stream or
download that content (resulting in further
copies being made). Additionally, there is
some US authority that knowingly linking
to infringing copyright material can
constitute copyright infringement. As it is
far easier for copyright owners to identify
and enforce their rights against operators
rather than the end users of UGC sites, this
has led to a number of tensions.
There are several high-profile examples
of suits brought on the basis of
authorisation of users’ copyright
infringements by UGC site owners and
ISPs. Universal Music has sued MySpace in
the US for music videos posted on its site
by users without permission, claiming that
MySpace “encourages, facilitates, and
participates in” the unauthorised
reproduction of copyright works.
Meanwhile, Viacom and the English FA
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Premier League are both suing Google in
the US in respect of unauthorised copyright
material uploaded by YouTube users. The
FA Premier League accuses Google of not
implementing available filtering
technologies. In these and similar cases,
ISPs and UGC website operators are likely
to try to rely on the safe harbour provisions
available in the US under the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act and in Europe
under the 2000 E-commerce Directive.
Broadly speaking, the operators seek to
claim that they are mere hosts and are not
actively endorsing the infringements.
However, this is not always possible, leaving
the operators vulnerable to claims and
increasing the tension with the copyright
owners which would find it impossible to
track down and sue every end user.
Hosting protection
The EU’s E-commerce Directive grants
hosting immunity against criminal liability
and damages (but not against injunctive
relief) to website operators provided they:
• Do not control the user.
• Are not directly involved in the user’s
activities.
• Do not have actual knowledge of
unlawful activity or information.
• Are not aware of facts or circumstances
from which unlawful activity or
information is apparent.
• Remove or disable access to infringing
content expeditiously once becoming
aware of its presence.
The problem for UGC site owners is that
these exemptions were intended to apply to
activity that “is of a mere technical,
automatic and passive nature, which implies
that the … service provider has neither
knowledge of nor control over the
information which is transmitted or stored”
(Recital 42). Thus, the presence of
interactive functions automatically
generated by a site, the authority to take
down content or the use of monitoring and
filtering systems may make the defence
unavailable.
In practice, the approach of European
courts has varied. For example, in recent
French cases Google benefited from the
exemption where it had removed content
expeditiously. By contrast, in Germany,
Microsoft was not entitled to hosting
protection because it had embedded the
UGC into related content on its MSN
discussion forum board. In the absence of
clear ECJ authority, such divergence of
approaches is likely to continue along with
the associated uncertainty.

Mere conduit defence
The E-commerce Directive protects a
service provider which transmits
information provided by a recipient and
gives access to a communications network,
provided that the service provider does not
initiate the transmission, select its receiver
or modify the transmission. There is a
similar exception in UK copyright law for
the making of temporary copies. These
exemptions could be harnessed by filesharing service providers, such as
BitTorrent, that retain no control and are
careful not to encourage infringement. In
these circumstances, unless a rights holder
can show that such sites are specifically
inducing infringement, it will be difficult to
take action.
In the context of peer-to-peer file
sharing, without evidence of inducement or
authorisation, the music and software
industries have resorted to taking action
against end users involved in extensive
infringement. By making examples of
individual users, these industries hope to
create a deterrent effect and raise public
awareness. The downside of this tactic is
the negative press that can follow.
Nevertheless, a recent case brought by a
software developer against a British woman
who uploaded a computer game onto a filesharing network resulted in an award of
£6,000 for damages and £10,000 costs.
In a separate approach, copyright owners
are trying to force ISPs to block access to
offending sites, either voluntarily or
through the courts. In Denmark recently,
ISP Tele 2 was ordered to prevent access to
Allofmp3.com, a Russian file-sharing site
which was holding content belonging to
members of IFPI, the recording industry
representative. In Belgium, an order was
granted against ISP Tiscali, giving it six
months to block or filter infringing material
belonging to members of Sabam, the
authors’ and composers’ representative.
Similarly, in a case in China involving this
firm, an appeal court held Yahoo! China
liable for not removing all links to music
tracks which to its knowledge, were
protected by copyright, wherever they were
on the web, and whether or not IFPI was
able to give it details of the relevant sites.
Against this background, UGC site
owners are trying to legitimise their
content – for example, by signing deals
with the content providers and music
collecting societies, and through the
introduction of technical means to catch
online infringements.
As a further example of this new
collaborative approach, a group of media and
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UGC companies – including CBS, Disney,
Microsoft, MySpace and Viacom – recently
released a set of principles for UGC content
services aimed at reducing infringement on
UGC sites. The companies aim to educate
users, to cooperate to stop infringements
occurring and to bring them down when
they do through a combination of shared
information, technical means and agreed
takedown procedures. If a UGC site has
adhered to the principles in good faith, the
copyright owners have agreed that they will
not bring a claim against it.
In the UK, the British Phonographic
Industry (BPI) is lobbying ISPs and those
who provide access to broadband services to
do more to combat copyright infringement
occurring through use of their networks, in
particular through illegal file sharing. The
BPI is currently working with ISPs such as
Virgin Media on a postal warning campaign.
Letters are sent to account holders who have
engaged in illegal file sharing, threatening
that their broadband access could be cut off.
Whether these threats are carried through,
however, remains to be seen. The ISPs are
very aware of views expressed by, for
example, human rights and consumer
interest groups concerned to preserve users’
freedom of access to information. Such
groups also resist making it easier for ISPs
to disclose personal details of broadband
account users on grounds of protection of
privacy. There is therefore a tension
between the privacy rights of Web 2.0 users
and the rights of copyright owners, as the
ISPs may be the only people who can
identify alleged infringers.
The movement to place more of the
responsibility and costs of policing the
internet on ISPs’ shoulders is resisted by
the ISP Association, which sees ISPs’ as
“mere conduits” and questions their
technological capability to monitor and
filter the massive volumes of data passing
across their networks.
Notwithstanding this view, the UK
government is considering legislating to
force ISPs to monitor traffic and terminate
the accounts of file sharers caught engaging
in such activities unless ISPs propose a
voluntary arrangement for self-regulation.
The government will have to tread a
cautious line between the rights of
copyright owners and those of users,
balancing the data protection and privacy
rights of those who may be innocent against
the need to prevent widespread copyright
infringement. If they go too far, they may
meet with protests from the ISPs, who will
be fearful of losing their protection under
the E-commerce Directive and, indeed, their

ability to run their businesses effectively.
If they do too little, they will meet with
protests from the copyright owners whose
rights are being damaged – a true political
nightmare.
Conclusion
While UGC website operators may not, in
practice, be able to rely on safe harbour
provisions (eg, the protection for hosts),
many nevertheless observe takedown
procedures and set out in their terms and
conditions the procedures in place for
notification of infringing content and
takedown. Accordingly, the primary method
of enforcement for copyright owners against
infringing Web 2.0 content remains the
issue of takedown notices to site operators
and ISPs, with infringement actions
reserved for large-scale and/or repeat
infringers.
Mounting pressure from government
and industry looks increasingly likely to
draw ISPs into the fight against online
infringements in a proactive policing
capacity. Exactly how this can be reconciled
with the safe harbour provisions of the
existing European legislative framework
remains to be seen.
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